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More at stake than couplet issue
Rather than “new wave’’, new 
deal, or any other revolutionary 
movement. Mayor Norma Sealey 
says she is advocating a return to 
stability on Sidney council.' Only 
through co-operative action by 
members of council can Sidney 
expect to cope with the problems 
and challenges of the future, she 
adds.
“This does not mean members 
will always agree with each other. 
However, in a democratic structure, 
the majority shall prevail, and that 
should not be undermined by the 
minority.’’
Sealey says only those unfamiliar 
with the process would put forward 
a “platform’’ promising to do 
certain things. “Each member of 
council has only one vote, and 
despite what is claimed by some, 
only a majority may make a 
decision. An individual may not. 
Therefore, one may at this time only 
express personal philosophy.’’
She says she has no vested 
interests in the town’s development 
and that the only property 1 have 
any interests in is that in which I 
reside. 1 am not beholden to any job 
or employer which might place me
in a conflict of interest position.
“For these reasons 1 am able to be :
totally objective in debate. My only 
interest is the welfare and future 
direction of the town.’’
The mayor — who is seeking 
another term in office — says that 
more development is inevitable in 
Sidney, but she feels it is imperative 
council assure, not only the highest 
quality development, but that 
development will be appropriate for 
the character of the town.
“For this reason, 1 fully 
supported placing the waterfront in 
a development permit area.
Although this docs not prevent 
development, it docs permit council 
to exercise controls for protection of 
such sensitive areas.
“Rather than abolishing controls, 
as occasionally advocated by my 
opponent, 1 feel they are essential to 
protect the community’s assets for 
future generations.’’
Sealey say this is also the reason 
for advocating caution in dealing 
with the proposal for private 
development and ownership of a 
breakwater marina covering the 
entire commercial waterfront of 
Sidney.
“Maybe it will be the solution to 
obtain a breakwater, but I believe a 
great dear of asurance is required 
before council gives away public 
ownership of the foreshore for the 
next 90 years.’’
It has been stated that the traffic 
couplet is the i-ssue in the election, 
.she says, but adds it certainly 
shouldn’t be. “There is much more 
at stake. There have been 
admissions from time to time that 
the couplet is being used for political 
purposes and that is most 
regrettable.’’
Continued on Page A3 Mayor Norma Sealey
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Two divers are missing and 
presumed drowned following a 
mishap off Henderson Point at the 
foot of Senanus Drive Saturday 
afternoon — one of the men was 
home visiting his father, Brentwood 
resident John Morrison.
Another diver, Dan Costain of 
Victoria, escaped without injury 
when he came to shore before his 
friends as his air tanks were running 
Ad^.y
Andrew Sharped 23 of Victoria, 
and Blake Morrison, 33, of Dawson /
City, were last seen by;Costain at a 
depth of 100 feet and heading 
deeper, says Central Caanich police 
chiefBobMiles. ^




The provincial human resources 
and probation offices arq closed inf 
Sidney due to the strike by the B.C; 
Government Ernplbyees (Union j 
members but the Peninsula 
Community^ Association (PCA) is 
still operating and has been able to 
pick up some of the slack .
PCA executive director Gerryf 
Edwards told The Review Monday 
there has beert “no apparent effect’’ 
oh either volunteer or homemakers 
services and that the Peninsula 
Employmentf Project (and 
community cbunselling centre have 
shown no visible effects.
But he warned there may be more 
pressure on these services as tensions
Edwhrds said his main concern is 
about funding the programs since 
the centre is dependent f: upon 
provincial financing,
V ‘‘That aspect is worrying/* lie
Morrison and Sharp were 
experienced divers and indicated 
they were going deeper when 
Costain communicated his air 
supply was low and that he was 
returning to shore.
Costain told the police chief he 
became concerned when his friends 
did not surface within about 15 
minutes.
Ten other divers, members Of a 
club; who were diving in the area 
shortly afterward saw no signs of . 
the missing men and a search was 
mounted at 5 p(rn.
Miles said it wa.s getting dark by 
the time volunteer firemen arrived
and began;; to search the i steep 
shoreline. Mill Bayfvolunteer fire yf 
department began to search the 
' shoreline since the wind was blowing 
out of the south-east and heavy seas f ; 
were rolling in that direction.
Saanich fire department zodiacs, 
mounted with lights, searched the 
shore as did Costain and Blake’s 
father John Morrison, along with a 
handful of local British Columbia 
Lifeboat' Society members atKi 
Canadian Marine Rescue Auxiliary.
The Coast Guard did not conduct 
an air search until Sunday morning 
and it is this fact that has B.C. 
Lifeboat Society president Horst 
Klein concerned.
In an interview with The Review
Monday Klein, who has 
been involved ihmorc than 800 
rescue operations on this coast over 
the past eight years, said fhe yvas 
stunned when an air search was f 
denied because of weather 
//■(conditions.
I’ve had support from American ( 
helicopters in twice the wind we had ; 
; to deal with bn Saturday,’’ he said, 
f addingfthe U.S. Coast Guard also 
use a brilliant lighting system called 
“night sun’’ while Canadian Coast 
Guard uses an,“inferior system of 
flares: which blow: around in the
wind.
Klein, and his vessel Queen' of 
Storm, combed the Bay along .with
Jim Condon and Svcnd Mariagcr 
aboard Sundowner, as well as 
volunteers (bn
Naughty IFa/i/V//. The latter two 
were skippered by members of the 
Canadian Marine Rescue Auxiliary
Con (in iicd on Page A3
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Sciiools open,
Despite threats that they could be 
fired, suspended or lose their
teaching certificates it was estimated 
some 75 per cent of Saanich school 
district teachers stayed away frorn 
schools Tuesday .
A; Saanich school board 
spokesman said all of the district’s ,
: 20 schools were being picketed by 
teachers and CUPE workers and 
only some 25 per cent teachers wercy/ y 
crossing the picket line.
I Some 40 per cent children only
; ( turned up to school.
At 11 a.m. Tuesday school
trustees were locked in conference 
planning their next move — and 
that’s likely to be an application for 
an injunction banning teachers 
I striking in support of striking
I provincial civil servants.
I A B.C. Supreme Court ruling
_ _____ -_____ ______ striking. Mr. Justice A.A.w.
Youngsters Mike Tate, left, and Steven Graham retreat in hurry as incoming wave pounds MacDonel! said a strike would cause
boailaunch near Hotel Sidney during gale force winds Nov. 5. Winds were so strong Review . irr*>n.nrahlf> harm to the education
..I. I, ft, hldriihh hirer fii}irf>vOh!lp,fflkinphhnfOS. S\
Doaiiauncn neat nuici y... ......... ......... ........... — ------  -- - o -----,---------- --- . , ,
photographer Murray Sharrat  was blown ov tw ce while ta g photos sys^tem^^nd was illegal under the
® School board chairman John
^ rniinii A -j Betts said earlier it was the board’s
Paul Grieve has callecl for North 
Saanich mayor-elect Harold Pdrrott ; 
to(fesign and face; an clcctibn. And 
he implicates election candidates ;
Alan Cornford, Dick Herlinveaux : 
and Jim Gumming is a plot to; 
eliminate his rcandidacy bn a pfe- 
arranged technicality.
Grieve says Parrott;“cilhcf knew ■ y 
of the plan and is certainly the 
beneficiary or he is the poor dupe of ; 
the other three who presume they 
can control him.’’
Judge Stephen Dcnroche ruled 
Nov, 2, iiL Sidriey provincial court ^ 
that Grieve did not commit himself
umil;<the (nobhy d foi W . .. /
^ had passed. At one Mayor-elect Harold ! arrott
^ 
intention to keep schools open and 
^ ✓ added principals or “designates”
would, if necessary, put students in 
one area. He suggested parents 
whose children take the bus to 
school should ensure the bus 
actually arrives at the pickup point. 
(■^<::(j;('('':':'':;;"Continued'on(Page,A2
his papers
which had been lying'pn ;North
Saanich clerk Tony Green’s office lJlllG0! CiOSCCl 
table and left the room with them
with the clerk. Friday, Nov. 11, Display advertising
Dcnroche said had Grieve left his deadline is 4:30 p.m. ; Thursday; 
papers bn Green’s table“Iwould y classified, bppn ;Monday; editorial, 
have said those papers were properly ' copy as soon as possible, please, 
delivered. But Grieve did not do 
that.-He picked up his papers and ^
Dcnroche said Grieve did not . 
make a commitment to run for ;; 
mayor until he Imd learned what 
y Cornlord had:dpne — 
after the noon deadline.
Conllhiied oh Page A3
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in North Saanich and include; a 
judge, two biologists, insurance 
brokers;v ;sodal workers, ; an 
architect, a shipwright and 
engineers, claims Brian 
.'.McKenzie,/-';' ';■"( vr'/'''-;(:'v.;(;,-^-'' 
Blit rumblings for some time 
indicate they’re not very popular 
and have been the subject of 
discussion from time to ttme at 
North Saanich couvtGh McKetuie 
said so hie 3(1 1 i veaboards )ybul d 
be meeting with mayor-elect 
Harold F^arfblt Tuesday *Mn an 
effort to get some dialogue going. 
We’re not deadbeats by as long
McKenzie and Dave Holt live 
r' at-: dock;'E, .(Canbc/ GoVCi Marina;; 
and Holt says riot only arc the 
(■ma|'oflty':'(("('(bf-"-'(liVenboards'( 
respectablc/«r'bhcy’rc.;yery handy::
when a fire breaks out.
/On Nbvr f Holt, McKenzie and 
others prevented a; fire from 
spreading on the dock. They both 
got up around 7 a.m. to go to 
work and saw the canvas top of^ 
the Chebuctb/ a 45-fbot wooden 
schooner, in names, They put the 
fire out before firefighters 
(a'rrived, '
“Right now North Saanich 
council is trying to kick 
llvcaboards outsaid Hcrit . But 
he said the marInaS want them. 
Not only are they useful for 
putting out fires thcic’.s a lot 
of theft at marinas but nothing
has ever been stolen from E dock
. at C;aiiuc,,Cuvc,Ayhci:,c.^'eaboarclf.
arc moored.
/ •’And the other. boaters want 
vus there,.”-."'
■ Continued on l*age;'.A2;,.
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Schools to 
stay open
Continued from Page A1
Meanwhile Operations 
Solidarity chairman Art 
Kube warns any 
disciplinary action against 
teachers will bring an 
immediate shutdown of the 
province’s entire public 
sector force. Kube was 
responding to statements by 
Education Minister 
Heinrich that teachers who 
strike could be fired, 
suspended or lose their 
teaching certificates.
B.C. Teachers’ 
Federation president Larry 
Kuehn said earlier teachers 
would walk off the job if 
there was no resolution of 
the contract dispute with 
the BGGEU. He said the 
minister’s threats would 
likely make teachers angrier 





Contimied from Page A1 
Holt .says council claims 
liveaboards are not 
taxpaye rs — a fact he 
■ disputes. ‘ ‘We ^ pay 7 per 
cent tax in the purchase of 
our vessels and we pay taxes 
indirectly through the 
marina. And we don’t get a 
V homeowner’s grant.’’ ^
He admits council may be 
fworrying about a sewage 
problem but said “you 
don’t throw sewage out in 
your own backyard.” All 
liveaboards are conscious 
of this and use toilet 
facilities at the marina.
As well, there’s a good 
Tlushirig i acfion^^: a 
marina with a three-knot 
current going through.
Liveaboards pay between 
$1,500 and $2,000 a year 
moorage and don’t own 
“nasty, cheap boats,” Most 
cost between $50,000 and 
> $100,p00; Holt said. He, 
owns a 38-foot’ sailboat
BCGEU workers picket Beacon Ave. liquor store.
Murray Sharratt Photo
Resident disturbed by noise, dnmken parties
Mayor Norma Sealey has refused offers of financial help 
in her election campaign — instead, she is asking 
supporters offering her cash donations to give their money 
to two of her favorite and worthwhile causes, United Way 
appeal and the B.C. Lions Gamp Shawnigan Fund which 
benefits handicapped children.
Sealey said Monday she was gratified at the substantial 
offers and “appreciates the support” however, during 
previous campaigns she has alway declined financial help 
on the basis that “I am then not obligated in any way to 
donors.”
As well, during “these strained economic times 1 find it 
difficult to justify spending a lot of money on an election 
campaign, particularly when there are so many needs in the 
community.”
She says those who support her and make donations to 
her favorite “causes” will benefit three ways. “First, you 
help me through your indication of support; secondly, you 
are helping those in the community who really need it; 
finally, you are helping yourself because you can enjoy the 
extra benefit of an income tax deduction — along with the 
knowledge that no matter how the election goes your 
money will be well spent.”
She added she’ll pay for any costs incurred in her 







For more than a ; year 
residents who live in the 
vici nity o f 2nd Ave and 
Beyan St. ■ haye been 
“ d e e p 1 y c o n ce r n e d , 
disturbed and annoyed” by 
the noise of drunken parties 
ccarried bn byv day and 
nightsometimes until 3k 
a^m. of 4a. m ;■ according to 
a; letterj cons'idered At 
Monday night’s meeting Of 
Sidney council.
The parties take place, 
said the letter from A.G. 
Brown, who lives on 2nd
Street, above the old service of his property. He 
station at the corner of 2nd appended a suggested 
and Be van. > amendment to the bylaw.
“Many times I have Mayor; Norma Sealey 
found it necessary to phone said she had received calls 
the police as well as the from Brown and consulted 
absentee owner, ” the letter with him and the RGMP 
said. He found ; it which had been called many
and should lay a charge but 
he was reluctant to do so. 
He feared retaliation. 
However, if people would 
not lay charges there was 
not much anyone could do.
Brown will be advised, 
that council does not intend
frustrating that the owner 
seemingly had .little 
recourse in curbirig his 
rowdy tenants^ ; ' ^
; Brown asked council ^ to 
amend the anti-rioise bylaw 
' rnaking " .property^^^; 6^
K res pons ible for hap pen irigs
Government offices
TS 1'■closed.
times .and had made to change the town’s anti- , 
exhaustive checks. ■ They k noise bylaw, which coyers 
had even, on one occasion, just about every 
done A stakeout; They felt contihgehcy,: but that: he" 
the situation was not as " had twpbptiqns. He can lay ; 
grave as Brown described itv a charge u nder Ahe i 
^ : :M Brown ’ had:; been municipal bylaw or the can: 
advised by police. Mayor bring a civil action against ■ 
Sealey said, that he could k: the ownerbf tbe property.
Continued from Page A1
valued at $75,000, - .
He admits some Special services to 
liveaboards “live tacky” children director Louise 
and “I wouldn’t want one Cole said she has no contact
.they tie up at government 
floats. “There’s always
said simply, “Business is
“We are filling in here, 
there and everywhere and
. , . -j have had to deal with twoparked next to me” out said with the ministry of human
------ . ^------------ resources because of the crises so tar since tne
labour , strife and that if strike began a week ago.
.. “mil I nC..Om.e, Assistaifce;going to be some there Are / cniiaren^^^^^^^^^^;*^^^^^
freeloaders living in $1,000 there with problems they
boats dragged off the are not being referred.”
beach.” “I’m worried about those
Holt, owner of Peninsula kids and have been getting
Teak on.Mills Rd. has lived some calls directly from _
on a boat for 11 years. “1 people in the community” oeing neia p
like Ihe lifestyle. It’s who have not been
independent,” he said. channelled through the
All boats owned by government system, she
liveaboards must be said.
seaworthy, according to Youth services co-
fedcral regulation. ordinator Gamille Martin
cheques were: sent put by; 
liumah resources staff at 
the beginning of the month 
so such items as child 
welfare rrionies are not 
held upjysb far, 












UNTIL November 18th (Pl.USjlNSTAlL,AtlON)
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SAANWOOD FARMS
FARMER’S Market
Corner Pat Bay Highway & Island View Road
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Grieve describes the sequence of 
events that led up to the court 
hearing, saying he was asked to run 
for mayor in the last few months by 
a number of people who were 
opposed to the disastrous zoning 
policies imposed on North Saanich 
by the existing council. He did not 
agree to run due to pressing personal 
and business problems and we 
already have a bevy of recycled 
mayors on council.”
He claims he felt a race between 
Cornford and Parrott would have 
opened up two places on council for 
two new people but says he did agree 
to run if one or the other candidate 
was unopposed. “And 1 informed 
both candidates directly and 
indirectly of my position.”
He went to the municipal hall 
Oct. 31 — deadline for nominations 
— at 11:45 a.m. and says Cornford 
indicated his intention was to run 
for alderman arid he was assured by 
clerk Tony Green at 11:55 a.m. that 
he had met the noon deadline 
because he was in the building with 
his papers in order.
Cornford was already in the 
clerk’s office and Green dealt with 
him first. Grieve explains.“By his 
own evidence Cornford then 
ensured that his filing (papers) took 
up the time until noon, at which 
time he left. 1 entered Green’s office 
for a second time and my papers 
were accepted.”
Grieve says the judge found that 
“1 had riot made up my mind until 
after noon because 1 had kept my
papers —I must respect his decision 
and will not appeal.”
But he says after he left Cornford 
(and Herlinveaux) Cornford 
purported to file for mayor as ‘T 
had been out of time and he wanted 
the same privilege.” He points out 
that Cornford neither withdrew his 
papers for alderman as required, 
nor on the clerk’s refusal, did he 
attempt to validate his nomination 
■ by an appeal to court.
‘‘The obvious reason for this 
second filing was to eliminate my 
candidacy on a pre-arranged 
technicality.
“1 call these events a trick, and as 
Herlinveaux accompanied Cornford 
1 implicate him. The connection 
between Cornford and Cumming 
was well described in a recent issue 
of The Review and Cumming 
nominated Herlinveaux so 1 
implicate Cumming.”
Grieve says the issue remains the 
wellbeing of North Saanich and 
“our ability to decide our own shape 
and future. The successes of Wright 
and Calvert show that this was not 
happening with the last council in 
charge.”
To promote reform. Grieve says 
he urges two things — first, 
residents should choose new 
aldermen from among the fresh 
faces seeking election, secondly he 
calls on Parrott to resign and face an 
election. ‘‘This will demonstrate the 
innocence he protests and allow 
residents to hear his explanation of 
his record and to examine his 
policies for the future.”
a news tip
Call the Review 856-11 SI
By PAT MURPHY
Does Sidney council have 
the right to lease a section 
of the foreshore to a-private 
company for a $10 million 
development without 
consulting ratepayers?
Should the municipality 
have its own development 
plan for this valuable 
resource? Should it find 
money for a study and a 
plan and, possibly, develop 
its own concept for a 
breakwater to
accommodate, possibly, 
800 vessels and a thriving 
commercial development?
These questions were 
considered at Monday 
night’s committee of the 
whole meeting and, as a 
result of careful 
deliberation, aldermen 
decided to back away from 
their decision to relinquish 
the town’s foreshore lease 
to Sidney Breakwater 
Developments Ltd. They 
will, in fact, at next week’s 
council meeting, rescind 
their motion.
Whether or not a
referendum will be held on 
the project is, at this time, 
uncertain but it may well 
come to pass.
The subject was re­
opened by Aid. John 
Calder, who said that a 
letter to the lands, parking 
and housing ministry telling 
of council’s decision to 
relinquish the relea.se 
brought a reply in whiclvthe 
ministry asked for the 
specific motion of 
authorization and a 
decripiion of the area 
involved. The reply was 
addressed to the municipal 
administrator Geoff Logan.
‘‘Well, this puts us back 
at square one,” said Aid. 
Lloyd Burdon citing the 
fact that the company 
applied, the municpality 
concurred if certain 
stringent conditions were 
met arid, now, the ministry 
said: “Not good enough. 
We want more 
information.”
He wasn’t upset, Calder 
.said. He had grave doubts 
about turning this
tremendously valuable 
project over to private 
enterprise without at least 
getting the permission of 
the taxpayers.
For 75 years, said 
Burdon, Sidney had been 
talking of a breakwater 
development and it had 
never come to pass under 
the public sector. If the 
private sector could do it - 
let it try. The conditions 
imposed on the first as.sent 
by council were so rigid and 
stiff that it was doubtful if 
anyone, private or public, 
could have lived up to 
them.
Furthermore, Burdon 
said, it was not that the 
municipality was giving up 
the foreshore lease. It was 
leased only and the 
municipality or the 
government or whatever 
retained ownership.
Unless the private sector 
was given some sort of 
assurance by : the 
municipality it would not be 
able to make the plans and 
arrange for financing.
Carl Nielson, President of 
Block Bros. Realty Ltd., and 
the Victoria Management take 
pride in congratulating AN 
DALGLIESH for her sales 







Continued from Page Al
: the lifebpatsqciety. “
KleinLvsaid the: turnout of 
volunteers was deplorable. ‘ ‘There 
:- are, 42 CMRA members ; in : the 
area,” he said, ‘‘and they are all re- 
embursed for the use of their 
equipment.”
‘‘Why they only had two boats on 
the scene and more were not 
dispatched I don’t know,” he said.
“The government is spending 
' money on men who only want to go 
out when the sun shines,” he 
' charged.
:: But ; Klein’sV strongest criticisms 
were aimed at the coast guard. Not: 
only was there no air support on the 
scene through the night but the
rescue cutter 122” was“out of
commission” and another Lucas 
inflatable,:' an: experimental twin 
engine craft similar to those used by 
the Royal Lifeboat Society in 
^England, was • ‘‘sitting: tied “
It was Sunday, morning before the 
Coast Guard air division began a 
grid search of Brentwood and 
Sidney RCMP sent in a divirigrieam 
to scour the underwater scene.
Central Saanich 
aldermen agreed to transfer 
$5,750.00 from a police 
computer fund to the police 
salaries budget Monday 
night so that four laid off 
police constables vniay be 
reinstated earlier than had 
beeri anticipated: L;:
Alt h ou gh A Id: E r ic Le wi s 
voted in favor of the 
motion he said he was 
reluctant to do so since he 
still feels strongly that no 
constable should have been 
laid off in the first.place. In 
any event the funds are 
more readily available 
either by avoiding the
purchase of a new police car 
or by buying life insurarice 
policies (for $5,000) and 
thereby eliminating V The 
$ 140,000 how set aside fOr : 
the death on duty of any 
constable, he said.
7 Lewis also Took the
bpportunity'TblPoml'^ut:
:::thatV:::''''::.he.'^::::.'has!^':L:,,,been:,
“effectively isolated” from 
council because of his stand . 
and that he has been treated
as an “opposition of one”.
Council briefly discussed 
taxation philosophy as a 
’-'result of aTctter about the 
subject of property taxes 
from C.T. Larrington of
Senanus Drive who pointed 
out the' inequ i ty 0 f 
residential property taxes, 
usingfiguresfoshowthaL 
only 27 per cent of British 
;C o 1 u m b i a ’ s : population: 
pdys : property taxes. :: 
: Council decided to sendy 
the lettehtoThe ministers df 
finahce:and; :municipal; 
affairs. , Central Saanich 
^Ratepayers’ Association 
president Leah King said 
she would not touch the tax 
problem “with , a lO-foot 
pole” and suggested that 
for an answer .to the 
problem councils might 
“ask Don Quixote”.
AND PRICED RIGHT: : 
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
SUNDAY 10 A.tW. - 3 P.M;
WITH EXTRA :S!»EC!ALS
a ACCESSORIES
2412 BEVSN, SIDNEY ■ ,.;4:SSS» 
656-7281:
i Continued from Page Al 
The real issue is to decide who is 
best equipped to Tnanagd tile affairs 
of the municipality, which are far 
more complex than a mere piece of 
road, Sealey says; sh e; cites 
d e velo p rhen t pr es sur es, 
consideration for the upgrading of 
' sewage treatment, fire * and police 
facilities, labour negotiations such 
as council is currently involved with, 
“ aiid pervading all else, the issue of 
:::finance.” L:;
The may or beli ey es her
background has equipped her to
deal with“all these matters and : 
others; My apporach is to deal with 
municipal afairs in a businesslike 
manner.” It’s worked to Sidney’s 
advantage in the past, and would 
seem even more necessary for the 
future,: she comments. : “My : 
involvement with other levels of 
governmenf and inter-municipal 
association serves to broaden my i 
perspective, and Thus serve the : 
town’s interest even further. And 1 
have the experience, ability and time 
TO do the job,”
Raffle
winners
Winners in a raffle drawn
al Saanich Rcninstial 
jjHospiial pet 21 include: : : 
:''y7;.:lst,:rprizc,::LMfLL:Dcrry:,
Resthaven Lodge, Ski
' (number: 278)t 2nd, ^ 
Evansv 7840 Lqchside Dr.v 
Sidney, (number 556); 3rd,;
' Debbie Barry, 10925 SJgjJ 
L I nwood, SidricyL (luinihcr ■
EARLY SHOPPER 
SURPRISES
4th, Mrs. H. LeVaillart, 
1066 Foul Bay Rd.,
Victoria, (nurnber 179); ;5tlv^:^^ 
; H. J ac0 bson, 9268
'rrIyIatytahd;'“l3ir-:“Sidne 
(number 562);: Ph, Bob 
:L'}Edwards,-1:325 *''W.:'7'K,ings'“
: Ave,, N. Vaneouver,
} Thumber 953); 7th^
:CasBylswjk, 547 Kenneth St, _ ^ 
Victoria, (number: 7); 8th,^ 
:;';:LKch'': Kea 11 n iL'* LlL: 1 ;7.06':-:H;^
N ow r dyd V i c “ a,
REDUCED PRICES ON SELECTED 














1933 when more than seven 
million people died “ at
Ukrainian Cultural Centre, 
3277 Douglas.
Tho Fashion lino that Evoryoho Is lalklnB:about with f^ogondarv
Come on in & Mo a good look 
at ou|‘ ipecials Nov, 10-19 '83
}7105A West Saanich 
Brontwood Bay
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Voters would do well to start sorting out the 
rhetoric and evaluating the solemn promises some 
candidates are making in the municipal elections. 
They should also take a good look at the charges 
directed against some candidates. Some newcomers 
are poorly informed and have rarely, if ever, at­
tended a council meeting. Some incumbents are 




From the Nov. 8, 1923 issue of The Review
Depending on the government to do a lot of things for 
you which you could do as well or better for yourself 
involves a shirking of responsibility; it implies a naive 
reliance upon some sort of supernatural power with 
which the popular imagination seems to clothe the 
government. Government is not a natural agent it 
derives no power, no vision, no ability from any source 
other than the resources of the people themselves, says 
the American Exchange National Bank of New York.
/ACCURATE AS 
YOUR NlEnORYf 
^riOHTLY'VJOUl^D SPRING f 
REPLACES •• 'YfCK-TGCK’ 
wnH“TALR'TALK,TALK-TAlM'1
In Sidney it would be misleading to assume the 
only issue is the one-way couplet. In truth; that one 
was defused some time ago when Mayor Norma 
Sealey — and the other three members of council 
who originally supported the one-way plan — 
agreed quite happily to a compromise of two-lane 
traffic down Beacon.
The choice
; The strike by the British Columbia Government 
Erhployees Union is now under way and the; planned 
escalation of work stoppages by Operation Solidarity 
are about to begin, but there is one vital and
Howeyefj the _ or scheme — to dump fundamental decision) that
SiSealey has beeh lbhgterm and her detractors don’t Columbia have to make,
want to acknowledge that compromise publicly.
T'rna\r’i/thp ' HriI m- anH; rrvina ; thaf
The current council has been approached and will not 
allow this development to proceed nor will they take the 
plan to a public hearing^ ) ; ; )
It is hoped that before casting their votes the, 
electprate will find out which candidates are in favour 
of this imaginative plan and vote accordingly, T
;)))::;);;; ));J o h n W. C. Bard ay ;■ 
;;'2i25'Tryon Road,
’re still beating the dru and crying that by the democratically elected government of British 
y IS being difficult and demanding her own governments may be, they
Children caught 
in restraint
The government has not yet reached a decision on the ; 
advisability of establishing a provincial bank. Definite Y 
announcement on this point was made by Premier ; 
Oliver, when he was told of the demand of Vancouver ; 
depositors in the Home Bank of Canada, that the ;
province establish a bank. j
50 YEARS AGO I
From the Nov. 8, 1933, issue of The Review )
Accidental death was the verdict of the inquest into ; 
the tragedy at Sidney Lumber Co. Limited Monday ij
morning which cost the life of Thomas Coward.
Abut 8 o’clock Monday morning Coward was caught j
in the conveyor shaft and terribly mutilated, his right leg j
being torn off and his head and, chest crushed almost ) 
beyond recognition before the machinery could be 
halted; Dr. Burden, of Rest Haven Sanitarium and ) • 
Hospital, was summoned, but nothing could be done J 
for the injured man and he died within half an hour > 
after the accident. |
i40YEARSAGO ' ' ■ j :
From theNov. 10,1943, issue of The Review !
Defence headquarters at Ottawa announced recently { 
the awarding of 15 additional decorations to Canadian j 
army men who took part in the Sicily campaign, ;;
. including three Distinguished Service Orders, four 
Military Crosses, two Distinguished Conduct Medals 
and six Military Medals. ^
Among those to receive decorations was Pte. Sidney | 
Charles Butterick in the Canadian Infantry Corps, who ; I 
received the Military Medal.;
These are in addition to the 52 decorations made ^ ) 
public in September to soldiers of the Canadian First 
Division who also fought in Sicily.
; ■ 30 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 12,1953, issue of The Review
veteran of World W II and successful 
. operator of a service station on East Saanich Road; ;») 
G.B. Sterne was elected president of Sidney and North 
Saanich chamber of commerce at the largely attended j 
annual meeting in St; Andrew’s Hall Tuesday evening.
;;;;v v;;;>i<;;>i<;;;;
Commercial fishing in this area was extended three 
days this week following representations made to the . ; 
federal department of fisheries by the Sidney local of
tVip I InitpVi P'iihprmpn’Q nnrl Allipfl-iWnrkprs’ T Ininn;
Bingham
;N^rth;SaanicK
they finally want in place — never mind whether
it’s five or 10 years down the road. Thuuks^ Sidfiey Ufld changing patterns of parents’ employment and changing covered all of Satellite Channel, indicating c■-oL;;;v,v.-;-i;.'-;''’:’;i;'-v-*’’;’’;f,;-V“----5-w-'--v-’-^;“~‘‘;M;j’-;v^^;;'^f;;vLwL;^;;dhat"The;salnion,Lwere;spread-'',over>a;large'Tarea. As a
However residents vote it is important to bear in 
mind that Sealey’s detractors have been in- 
defatigable in their desire to oust her from council CjKMMStiJLsii
and much emotionalism has been whipped up We wish to thank Sidney and North Saanich councils
; ; steadily over the last two years; culminating in a big for Joining so many other municipalitiesf iri apiprdving
campaign to brand Sealey as an unreasonably the holding of the Disarmament Referendum.^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^
dominating force. Voters going to the polls on Nov. 19 now have an
, , , , opportunity to make a statement on the greatest issue
today;
along with the six aldermen — has one vote only. Andrew Stewart,
Much has been made of the polarization on Local Operation Dismantle Group.
Sidney council and there’s some truth in this. And 
it appears also to exist on North Saanich council. '
members is neither useful or productive it’s a fact Now that the municipal elections for North Saanich
of life and a common state ot atlairs on many are approaching, 1 would like to draw the attention of
your readers to the proposed Aylard development. This
There are iho,e who mamtani a urnted fmnt m ^as enthusiasticahy supported by tliose in attendance. It
closed doors,^ Do we has the endorsement and approval of the local farmers’
what s^going institute, the North Saanich advisory planning
commission and the immediate neighbours of the farm, 
of a council which quarrels in private? Somewhere vThe approximately 75 acres involved have been 
in between there must be councils who manage to evaluated as non farmable land by the Agricultural
get aloh^ with the minimum of bad feeling but we Land Gommission who, 1 am told is ready to endorse
suspect they are; fesy and far between.: a”d approve the development if asked to do so by the
For the sake of good government we’d like to sec 
a big improvement in relationsiiips boilv on Nortlt 
Saanich and Sidney councils
two municipal bodies. To that end we urge careful acres in a natural state. Water is available and the
consideration of candidates and their tibililics and dcveloprneni plans its own sewerage disposal .system,
experience. Rookies who run for a scat on a single I fccl ihat this is an excellent plan which will supply 
issue and get elected to city hall are not likely to be retirement homes for people who no longer wish to look
able to manage the dil'I'icult times still ahead of us. ‘‘her gardens and do not vvish to live inthe present type
...Y; .:;'v,v"'o| condominiunis''now'availablc.
Tamily composition helps us understand one of the ’ 
Turidamentar:fealities:ofichildren’s lives; as the farnily’s e tests the department agreed to an extension 
■n.
);::resu!t:6f:the
; resburCes dirnini^^^^^ to deal with the various .
, rii Ort rl c ifp *-« »-s T p f Vi »*<ao } a n Ai j-T ■. 20, YSi.A.lRS i _
From the Nov. 14,1963, issue of The Review 
' Esquimalt-Saa:nich Member of Parliarnent; George 
Chattertqn is concerned Tor the future of the navy base
;! needs of its children is threatened.
As the paper pointed out, the economic restraints that 
face the) family have: i their parallel cutbacks'^ m
funding: of education.; The school is increasirigly:called, _ ,, . . . . . s
on to make up for the caring and training :
family under stress can no longer provide. project sought for naval personnel, ^
The paper argues^s our children stand ) ’ h
to lose more than any other group during the current what is the position of the naval unit at Patricia Bay. )
mood of restraint and) cutbacks. As families,
necessity, become preoccupied by employment changes that the project was cancelled V pending a review of
and nnancial strains, they niaymo longer be able to : ’
offer the range of care and service to tbeir children that future of the local,squadron VU 33.; ;
; Nprtli Saahich council.
The plan envisages some 75 cluster homes in groups
^ L^ ' of no more tluin fiyc. The full development includihg 
and between the roads, take up under 1.5 acres leaving the remaining 60
i W n ii cril ; nertxj in h nhtiir.Tl vNtnlp ; Wntp it; iivnilnhln nrl iha
we have come to take for granted.
As schools are to reduce counselling) services, 
specialized arts and sports activities and remedial 
programs for youngsters, as wcllas time for teachers to 
spend) with individual or small groups of children, 
school personnel may assume that the family is picking 
up these caring functions.
And so I the children of The 80s arc caught in the 
middle of the restraint crisis.
This is a sad perspective for our children’s future and 
an issue: we, as concerned parents and citizens, must 
address with energy; Saliitions must he foundwhich will 
protect our children,) ! jirgc; consideration :pf ; this 
sircssfur situation;with appropriate action to alleviate 
■TTheproblenT.-;';:;iT-:;L:^;:T;;.;;>’<^;;):T:;:::-; Sidney;;:hns;'U‘cccivcd
Recent speculation that a helicopter unit was tp be ; ] 
based at Patricia Bay has losLweight in view of the )t
minictf^r’c r'/Amnmnt cunromct fVirt rvirtt^Kn#-inister s co ment, suggest the member, 
'lOYEARSAGO .Y.) ;"'^''
From the Nov. 7,1973, issue of The Review ^^^^^^ ^^^
More snow is on the way.
That’s the word this week from the Victoria weather 
office, which predicted Tuesday lower Vancouver 
Island—- including the Saanich Peninsula •— could ) 
expect “continuing snow flurries’’ for the rest of this 
week), ■'
The prediction followed an unseasonable three inches 
of the white stuff, which fell on the peninsula Sunday.
$333,.133 grant from the 
Beverly Davis provincial government to help build a recreation 
2780 Gedur Hill Rd. complex nc.\t year, 
iv Tf ** voters approve the referendum, empowering
Exercise youn fran SI)!))'Jm
New arrivals to North Saanich and those who have include a swimming pool, skating rink and curling rink,
just become 19 years old arc urged to get on the voters' tdl arranged around rt lobby area and observation
Conllnued on Page AS lounges.
At
So ihc B.C, GpverniTicnl Emplpyccs Uniori has pul|cd 
the plug iinr.l gone on strikct as if threntemed^^^m 
, along, unless il got, a firm eojiuiiltineni fruin, the 
government that riobody woiild be fired;
Provincial Secreairy Jim Chabot, the engiriecr of Bill 
3, fbc Public Sector Petr,lint Act, had a —v somewhat 
glib commems just a few hours after government 
iji* Jitc bricks:
‘'I sup()osc they want to be unemployed for a whiie. 
They're not prepared to |icgp|jrtte,’; he .siad,
There'll be a lot of such stalemenis from both sides,
as long as the strike lasts. From: here; bn; the two) 
antagonists will wage a public relations battle, the aim 
of which is to niake the oilier side look ns bad and 
irresponsible as possible. ;L 
The question most often asked is how long will the 
strike last, Con.sidcring thal neither side ever wins in a 
strike, I’m tempted to say it will be of short duration. 
On the other hand, I've talked to government officials, 
including Premier Bennett, and Tinloit representatives 
and came away with the imprcfision that it will be a long 
)ahd bitter strike.)■"■)■'
The problctn is that the longer it , lasts, the more 
people will join ihe HCORlJ on the picket lines. Other 
public sector employees, such as the ferry workers and 
The municiparworkers^The (cachers and the nurses have 
said they will gq on strlkc,,; unless ihc govcrntncnt's 
dispute witli the BCGBU is settled soon.
As far hs thb public sec|br is;conccrhed, the strike 
could blow up into a fuU general strike. There arc eyen 
)iiTdica!ipU5Thabbriyat!c:sectpr'unlbh!> mighj)ge(„ihyo!veU,; 
in the dispute,
) Could the' strike have been prevented? pf coiirse) In 
fact, i believe that the premier honestly tried to avert thc,
; sirtke syith his tiresidc chat. Unlortunatcly. ti came top 
late and was followed by too liiile on ihe aovcrniiieht’s
part to do the trick.; : ) ::
It will be interesting to sec how mach public support 
either side can manage to get. The gbvernmeht’s biggest 
gun in the public supporTbnttlc is its restraint program.) 
The premier will hammer home the message that the 
public can no long afford a big and expensive public 
service and that the only way to reduce the cost of
government is to trim the ranks of government 
employees.
The union, on tlic other hand, will concentrate bn 
explaining that it isn't locked into battle with the 
government over financial denrands)The unpn will say 
(liat it is fighting for the jobs of British Gohimbians.
will cause a lot of inconvenience for the 
; ) rest of the proviiTCc's rcsldentp but TO Tar, It woh’t^:^ 
cripple,ccoiioniicactivity,;;): „)■,,r;)'^;,;:.
, , TliC; sifike will Ausi the taxpaycis some money. 
/Mihongh the government \vill be saving an'istimated $1 
million a day in salaries, it \sill lose $1,6 million in 
"'':;:'rc'';Tbu,cT)''Thc';!pf;51n::profiti)Tronv!lquor:')'alc;vaIoiic'J')," 
esiiniated at $1 million a day)
will sturi fhurting almost 
immediately, Their siriise pay;doesn't go too lar, Ihe
base pay is $75 a week, with something added lor , 
d^pehtiems.' It's ho great shakes when it comes to
If ying a'inortgngc aiKl feeding a faihily;))^
watch Tronv now on is the governnient, 
which can cither show willingness to take a cbncillaiory 
attitude or bring; its restraint policy to a logical and, 
perhaps, dianiatic conclusion, ;));
Tve said in an earlier column that the premier may 
wolf be prepared m imitate Ronald RenBan’s m^^ 
against the U.S. air traffic controllers, He may order 
everybody back to work and throw open To public 
conipctitlon the jobs; ofThose who: don’t show up Tor 
work.
, —Vhether h take such'a drastic step depends on
his assessment of public support, )
: hand, The two sides cbniinile lb
negotiate, They may yet reach a settlemetu everybody 
wan Iivewith,:,:;;:;;;v; ^
I luMe.lHive been puhlic sector strikes before in British 
Colurnblb but I've never seen rank and fileunion 
iiicmbcrs so deicrmiricd to fight for what they believe to
.bcihciMigliiy,,:;
: A drike over inoncniry deluands usually doesn’t last 
too long and gets little public support hut in this case)a 
iolvot Tieopic are lighting for their ecoriOmic survival, 
1 liey tear tor their Jobs and their livelihood and thev 
won’t give in easily. '
’“'up'
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Theatre classes in French for children
more letters
Continued fropi Page A4
list and cast their ballot on Nov. 19. Be interested in the 
affairs of your community. This is the only way to 
ensure that we will always have the semi-rural, open 
lifestyle we have come to know and value. To take it for 
granted is the surest way to lose it!
You must be a Canadian citizen resident in Canada 
for one year, in B.C. for three months and in the 







An open letter to John Calder, Sidney Alderman;
1 read with interest your guest editorial in The Review on 
Nov. 3, regarding your opinion that the Town of Sidney 
should retain the* foreshore for development by the 
taxpayers. I would like to respectfully ask the following 
questions:
Is it possible council’s decision did not stimulate letters 
to the editor because the public is generally pleased a 
decision had finally been made? If the waterfront is kept 
for development by the taxpayers, what is going to be done
foreshore lease held by the Town of Sidney for the 
development by a private company of a breakwater and 
marina, each of which will be approved by council prior to 
construction?”
Why could not this question, if really necessary, have 
been added to the ballot used in the forthcoming elections? 
Why the cost of two polls? How much revenue for Sidney 
businesses, residents, employees and municipal coffers will 
be lost by deferring a decision for another year?
Are you aware this proposal has been before council 
since April 1982? Is the deferment of a decision by council 
an attempt to prevent the entire question from becoming 
an election issue by implying action is being taken?
1 respect your heartfel and well-expressed concern for 
public imput, ownership and financing. However 1 would 
ask why council, instead of making a decision as it was 
elected to do, would wait for w’hat will be two years before 
passing the question to the public?
Gan the public possibly be aware of the ramifications of
Theatre classes in hrench p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at La 
are available for children Socictc Francophone dc 
aged eight to 13 years. Victoria, 670 Herald St. For 
Rehearsals will take place information phone 383- 
Wednesdays from 4:30 5335.
Professional Guides
GILBERT'S MARINE & GUIDE SERVICE LTD.
Year around Salmon fishing 
BOAT RE^8TAL ^6.00 per hour
Phone (604) 652-2211 VOS lAO
789 Saunders Lane R.R. 1, Brentwood Bay, B.C.
The executive of the Saanich Peninsula Chamber of 
Commerce have authorized me to Write to you to stress 
the following:
®The chamber is a strictly non-political body, and we 
intend to adhere to this fact at all times.
®We are not lending our support in any way to 
anyone in the forthcoming elections.
•We are providing at the chamber’s expense, all­
candidates meetings for Sidney at Sanscha Hall, 7:30 
p.m. Nov. 9; for North Saanich at Deep Cove 
elementary school, 7:30 p.m. on Nov 10.
Margaret Donaldson, 
President
Saanich Peninsula Chamber of Commerce
with it? And when? Why will it now suddenly succeed the vote? Will the public have the benefit of the legal and 
where nothing has been achieved by public administrators, professional advice council obtained? How would 
in spite of “grandiose schemes”, for some 70 years? releasing that delicate and conlidential information
Where will you find the money? Will the development be compromise the Town ol Sidney s position in any future 
run economically or wall the taxpayers be required to legal negotiations and contiacts?
pay the neces.sary Harboursubsidize it? Who will 
Commission? >
Who will decide what is the best possible use of the area 
and how long will it take? Will it be any better than that 
proposed by Sidney Breakwater Developments Ltd.? What 
will a “professional overview and conceptual study” tell 
you about the development of the tourist industry and 
waterfront that you don’t already know? Who is going to
pay for that? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , ,, . , •
Do you not feel the harbour will be put to much greater all, government is business too.
How was a group of professional legislators 
“impetuous” in making a decision on a matter studied for 
1 1/2 years? Flow much credibility should the community 
give future decisions by this council? What should be the 
unwritten, but apparently necessary waiting period after a 
decision by council to see “if they really mean it”?
I’m sorry to attack a philosophical matter about which 
you feel so strongly and apologize for questioning the 
decisions of council members, many of whom 1 respect,
n
With municipal elections approaching, I keep 
thinking of the attractive Aylward-Burchett housing 
plan for Wain Road.
Many residents of our airea'support this, and who, 
with me, would like opinions from our candidates in the
forthcoming election^ *
, '/'."D.S., Campbell
. 7:'vv G':':"., " 340'Moses Pt. Rd,
use than it has been in the past if tasteful development is 
completed which would include park areas, walkways, 
sheltered beach areas, promonades along the breakwater 
itself and considerable parking area?
What will be the increase in enjoyment of the area by 
boaters, both local and transient, who presently bypass 
Sidney? What about a new fish market, outdoor barbarque ' 
pits and picnic tables?
Why is it necessary to take this matter to a plebiscite 
when there hasn’t been a 1600 name petition against it, \ 
such as there was in the couplet issue,which proceeded in 
spite of such opposition?
Why will it take until Easter, 1984, to preipare the 
wording for a plebiscite? The question appears to be: ‘‘Do 
you favour relinquishing the existing > recreational
David Napper 
8839 Forest Park Drive 
Sidney
i I i® ^ I
^ ^ ^ tmm CHMI MU (Mi MU «« fiSSt XS._ ____ Cgg llfla «
When North Saanich forward and “tell us \vhat freshwater fish Jay
council makes decisions on they know.” Rangel, 656-1146.- |
planiiing in the future it For anything relating to Native trees — Mike
needs to know all about the seashore and call Susan Massey, 656-5669.-'
local environmental Wood at 656-3597. When all the information I
sensitive issues — and Birds, mammals — Cy is gathered together the
residents can help. Hampson, 656-1555. commission will need
The district’s Native plants (what, volunteer helpers who have^_,
r ' V Warrinofnn / the': time to collate Gand
'35?’':
Environmental Advisory where)— Pat rri gto , t  ti , t ll t  
ComiriiSsion’s temporary 656-4170 or 387-4441, local com}t r r  -  r - , l l plete the inventory,
chairman Anne Johnston 263. perform field work,
says the comrhission t^f^oths^^ mapping and; drawing,
trying to pull together an Richard Ring; 656-2246. indexing, / filing- and
. envirbnnrental inventory " ReiDtiles, amphibious and preparation of rnanuscriiots.
;/'-"‘‘sO':./we Gcan, ■':say':;-:,‘don’t;;,-;’ ,
G'':., develop;:'that,:'''Jt’V/special'/F;;'-
anci theybhly one we have 
and we can’t afford to let it
Lightweight headset 36-cassette storage cabinet
' Ready-to-wear AM/FM radio .;; , cabinet, 3:„,
' compartiTiented:/;?/lhas/side-rnbunted 'tuningi{,c:ontrp|s: 
Uses
QV. cell?'25-186




But in order to be able to 
do that 'we; have to know 
what’s here, Johnston says;
; 7 She suggests there are many 
good naturalists living in 
North Saanich— or simialy 
residents who know about 
the birds who visit and nest, '
plants and vegetation. And 
she urges them to come
SIDNEY
^ILLA COIFFURESi
Hair Stylists for men/women 
OPEN MON. ■ SAT. - 9 AM • 5 PM 
3 operators '
(3)
/ / NN ?■
BONNIE
Thiift,; FrL, 
' SjI. ' :/■
BRIAN GAYLE
Tucs., Wad., • ' Mon., Tubs,,
Frl. : ■ Ffi., Sal,
Colour Computer 2 for _ ^ 
education and entertainrnenf




you can produce /
, sound oMects, play
thrilling games, and , ^, 
create graphics in 8 , ;
' colours; It s also a ' ' 
vital learning tool, : 
CoCoShasateK ■
RAM memory, 




"Mini spiers, niaxi steiw
Minimus’^?; speakers^ famous 

















Enjoy the sminds of Cliristrnas
Com_pact,Minl80llo'''2 
kM/FMi'cassetlo ‘
Buses in the Victoria 
F-legional Transit 
Systern Wi!! operate on 
r e g u l ar hoi id ay serviiie 
this Remembrance 
Daiy, Friday, November
rocorclor uses 6 vAA't? VrirLtiw-i
colls, AC or DC 5 ; ; ■ *
adaptor;
fefiS:5'i««3:|a5:||,;
For information bn bus routes, schedules, transfer 
points or fares, call the Metro Transit Operating feo. at
liir^'5
Travel safely vyith CB
Assistance is at your fingortinsi
.............. rl .......with a high'pe formanco 40« 
ichfihnol Tnc-421A, 2i'i5oa ;
Superb stereo sound to go
SCR-IO AM/FM/caasoiio hasjwo-way 
speakers-Uses 6; D" colls,: AC opofaiion
j'V lublD fitlACk'B XOVf fniSINft
I .(r tt'iii til'll* irt
I «(u) BW p'icn»
I (ni!l III lipior «|I»I f'rKBInlWWlUKM'l , 
i M ifi,, iof.»iion imi. »'t
, fimi 'll! ,»prTioi,.,r/hi(;»i iirioi*
>,ii litiB ,h« wfiM'iy ft
.fftfiav CHipiiiiiiiein, Tinny Einelififi- 
/cn lifnil'ief Wma * rBd'Mn'M ii»ni ,
Wii; 
5. .111!
ii. ■ 111 wi ■■ ^ r " ■ ■ ■■ ■■ \\ I ' '
. ■ ■■ "'*7V k':’' ^ G: 5-^ ”3 . ..i,;^.G ■, ■■ ■
BC TVanslt
1'. .1. > AAUi'aur, >: j/i ; 5.; ,1',zMzkMCONdvt.
f^VVliole house" intercom
4*8tniibn/intefcorh : hn6_^3'W ;;; 
tfiblne UseTi 4V mil nr AC. art«(iiwr i
'itHMiii, frit.ii.nnrt
Remote control answerer)
' Vbic0"fictlvtiied DUdP.ONE* TAb*114 
;;iftCOfcl9'phone conversehonMiA^ •
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he’ll be back
Divorce and finances
Les Alcheson will speak 932 Balmoral. Admission 
on the financial aspects of free. For more information 
separation and divorce 7:30 call 386-4331. 
p.m. Nov 22 in room 217,
Jay Rangel promises to “reincarnate in some form or 
other” in the future — meanwhile it’s goodbye to 
municipal politics soon for the retiring North Saanich 
mayor as he welcomes the chance to write, think, read, 
garden and spend more time with his two sons.
He says he’ll miss the satisfaction of helping people 
master bureaucracy and unravel the red tape but family is 
now top priority . Meanwhile he leaves “happy and with a 
very good feelihg — I’ve no negative vibes about my 
political life.”
In politics you can say you’re not going to leave until a 
project is completed but if you go down that road it means 
you’ll never leave, he says. “No one is irrepaceable, there’s 
alwasy good people to take up the challenge.’’ North 
Saanich is very special — that’s why there’s been so much 
controversy; it’s a tribute to us and a reflection that people 
take it so seriously, he believes.
He’s proud of the municipality’s environment advisory 
commission — it was his idea, he says, and promises it will 
be valuable in the future. “It takes the emotionalism out of 
ecological issues
says it shouldn’t go in for empire building. But in the 
future it must look seriously at amalgamation for the sake 
of efficiency and economy.
One of Rangel’s regrets is the “misunderstanding and 
unnecessary illwill’ ’ that developed oyer the Bob Wright 
inarina development at Tsehum Harbor. If he had to do it 
all over again lie would have done it differently “but all is 
not lost; the community plan is going to include reasonable 
plans for that area people feel so strongly about—-and I’m 
pleased we now have a firm policy on how to deal with 
marina expansion. ”
That policy says need for moorage must be 
3 demonstrated and developers, at their own expense, must 
undertake an environmental impact study to the 
satisfaction oiffcouncil and under the supervision of the
considerable, he says, and adds the intention “is there to 
give them cheap water for irrigation. There’s a vital need 
for municipal politicians to become involved in longrange 
projects, he points out.
“Food sources are not secure, California is not secure 
longterm for many reasons. More land there is reverting to 
desert than being claimed. It has irrigation and pest 
problems and pressure for development.”
Rangel says B.C. is at the end of California’s pipeline 
and as a customer, has low priority, volume wise and 
distance wise. “If they’re going to cut off customers, we’ll 
be the first to go.”
Because of this, Rangel stresses “we must not pave over 
farmland. It is important to preserve blocks of farmland 
that is viable and to have other than prime land in the ALR 
is a necessity — you need a mix.”
As well, he points out there’s a conflict in the match of 
development and farming and says in a contest farmers 
usually get the worst of it. “Good, intelligent buffering is 
vital.”
■ The Saanich Peninsula is one of the places where there 
must be food production in the future, he says. “Irrigation 
is absolutely paramount and something to be resolved. It 
must be subsidized.”
•1. .-'V ^ 'i.
WATERCOLOURS
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ENSURES THAT DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS 
MUNICIPALITY AND MEETS ECONOMIC 
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA.
Rangel admits the Tsehum Harbor decision was “one of 
I the toughest I had” and says he was unhappy about the 
dredging which should have been cut off earlier. “It would 
have been easier on the environment.” And he has some 
regret the water question was unable to be resolved while
Prices 
Effectiye 







he was in office but says a master water plan has to follov/ 
the revised community plan. j
Council’s concern for the farming community is i ^
FRESH CANADA GR. A
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH MEATY BEEF 
SHORTRIBS
ilLT
of North Saanich intends to adopt By-law No. 447 being 
“Road Closure and Exchange By-law (1983)”. This by-law 
would convey or cause to be conveyed that portion of Dunne 










North Saanich, free and clear of all encumbrances and for 
: ' highway purposes^ that portion of Lot 9, Sectibn l9; Range 3 ::: 
East, North Saanich District; Plan 6621 . also indicated oh the t ;: 
attached.plan, A copy of the above proposed by-law may be 
:: inspected at : the : Municipal Hall,::i 620 :Mills Road^; North^
: Saanich, B.C.’between the hours of 8:30 a,m, and 4:30 p,m, : :
SUNRYPE BLUE LABEL neo
:APPLEJUSCIS::..;::::|;;:;::
JhisMs the second of two consecutive publications of This 
notice,
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® ‘His greatest contribution 
was his vision of North Saanich




The recent death of Trevor Davis will not at his 
own wish be marked by any memorial. But I feel that 
I must put before your readers the significance to our 
district of Trevor’s civic endeavours over the last 20 






Treyor’s greatest comtribution was his vision of 
North Saanich as a version of “Oak Bay North”: an 
independent self-directing community. Relying on 
comcensus to authorise change. Resisting external 
impositions and internal pressures alike.
His leadership told those who chose to listen, that 
our district was not immutably destined to become a 
suburban parking lot over a spaghetti tangle of water 
lines and sewer pipes.
Rather, we could if we wanted, find a stability 
similar to Oak Bay, in which low density rural living 
could coexist with agricultural and rural lands, and 
the beauty of our shoreline, without the fear that 
despoilation lies always around the corner.
As the financial corollary to this optimistic view of 
the district’s posibilities Trevor was mortally 
opposed to fiscal irresponsibility and the financial 
cost of empire building. He was convinced that the 
district was as badly threatened by spiraling spending 
as by development pressure. I saw him regularly put 
out his entire effort to prevent the purchase of 
unnecessary equipment or to stop growth for its own 
sake in municipal functions.
Trevor had, in 1970, a clear idea of the long term 
consequences of exponential public sector spending.
Phoebe Isabella 
Honeyman, 62, of 1752 
Landscnd Rd., was found 
guilty of impaired driving 
and fined $200 Nov. 2 in 
Sidney provincial court.
Scholarship
On Nov. 2, Dale Leonard 
MacNuli, 25, no available 
address, was fined $400 and 
Barry Ernest Blower, 35, ot 
1333 East 37 th Ave. 
Vancouver, was fined $500 
after both pleaded guilty to
driving while over .08 
alcohol level.
That same day in court, 
Gilles Lcfcbvre, 48, ot 3- 
10070-5th St., Sidney, wms 
fined $450 after pleading 
guilty to impaired driving.
for Tiro
Tiro Clarke of Parkland 
school was awarded the 
$500 Sophie Therasa 
Pemberton Memorial 
scholarship, named in 
honor of the artist and 
women’s rights advocate at 
the University of Victoria’s 
annual awards recognition 
ceremony Oct. 26.
GRAHAM ROOFING
SIX POINT ROOF TUNE UP 
ONE STOREY












taxes, and hadfo sell,
These; ciedr, Eghtly held ideas led hirri into furore
upon furore. But I can can recall no battle he avoided 
arid ho major attack dii his position which \vas not 
successfully repelled.
Automatic increases in public v/orks exxpenditures 
were stopped, a strike by firemen for a larger empire 
was defused, a line was drawn for the first time 
between the councillors as legislators and the staff as
But most important of all the “Kingswood” 
project was turned back through two elections and a 
bitter court battle.
This proposal, started well before the advent of the 
Agricultural Land Reserve, would have put 400 
houses onto the land now forming the western 
portion of Aylard’s farm, on Wain and the West 
Saanich Road.
Its defeat was a turning point in the history of the 
'■■'district.;: y ; rf-
Trevor served on the West Mt. Newton Ratepayers 
Association for riiany years, starting well before 1965 
when he was appointed to the first interm council.
He was elected as alderman to the; first district 
council, and served until 497f when he defeated the'; 
incumbent Mayor^ Gumming, in the election in 
which Trevor’s position and that of his opponent ; 
■;■■ .'were cle'arlyeOntrasted.
His work^ :0 ;Canada prevented him from 
for a second term.
Trevor was friend and mentor to me and others 
V after riis fetirenientGand,;he; maintairied a vigorous^ 
interest in local politics until his death.
PUBLIC.NOTICE is hereby given lo Ihe electors ot the Municipality that a poll is necessary at the election 
now pending and, that the persons nominated as candidates at the election lor whom votes will be 
received are:
MAYOR — 2 YEAR TERM 1984/85 — ONE (1) TO BE ELECTED 
Other names Residential Address Occupation
WILLIAM LOYD ' 2200 Calvin Avenue, Sidney , Salesman: :
NORMA LILITH 9366 Lochside Drive, Sidney Housewite .






















JIM , V J ' 
JOHN ' . ' : , 




■ ;2011 Linda Place, Sidney ; 
2502 Beaufort Road, Sidney ;
2215 James White Blvd,, Sidney 
10216 Robinia Place, Sidney J 
10173 Melissa; Street, Sidney , 
2204 James White Blvd., Sidney 
; '9646 Fourth Street, Sidtfey: .; .
2233' Ardwelf Avenue, Sidney J; 









-; Businessnian;. ; 
; . Businessman; -
CHARLES ROBERT Drive, Sidney Marine Consultant
The Poll will be opened at the;Sidhey Elennentary School, Henry-Avenue and:7th Street, Sidney; 13-C. on 
Saturday,:the 19th day of November, 1983, between the hours of 8 a,m. and 8 p.m, .
nuvan... , _________ _ , lall, 2440 Sidney Avenue.SidneyidnThursday the/iotp^^^
mf November, :i983;and Wednesday, the 16th day of.Noveniber i;983, between the.hours of g a.m.'and;/
;4i p.m; for those e|ectors iyvho;expect;to be absent from the/To\wn/onTolling;Day;pr;:,;/throijgh;cirr.
cumstances beyond their control;'will noi be able.to alt end the Polfon Polling day;/ or are, lor reasons of / 
conscience; prevented from voting on Polling day.
;Every;person is/
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT SIDNEY, B.C..THIS 1st day ot November, 1983.
lexecutiyesL
•ii
I extend our sympathies to Pat and her Family. G.S. Logan 
Returning Officer
'V
Egg throwing, property night of the year.” 
damage and other acts of Twenty-two RCMP 
yaridalistri triat usuallyitnar; officers — includingjirq^ 
Hallowe’en seem to be/a i fpot^ — patrolled Sidney / 
thing of the past. and North Saanich areas,
; ;For L the^^^f ^^^/; but Watson; noted their
consecutive year local presence hadn’t silenced
police forces /reported a / pranksters in past years. He 
fealatively quiet Hallowe’en also credited bonfires arid 
night oh the / Saanich fireworks displays; by the;
; Peninsula; With/ the^^^^^N - Saanich; volunteer
exception Of a small / fire department at Tulista
explosion that blew apart a Park and the fitehall on
■ mailbox, in Ceritral Saanich, Wain Rd. in keeping youths
it was much the sariie as last off the streets.
; "'/^year/''—''one'.'of The'/quietest/'-;;/'
Oct. 31st on record. r 
Central Saanich police 
said a 14-year-old male has 
/ claimed responsibility for 
the explosion that shattered 
a Rudolph Rd. mailbox but 
the explosive device used is 
; still unknown.
The youth said he was 
surprised at the amount of 
damage he caused. He has 
paid the owner for the 
damage ianci - no /charges ;< 
have been laid.
l^olice chief Bob Miles 
expresseti concern over tlie 
increase use of firecrackers 





SIDNEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 













Door to door trick-of- 
lrenting also seems to be a 
fadlng lrid with the number 
of children on the streets 
down considerably from 
previous years, Miles 
suggest!^ That two bonfire ; 
,,-'/-;gutheririgs;-:.-..':;orie/' at;Thc 
; Lions Scout Hall on West ; 
Saanich and Clark Rd./rind 
the other at the Saanlchton 
Fairgrounds puL on by; the 
Central iSaartich volunteer 
r:--T'i're-. ■--./.-..deparmi eiu-i-..'-'-: aitd’
posfjibiy the ; Tylonbl 
polson-ciip'iule furor in the 
/U.S.Two years ago/tis the 
, ma i iV;.; reas'ons /;;,f or-;/:. I he:,; -
;;ln Sidney Staff-SargfKc 
Watsbti said the absencC;Of 
Vandals was hard to 






f leivei sjic (ir.hwd'Jioi sate . miciowavo and 




For tlie past tvvb yearsi as Sidney Alderman, I have tried to carry^ out yo
wishes to stop the proposed one-way couplet^ Beacdh and Beyan 
Avenues; Your right on the issue was denied. Now you
have a chance to vote lor a IVlayor vvho^ w to you.










The Tax-Payor cannot afford massive new capital-works projoots. I favour; 
using bur public works money for Tnainta^ 
roads J parks^ boulevaMs: and sidevilalks.
/f/T';;-
VOTE “YES” FOR A NEW APPROACH Ta
HALLOWEEN DRAW. 
WINNER
; Rfltia HiltST ; 
Lathis End HtL
As the Alderman who Introduced and toiight lor our new ''Freedom of Jtir 
lormafloh" bylaw; 1 believe a fresh now approach to managing Ihio town Is 
nooded. As Mayor; I wouid make more use of the Aldermen and commit-; 
tees and call lor more public Input into the decision-making process.
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People liked bus seat sale
B.C. Transit’s 25 cent sale period, Carson said, 
seat sale was a big success, This compares with a 
with ridership during the normal load of about 
three-day seat sale period 102,000 over a three-day 
increasing an average of 21 period, 
per cent. Cash-paying' “Aim of the seat sale was 
passengers increased by 29 to encourage people who 
percent. don’t normally ride the bus
The seat sale was held to take a trip,’’ said Car- 
Oct. 20, 21 and 22. Normal son. “Obviously our goals 
adult fares are 75 cents. were met. We feel certain 
An estimated 123,000 some of these new riders 
passengers travelled on the will continue to take the 




Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
W Perms (Body Waves).
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 
MARINA COURT 0.2nd Site,I 656-4443
Three youngsters won $50 each in a coloring contest sponsored during Small Business Week by 
^(iOf^ich Peninsula chamber of commerce. Winners were Jennifer McEachern, 3, Dawn Keller, 7, a tut 
\ Kim Calder, 11. Jennifer Ward, (Sidney Hobby House) won window display prize of $100, and Prefer- 
'f fed Door Systems came out on fop in merchant's contest and won weekend for two at Qualicum Col­
lege Inn. Teen contest was taken by Mike Fimrite ($100 prize) and the Reno trip with dccornmodation 
: and spending money was won by Mrs. Rivett-C^^ Bottom row, left, Kim, Jennifer, Dawn and 
Mike. Top row, from left, chamber president Margaret Donaldson, Dana and Mike 0'Connell, Jen- 












Where should the public 
^ question period be during a
meeting of Sidney council - I ^
^ at the beginning, in the
middle or at the end?
|i Having been advised by 
SL: Of course there- is such a- thirii? as iTtapir! And ^ solicitor that it
U proper to have the ^
■'4i Parkland school are in the process of proving it. period in the middle,
(g > Rehearsals for the company s winter production, 5?;! aldermen Monday night 
't the well known ;miisieal .:Y7/¥>/7.s#’: are nnw in full isli consideredf t ll u ic l Grea e, o i f ll •• i r  the advantages 
' swing. The cast is committed to 10-12 hours per week of the other two positions,
of regular rehearsal time, as well i as additional .■ They decided to put it at the
; sessions for the musical sequences with Joan ' end of the agenda — quite
: Callihoe, which must be organized by the performers proper in Sidney council
|| themselves. ■ meetings which lasted not
Dance numbers, choreographed by Gini Foley, are more than an hour or at the
, A-.; L •WtJ'.'T'L-'' • ' .y'- ■ A v; --.'A ■ - A , 'A'. - '-A '■
I 5lvJ < o Ic /*\ r\<at« rt fiil«» ; M a An 6 Vk-i A An Uni«.A' W: '■ tn rvc t on VvVSii i r on o Vv 01 f* • ‘ A ■ LII also being rehearsed separately. While most members | most an hour and a half, 
p of the cast are involved in dancing, the main || And meetings will remain
II responsibility; rests with Linda Larkin, Laurie I at 7:30 p.m. rather than at 
I Moore, Angela Hilton and newcomer Paula | 7:45 as determined recently. 
)l'i Bonneau. ••• ~ ..................II Council TTieetings will be
|| Steve Johnson, another newcomer, says he is televised again as Mike 
;v: finding the coordination and skill required for stage Stanlake from Channel 10 
|| dancing to be the most difficult aspect of his initial || lias satisfied the fire 
the vvorld of theatre. || marshall that his equipment
|| Up until now Steve has been best known for his || does not pose a threat. 
Ii participation on the school rugby team. His move to iill Some adjustments will be 
Il the stage was not his own choosing, he says, but III made in the placement of
co-stage i cameras : and cables vbut 
I niahager Beckie pricker. coverage will he resumed in
“She talked me into auditioning,” says Steve, L a couple of weeks. A
“and 1 can’t believe I got the part.”
I i Sincc then it has been all uphill for Steyei who ||
II landed the role of Sonny, though there has been some |i 
I connict with rugby practices. But, says Steve,
director Doug BambroughT hasTbecn especially'|| L 
I! helpful,
I “I don’t like missing rehearsals, but when rvcjiad |
' to, because of rugby practices, Mr. Bambrough has 
\ been very understanding.” ;,j
Tiina Ukkola, who sings in the clionis, arrived 
from yAnjalankoski (cionh try Jo pronourtec it); ■ I :
|?Finland in August as part of the Rotary ifeliib’s li i 
student exchange programme. yj
Tlio grade 11 student has been quick to become 
invplvbd in the Parkland ^ ^
“I've made .so many friends here it's hard to be tt
I lUj nwcllw n. »a' I.- ■ .V.,, .A
Though Oreasi’ will take up much of her time, she
: ‘‘Stitdents involved in school activities do better -1 |;i 
do anyway.” |
Cord 1 larishornc has wanted lo sing siitce he was li;! 
six years old. In On?a.ve he will, get plenty of | 
opppriunity to do just thair In his rolcs-as Teenfp 
.\ngcl and Johnny Casino, Gord will have the lead i 
vocal in .tlirccisongs.’ 'f. '.-'."T' - T,
“It t!j|ses me a while," Gord says|'“but once i get 
Ihe spngs dbwnyl really enjoy it," -
IS
Gord admits to finding stage work difficult, yet
this is' his third appearance in a Grassroots' 
product iojt.




I'pr the first time, Rachel says |hc gets lite mostj’un 
bu t of just being part of the cast and prodiicl ioi 
;:,y:;The;iTppulnrity;;pL!J^ itse|f,;:!aiul-;
,M Ciiassioois Li)tuu|.niyv ptoi«itscs iieavy turnouts tot
fV-M:'' iLi he- performances^: DecJ 2'i':T 9,-and;' I Of'Tiijltets
i'f-''«'-''^-iTheschoolaf ftS6-5SD7,''Curtain'is8 p.m,-''"-
PARADE “FALL-lN" 10:15 AM. 
SAFEWAY PARKING LOTlSIDNEY
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1% Aill; W
PLAY DOUBLE CASH BINGO 
WIN INSTAUr CASH 
DETAILS at THE STOOE
I Wet
■■■UJ •





; In. Your. FHiiririly;::
Sidney Safeway Store 
We Reserve tlie right 
to Limit Quantities,
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Beauchemin second in toumey
evens
win-
Glen Meadow’s Bob 
Beauehemin had a chanee 
to end his golfing season on 
a bright note, but had to 
settle for second place in the 
Vancouver Island pro 
championship played Nov. 
6 at Gorge Vale when he 
lost to Royal Golwood’s 
Don Kerr in a sudden-death 
playoff.
Beauchemin, who says he 
has played in his last 
tournament this season and
will remain in Sidney during 
the winter months, had a 
chance to win during 
regulation play, but bogied 
the 16lh and 18th holes, 
blowing a two-stroke lead 
and sending the contest into 
a playoff.
Kerr sunk a birdie putt on 
the second playoff hole to 
capture $400 in first place 
prize money, while 
Beauchemin picked up $300 
for his efforts.
Howard Tran’s second-half goal proved to be the winner 
as GWG Rentals evened up it’s win-loss record at 3-3 by 
doubling Lakehill 4-2 in division 5C-2 youth soccer action 
on the weekend.
GWG struck first on a goal by Brian Scrivens, but 
Lakehill came right back with a goal of their own and the 
half ended in a 1-1 tie. Jerry Cross found the net early in 
t^e second half thanks to a perfect setup by Todd Redding 
and then Tran scored and upped GWG’s lead to 3-1.
, Lakehill came within one goal but Redding added the 
insurance marker when he executed a clever run down the 
right wing and finished with a 25-yard blast that found the 
top corner of the net.
Goaltender Peter MeSween was a standout, stopping 
several break aways. As well Cameron Schulz, Peter 
Dolezal and Graeme Stacey had strong games on the back 
line.
In division 6B, sparkplug David Birdsall fired five goals, 
giving the undefeated Central Saanich Firefighters an 
overwhelming 9-1 victory against visiting COrdova Bay 
Ravens.';.-:
Daryl Lawes also had an impressive game with three
'' ■:
Firefighters. A strong defensive unit lead by Craig Robson 
only allowed three shots on net, one of those resulting in a 
goal — the Firefighters first goal against in six games this 
season. They now haye an impressive 56 goals for.
Goalkeeper Gary Towle made some great saves late in 
the game as Thunderbird Marina hung on to defeat a late 
surging Gordon Head team 2-1, snapping a four-game 
losing streak in division 6G action at Majestic Park.
After a closely marked first half, which ended in a 
goaless draw, Richard Wensrich scored first in a wide open
second half followed by the game, winner by Sandre 
Deelstra, set up by Kevin Parker. Gordon Head never gave 
up and with only three minutes remaining pulled within a 
goal. They continued to press the Thunderbirds and only 
some excellent goaltending by Towle preserved the victory.
In division 3B, Darren Sam .scored four times and Bruce 
Underwood added two as Country Rentals blasted .luan De 
Fuca Royal Elks 6-1.
Peninsula Westcoast Savings continued to dominate 
division 8 by winning their sixth game in a row with a 4-0 
shutout victory over visiting Bays United.
Moses Watson’s pretty 18-yard marker set up by Ryan 
Hope opened the scoring and Jeff Gordon added two 
quick goals to give Westcoast a commanding 3-0 half-time 
lead. Jacob Martin added the lone goal in the second half 
of play and a strong defensive effort lead by goaltender 
Mitchell Wehun spoiled what few chances the opposition 
had.' '■ ......
Central Saanich Lions with one of its best efforts of the 
season was not good enough as they were blanked 6-0 by 
undefeated Bays United in Division 5A play.
Only a solid performance from Scott Werhun kept 
things close in the early going but Bays still managed a 2-0 
half-time lead. An over-worked backline allowed four 
more goals during the second half.
Shannon McMillan banged in four goals to lead the 
Peninsula TWU Tigers to a 6-0 rout over Juan de Fuca in 
division 7 girls soccer at Sidney school.
McMillian scored twice in the openng half when she vvas 
set up by Kyla Craddock and Lisa Gerrett as the Tigers 
held a 2-0 half time lead. McMillan then assisted on goals 
by Jenny Milligan and Craddock before adding two more 
goals herself on passes from Milligan and Tara Smith;
Karrie Glaspey in net earned her first shutout of the 
season.
In other girls soccer action, the Peninsula Queens 
Paylcss, division 8, suffered their first defeat of the season 
when they were soundly beaten 3-0 by Gordon Head at 
Greenglade school.
Despite the score Laural Wilson performed well in goal 
and Heidi Redding and Jennifer Whiddifield also 
performed well.
Seaboard’s 
three in a row
BOYS' LEAGUE
3B Ota Country RetHalg 6 Juan do Fuca ■ f
4A , ■ TWU United' ■■O'. Gordon Head (3
. -It-. / Hntvcy's Sporting Goods 3 Oak Bay 0
40' Snorncti Cab'evfsion . ■ 3 Prospect Lake ' 3 ■'
f)A (Tent Sann Lions 0 Oak Bay 6
bC'2' ; Gwe f^etitais . . ■; A Lakehill ■ 2 ■
6B Cef'ii SaofY Firefignteis . , 9 ■■'■■■ ■ Cordova Bay 1 .
6B: , ■. Sfdr.eyliK: 1 Gordon Head ; 1'
EC ■ ’ ,. . , Thundert.nid Manna . 2- '. Gordon Head ' 1 '
7B ; PBL: Paninets ■ 5 Prospect Lake ■ .1
'.7C-1 .. Flint Motors Bye
7C-2 ' Windsor Plywood 5 Duncan 0
aw . Primo Conirnctofs 0 prospect Lake ■ 4 ■
. .aw''; VVoslcoasl Savings '4 Oak Bay ■ ■ " O'
BE .' , Horne Lumber 2 Juan de Fuca '■ O'
8S ■ Sidney Home Hardware ' . ■* ■. Juan de Fuca 0
■m ■ "Tanners 0 Gordon Head ■ 4 .
9Vv ■ Motorola 0 Prospect Lake 0
'9 - ^ Magic Colour Centre . ' 1 ■ Leo 1
, 9VV . Kiwanis . 0 Cordova Bay ■ ..'3 ;
9E Sidney Rad'O Snack . 0 Gordon Head 3
95 .. Kcrmametai 2
GIRLS’ LEAGUE
JuandeFuca .3
Cent Saan Lions ■■■. O' Oak Bay Y .
a-2„ , . Queens PayloGS 0 Gordon Head ■■3.
■■ 7 .' ■■ t.WU Tigers ■ ■ 6 Y JuandeFuca Q-
■ PBE Enlotcers ■0^ ■ ■ .-■ Juande Fuca Y 8
HOUSE LEAGUE
iU-7 yrs Sevgny Excavating 2''... Orange Crush
^
1 0-7 .yisl. , ,W'idcais(Redi ' Russell Kerr Fuels
■■ .2-
'■10-7 yts Rimfiac Diveis ■ ■ 0,;' '■: Marauders (Maroon) ■Y 0
. 10-6 yr? , ■ '■■flyers V; ..-■''O .:':y J, Grieve Motors "O'
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Seaboard Properties, 
midget rep hockey team 
made it three in a row this 
past weekend with victories 
over Oak Bay and Kerry 
Park.
On Nov. 5 at Panorama, 
Seaboard got two goal 
performances from Peter 
Reedecker and Marc 
MacDonald en route to a 6- 
1 win over Oak Bay. Mike 
Cooper and Bob Ncvecker 
added other goals.
In the other contest Nov. 
6„ Mike Cooper, Todd 
Scaber and Peter Reedecker 
scored third period goals.
Chapel of Roses
YOUR COMMUNl'n' , 









applicable toward our 
SERVICE
Island;;; Furniture iMarU 
j suffered a 5-1 setback to 
visiting Oak Bay in 
; Peninsula Minor juvenile 
' hockey action Oct. 28 at 
; Panorama and the loss may 
have cost the club the 
services of Steve O’Toole 
; for the remainder; of the
season.
O’Toole left the game 
with a shoulder .separation 
I and it was later (determined
Vhe will' heed ; suf 
Blaine will aslo be lost to 
the club for an 
undetermined length of 
time with badly bruised
J Kelly Wingerter, who had 
an outstanding game, 
scored Island Furniture 
Mart’s lone goal.
In Midget hockey — 
which is fielding two inter­
city teams this season — the
Dave Grant - coached slip by Radio shack 7-5 Oct. Goods 8-4 and Sidney Department 12-4 and
/ the 28 and Cornish’s Book and Bakery dumped Allbay 6-2 Sidney Lions ousted LegionSidhey Tife tearii edged; ;
Tony Heelcy - coached Stationery and Sidney in Pee-wee action Oct. 29. Branch 37 by the tune of 10-
North Saanich Fire Movers played to a 7-7 tie in In Pup A Peninsula 4.
Department squad by a an Oct. 30 game. Minor hockey Sidney
score of 5-4. Ellehammer Industries Pharmacy bombed Central r--—"
North Saanich then had doubled Harvey’s Sporting Saanich Police and Fire - ^
their hands full with visiting 
Racquet Club, losing 10-2.
Both ;game:s- ^wefeL;.p^
Nov. 1 at Panorama.
Bantam House League 
play saw Harbour Texaco;
Joe Bloggins
University of Victoria 
Vi ki ngs made ah early clai m 
to the title of Canada’s 
finest university volleyball 
team, defeating desfending 
national champions UBC 
Thunderbirds 8-15, 15-10, 
15-12 in the U-Vic Fall 
Invitational Tournament .
Another Jocal squadl 
Labatt’s Six-Packs, also did 
Victoria proud, turning 
back the Fraser Valley 
Cosmos 15-7, 15-8, to take
third place. ; 7 ^
Early play 7 saw LJ-Vic 
down a crappy Labatt’s 
squad in three games, UBC 
ge;t past; the Cosmos in 
three, and UBC barely! 
edging Labatt’s, also in 
three
Fpr ; an V early season 
tournamenl the play was 
outstanding and featured 
some truly spectacular 
rallies . Spa rkli ng 
pc r f 0 r tn an ce s we re t u r n cd 
in by U-Vic’s Brian Gatzky,
UBC’s Paul Thiessen and 
Labatt’s Steve Berry.
All teams participated in 
the prestigious UBC 
In vitat i onall last week end, 
the results of which will be 




NOViiBifl 12 a 13,
8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
per bucket
(BRiNiB YOUR OWN CONTAINER)













•Caroful sponding of our tax dollars 
•The prosorvation of our country onvironmont
During my past 3'/? years on Coun- 
Yell, I have;tried;to make^
'*. 1, '





EXPERIEWCED, RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP 90^ polyester, 10 % wool 
Machine wash and dry
A sophisticated look available
in white or black
for ordorly future growth.
Vl have tlernonslralfid Iho (tbillty to fairly consider alf points of 
A/(dw, and to^dealwitb issues in an hontisl and buslnesS'likp rnan-; 
nor, i;rcc|uc3t your support so wo can work togethof for a boltor 
;"cornmunily,";'';F
For Inlormallon, ploaso call 652>3453





FOR THE HOLI DAY SEASON!
'' WM™ ' ■
pidd ;;;Y ;■;:;; ■ 'rTwoTocATioNs;;Y;;
'■'.'" MBHl ■iiiw
uP^ UliR ic<3iflVer ITMaffHjgrfl IMM * V'' 1 TlHMr
•In Bronlwood Bay *an(l In Sidney
Shopping Centro 3rd & Beacon Y' ‘ ""'■■■' Y,* r;::Y'':;652--5B12:Y::;' ;'y:
, . ....................'" ill'' ''' '* • *>'M*
1 a whole, ralher than for any particular 
group, I have avoided being 
"bought", by neither seeking nor ac­
cepting any financial assistance, in this 
or previous campaigns, nor aligning 
myself wllh any self-interest group.
I do have one bias, though, toward the Sidney Volunteer Fire Department, 
These men provide a tremendous service lo the community, and I would continue 
to support their efforts.
'■ Regardina downtdwii,traffic, I believe Ih
Tuturo. Council is presently avvaiting coinments liorh lhe Highways Ministry about; 
I ; an alternative proposal, as their; approval must bo obtained before aRythlng;can be;| 
done on a pari of Beacon Avenue, | atri in layoiir pliGopening up^ Beyan by llri^ 
ing its western :ond to Beacon Ave.
; Beyond those comments, l;will not make an profTil8e8;that perhaps can-; 
not be kepi. You can be assured, however,hhat If re-elected, j shall continue to 
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Eagles back on track
w
John Hermsen fired three 
goals to help the Peninsula 
Signs Eagles back onto the 
winning track as they 
doubled Saanich 6-3 in 
Bantam Rep hockey action 
last week.
Coming off a disastrous 
11-2 defeat to Duncan the 
week before, the Eagles 
turned things around with a 
solid two-way performance. 
The Eagles, who led 2-0 and 
4-1 at the end of the first 
and second periods, got two 
goals from Dale Nordstrom 
and one from Paul German 
to complete the scoring.
Trevor Skakun was 
impressive with three 
assists. Mike Johnston and 
Grant Sjervan, who split 
goaltending duties, were 
equally as sharp in net.
In a later contest, the 
Eagles travelled to 
Parksville Oct. 30, but were 
denied a victory after 
blowing a two-goal lead.
Peninsula squad jumped
into an early 3-1 lead, but a 
relentless Parksville team 
scored four unanswered 
goals to .seal a 5-3 decision. 
Dale Nordstrom, Anthony 
Everett and Jeff Stevens 
scored markers for the 
Eagles.
On Nov. 11 and 12 the 
Eagles will play host to a 
top Bantam Rep team from 
Portland at the Panorama 
Liesure Centre. GAme 
times are 9 p.m. Friday and 
6:50 p.m. Saturday, 
Admission is free.
KELLY LEECH







300-990 Fort St. 
Victoria.







"Your full service pet store” j 
“Your pets happiness 
js our business" i
Determination shown here during hot pursuit for ball was and Gordon Head in division 6B-2youth soccer action Npy. 5 at




small animals i 
tropical fish 
pet:&:hdrse,;supplie.s;!
; By Lyai! Riddell Ostachowicz 708 (345). YBC (Sunday) Bantam:
Derek Rolph won Mr. Commercial (Thursday): C. Hazard 462 (167); Pec- 
Mikes steak dinner last R. Scott 720 (194), G. wee(2): M. Barclay 206
. week by bowling a 803 Parker 704 (266), T. (106).
triple, 173 POA. Luscombe 683 (234). YBC bowlers of the
The CFPBA Hi/L.o YBC (Saturday) Junior: month (most improved):
' tournament is now V. Mobey 575 (194); Senior Troy Hilder; Junior
all its league Bantam: E. Nunn 426 Vance Mobey; Bantam Eric
members. (179); Pee-wee(2); C. King; Pee-wee Jennifer
Top bowlers last week Parker217(l24):^
' (Oct. 31-Nov.4) were, in the
Golden Age League: Tom j ~ COWSeTtAKE^
: Lenton 662 (309), Jean
9786 ■ 2nd Street 656-7535
i r OUR MEAT IS; aged; grain-fed; GUARANTEED CANADA yA'^
; Mon. to .Thurs & Sat. 
9:30 - 5:30 |
WE AHmKIIIG ORDERS FORI 
CHRISTMAS
FRESH TORHEYS & HAMS
Dec. 1 St.




^ DRAW To be Drawn Dec. ISth. !
HOMEMADE PORK, BEEF AND BANGER SAUSAGE
BRIDGESTONE
: yCallow 627 (266), Ernie 
; Jolly651 (292). ; ; 1^^
Ladies: B. Roy 669 (250),
:y Ny ySmith 655 (252). J.
I Sjerven 650 (228).
; y Lbgion: Kl Oliphant 700 
: (293)yD. Rolph 688 (285); 
y y Commercial (Tuesday):
* E. Olsen 723 (249), E,
JOURNEY THROUGH CHINA
, in a Slide Presentation of the 
Places & People Seen on the
FRIENDSHIP TOUR 
PMmmii REC CENTRE 
SUNDAY NOV. 13th 2:30 PM- NO CHARGE 
Intorm'ation for 1984 Tours 656-5594
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
A BY-LAW TO AUTHORIZE THE 
SUBMISSION OF A QUESTION 
CONCERNING DISARMAMENT
Import, domestic, front dr rear wheel drive, Bridgestone Winter
meeliiig assemblodyenacts as lollows;
Ii: in open
C.RV Disposal and all Of its Staff need YOUR help^^O 
has been doing the garbage clean-up in the tow^ 
since 1938y Sidney Gduncif has decided to award this job to a 
small company from Victoria.
1 ' Them shall he submitlad to Ihe eloctnrs by rnforendum the 
•.violiowiny.question: 'y
y yDo'yoii auppott the.goal ol ibalancedy genemi; disarma-:! 
' '' rnonf heejinning wW ,V vm'iliabie: U S A '; uys:S: R: troei'e ‘ 
y;'-onythe jesting i/proqucilony,;a rid rieployinerq 61 .all; luiricar',. 
weapons and tlolivoiy sysloms?'
: I ho qunstion shall bo answered by marking a cros.s (thus 
' X| un'a bahol eonlaimiuj Iho (iiiiistian, opijosito Ihe ;',oif,l 
YI;S 01 Iho wprd NO as liio ease may ho,
snow, slush and on ice!
700P-STEELBEilED, 
LOW PROFILE SERIES 
WITH SUPERFILLER!
708 P-STEELBEUED WITH 
SUPERFILLER FOR HEAVY 
DUTY RELIABILITY!
? Iho poll iDi Ihc roloinndum .shall ho hold at itiu tmio 
pKtsf fihod loi Plot lions in Soi lion ot Iho Municipal Act
Tyjjiit'Byyiavyhiayiibeyc'ltttdJoryaitjiurposesJsi'^;^^^^^^^
Nonh Saanich noloiondiini By law tDisaimamonl),'
'i
and It Is true that the victoria company underbid US! but the 
men les f h at will be lea vl ng S id ndy co m pe risate mb hy tl hies dve r 
the bid saving.
y REAP:a: lifstJlihoJhisTifqday otySi^Joniber, J983; yyy ■ 
birid:Jhis J 9ttrdayydlJ5opiop1her 
RGAi:ya'liijr(1 tiihe this J6th day oFSoptemPor, 1983 ;
: REdONSlDE6fD; FtNAUY'pASSlJ) AND ADOITf^ 
■yjjlirday (J:,1)etobois :1083:-s-;''-''y'yy''yyAys.'':''''y:y. Vv-.''
702PiSTEELBEUED 
75 SERIES FOR 
LONG LASTING 
PERFORMANCE!
We believe that we have done an excellent job for you and the
hen please 
rvyexpress-?
(Signed) ytJljy Ranqoi;: Mayor,
: (Signori,):,.:, E,. A.: Groon. J'lork..,,..;::,;
Ing your concern and wishes.
This contract loss not only moans mdnies leaving Sidney but 
local jobs being lost.
We at C.Ry Dlsposartbank you for your support, and If you wish 
;',tojigiL:a.'pelilioii;lhey^:a(e:Jocated(al^,“-^,sTho^lunch,'Box,;^Hobiu-:'
■: lAKh" N5i:iCE,:hydyth0.Jil)(;ive js ;i,ji;fH!:y:;()py::d! JPtf J)y,daw 
: ai,ilhoiyidnq;lhi.ss\ibiviis'>ion:0l,yr(ii,io:6idn'i0f6ho:6piPjqn of th!:y 
: oloiJorft:ofJhO':Dishict:pt'N6!th::S6dn((Ji::aii(IJtyat theyvoio ot;, 
'iJhc'oHtqorj oithO'lliijluj oiJI(Hlli:S«J wiii bo taMjval.lhoy
: No,r!h :S;oiimc.hyM(oi!(::(}KO iqii'J’nuricil yilwtnhiO'S'
.yNontf Saahioh: BT'yhi’''Knyninbq:si6;: i98TbotW(ion;
: :W:i(ij)tt, oproiod vh:inthMuriicif]al:HaH,T(Hincii; Qhanit)wis,‘i()yo,,; 
yyyMiliS Ro.W'' tJdfitf.S;ihrii(J'i, R C ;OltJ,,lniry(!Jv: NhVtinvporjyj^ , 
■' 19113 hnft Fiidav'■ Nnuf'fhbiJ' lA 'tUfiJ poiwoon iho
(Jitlp h,'!n..:arul:4yi:)0ji,nv::y;:!nd;ihat:FA, Greeivbps Peonjp‘V 
' :(Kiihie(! rtolinTtiiiq Otiictq.iprqpvpuipose ol jakiiih'and locor^ 
dim) dit'i vnttp





sons and Magic Colour. i:Mti;n);al,N6!in^SaanitJpJt cyh!O.3td,6,)ymt:Nov0int)ot:,i,9B3:
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Christmas market
Francophone de Victoria,
670 Herald St. from Nov.
22 to 26, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
By Ann Maychild
Peninsula Players — the perennial communtiy 
theatre group — has done it again. They’ve mounted 
a highly entertaining production with minimal
equipment in a difficult space.
The Company’s production of Percy and 
Denham’s Ladies in Retirement will wind up a 
“limited engagement’’ at Central Saanich Lion’s hall 
this weekend.
Ladies in Retirement is a well constructed classic 
and under the direction of John Climer, the 
production is polished and gripping.
And the production staff are to be congratulated. 
The set (an 1885 English drawing room) constructed 
by Brian Bornhold and Peter Rinfret is both 
imaginative and ingenious. Properties by Janet Rice 
have been selected with great care and costumes by
Penelope Bornhold further enhance the brilliant 
visual concept.
But of course the merits of the production include 
very good performances by seven talented actors.
Well known Sidney resident Roberta Dunbar plays 
the role of the ill fated Miss Leonora Fisk, 
householder and former chorus girl. Dunbar sparkles 
in the role and it is regrettable that she is “done in’’ 
at the end of act I.
Gloria Evanoff as Ellen Creed (Miss Fisk’s 
companion) deserves high praise for her controlled 
and almost flawless performance of a very difficult 
part.
Her n’er do well nephew Albert Feather is perfectly 
protrayed by Vaughan Wolff.
Louisa and Emily Creed (Daphne Farmer and 
Helen Hitchen) are the two whacky sisters who add
delight and comic relief to thriller.
Jane Wynne plays the saucy but naive maid Lucy 
with fine consistency and Joan Lake is a convincing 
Sister Theresa.
As usual Peninsula Players are good hosts. 
Audience members are made very welcome and as 
comfortable as possible. Coffee, hot cider and red 
and white wine are available between acts.
This drama club has worked long and hard to stage 
an entertainment for this community so turn oil 
those TVs and videos and get to the Lion’s Hall 
(corner of Central Saanich and Island View Roads) 
well before 8 p.m. on either Friday or Saturday 
night. Tickets are available at the Thought Shop in 
Brentwood or Tanner’s Book and Stationary in 





Jumping Mouse Children’s Books
HIA WA THA H. W. LONGFELLOW, illustrated Susan 
Jeffers (Dial $16 50) Any age.
Every year for the past five years Susan Jeffers has 
hatched a new book, each one a re-told fairy story like 
Thumbelina or Hansel and Gretel, and each illustrated by 
her with consummate artistry. Ms. Jeffers’ talent is 
staggering and every beautiful, delicate illustration in her 
books reflects her mastery.
A B.C. Labor Relations 
Board hearing into the 
layoffs of four Central 
Saanich policemen has been 
set for Nov. 21 and 22.
Central Saanich Police 
Association sought the 
hearing after the police 
board laid off constbles 
Graham Mitchell, E. Lea 
Henn, Peter Snell and Chris 
Morrison in mid-Septcinber 
for three months to cover a 
$34,000 budget over-run.
LisUngs III this difectoty aie piovided tfee oi charyo to Saanich Pentnsula Ctuifchos as a puhlic 
Review. 666’! 1 St
ADVENTIST
Sidney Soveniti Day Adventist — 10469 Reslhaven Di.
Pastor ... - .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Ailiance Church — Masonic Hall, Saanichlon . . . ,
ANGLICAN
•St. Andrew's — Rev OaviO Fuller ...
' 9682 - 3rdSt.. Sidney i ............... - . ■
-St. David By-the-Sea — Rev, A.E. Gates. ,
5182 Cordova Bay Rd. ! . .. . i . , . . . . . . . . . . . . -
-St. Mary's — 1934 Cultia Ave.. Saanichlon 
•SI. Michael & All Angel's — Rector: Archdeacon VV.J. Hill 
4733 West Saanich Road. Royal Oak :
•St. Stephen's — Rev: Ivan Fuller
St. Stephen's Rd. ............. <
• Brentwood Parish Church — Rev, a: Petrie. 792 Sea Drive, Brentwood Bay 
•Holy Trinity .—Rev, D. Malins Mills Rd and West Saanich. Rd ,• North Saanich









•Sidney Foursquare Church - Pastor Dean Wilson ,
'9925; 5lh St,.Sidney ,
LUTHERAN
• Peace Lutheran Church — Pastor Dennis JPaap. 2295 Weiler Ave. ....
NAZARENE
• 1st Church ol The Nazarene — Rev: Riley Couitei. 4277 Quadra Street, Victort.i
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldfield Hoad Gospel Chapel -- Rev. Joel D Neitlelon. b506 Oldfield Road (P.A.O.C )
• Sidney Pentecostal — Rev Vern Ttsdalie, 10364 Mcdonald Park Rd. (P.A O C )
PRESBYTERIAN






This year we see a slight break in the usual pattern, in 
that her new book is not a retold fairy story; instead she 
has chose to illustrate her favourite; segment of 




•Bethel Fellowship — Pastor N.B. Harrison 
2269 Mills Rd., Sidney . .. : . :. . . , . : ,
•Friendship Baptist Church — Pastor Ernie Kralolil. Stelly's Cross Rd, .





•Elk Lake Baptist Church — Rev. L.M, Funk. 5363 Pat Bay Hway 658-8111, 477-6957
ceremony
•Royal Oak Baptist Church — 898 Royal Oak.Ave,, Corner ol Royal Oak irve & Royal Oak Drive, 
'-Rev. Reed Elleyi
CATHOLIC-
•Our Lady ol the Assumption — 7726 West Saanich Rd.
•St. Elizabolh'sChurch — 10030 Third St.. Sidney ' \ .. . ;;; ; ,
658-5121
656-7433
Ms. Jeffers says: 
book I felt a strong link to the wonder I’d had as a child. In 
these paintings I’ve tried to recapture some of that feeling 
and add it to the ric 
Longfellow’s great poem^-
She has succeeded - it’s glorious.
For older readers, 12 years and up, Susan Cooper has a 
new book in print this year, Seawflrc( (Atheneum S 14.95). 
Anyone who has read her Dark Is Rising series has. I’m 
sure, been anxiously awaiting a new arrival — and they will 
not be disappointed. - . •
Seaward is a story about two young people, a girl and a 
boy aged about 17, who have, (through great sorrow and 
confusion, been transported into another world or time 
where nothing seems safe or even comprehensible.
Sidney Remembrance: 
Day service will tke place 11 
: a: m. a t : t h e G e n 01 a p h 
outside the town hall. 
Gomm. A.R. Horner; GO, 
HMGS Malahat, will place 
a wreath: on ; behalf- pf ; 
Gariadian Forces. G
Military participants will
line Jude m a r c h i n :g ;
contingents from HMGS
Malahat cadets, 220 
RGSGG Admiral Budge 
and 676 Squadron. RCACG 
and band.
m:
and perilous world, driven only by their need to get to the 
sea, their will to survive and, ultimately, their love for one 
another.
Seaward is a novel with all the depth and strength one 
expects from this author; a combination of beautiful, 
graphic writing, excellent, believable characters and a 






9;30a.m. ., .SundaySchool 
; ' & Bible Class
11;00a.rh: . .FamilyWorship 





The Rev.: William L George s
St. Savior’s Church
Corner of
Catherine and Henry Sts.
ANGLICAN
(Episcopal)
Mills Rd. & W. Saanich Rd. 
NORTH SAANICH
TRINITY 24
8:b0am, vHoly Eucharist 
10;00am G, , Morning Prayer
: : ; Coffee Hours
10:0bam , vHoly Eucharist




9686 - 3rd St.
: SUNDAY NOV. 13th
Trinity 24
:8a,m,i,. . ' v,Eucharist




- FELLOWSHIP HOUR: ;
the Rev. Canon 
Barry Jenks preaching 
The Rev. DAVID FULLER; 
656-5322 : ..ALL WELCOME
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH
REV. R. HORf PRATT 
Off. 656-3213 Res. 656 1930
STJOHN^S
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CENTRAL SAANICH ; : 
Rev. Stephen Swill 
Off.652-2713 Re$.652>9635
r::SHADY:iCIREEK;;:^'
7180 East Saanich Rd,
;9:45.:hni" ;;i;;:-FatFily,Si!rs4(;a 
, und Sunit.iy firhonl
BRENTWOOD
'1.1:1 hiihffamily Soiviof 
:,;ihifSi(nfihy'S(’;h'o()L
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Kealing School. 6843 Ceniral Saanich Rd
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Easlleigli Way. Sidney
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
• Cordova Bay United — Minister Will Waddell 
5166 Cordova Bay Rd..:,, . ... . ...... .; :
•SI, John's—• Rev. Hoii Piatl 
10990 Wesi Saanich Rd.
•SI. Paul's
' 2410 Malaview — Rev.Hon Prall .. ,
•Shady Creek--7180 East Saanich Rd. Rev Sleplien Sv;ill :
'■ •Brentwood:
7162 West Saanich Rd—Rev. Stephen SvHIl, ,









4th Ave. & Mt. Baker
::Aii:Welc6me:: ;656-2895
Stelly’s Secondary School 
1627Stelly’sXRd,
10 am ., Sunday School; 
















; ' JESUS CHRIST IS LORD" : v .
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 13th 
REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY
;10:30am Special V Old Boys" 
Remembrance Day Service: 
: with Brentwood College
GUEST PREACHER: Rev.: Canon David H. 
Wheaton, Principal ol Oak Hill Theological 
College, London, England,:,
.Everyone WelcorTie; 
: V : Mid-week studies: ; 
:: and lellowship groups! 
Hi:-olor;nev, Allslalr P. Polrio .v 




: .7726 W, Saanich Road
H :i0 rim SuncLiy
Mt'iss
St: ELIZABTH’S
10030 Third SI,, Sidney
(bb'Q piiV 'i'' 'f Siiiuuthy^MriH'i 
lu .5(1.III! Siinilriy M.lWr
Phone 652-1909
Anglican Churi’.li 
' Ol Canada ,
: - ST.-:...:::
STEPHEN'S
Inll Mt, Newion X lld,|
:fi::indin-
y :iiiiini ■
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9925 Filth Sirnot 
Sidney, O.C,V8L2XG 
Sunday
10'30 Morning Worship 
rind Children s Chinch 
f) 001)11) Evening Worship
Tuesday
7'.30 pm . .Ilihio Study
DEAN WIllSON -PASTOR :: 








Mf'Ki m :f'ailii!v;Bibiii G.iw: 
1,i:ni ' ; 11 ''WA-ll fa'II:' r’r (''fllAf;
.3:00 p:' ' .fN'fy 'V'U'u*
I^biTUESOAY;;:::-
i II -l.-iI:ii ;.,iy'yy '.- it'

















(lev, R, Satisonf 
656-9840 65^^^^
You are assured 
of a wclcorno
f :a; fttin ;iir'n''in;ju,;i;in.;i,)
11 h ri i‘t iiiiri -,r|
Koalilui Elonifiiilary School 
6483 Cenlinl Saanich Rd;; 




; (yiP il’Ul'nkihPWi Jbht':::33U1i:;





: 7008 W; Saanich Rd, : ;
Brorilwood Day
10 nda rn:' : ■ Sunflr'iyfinhrii'il 





; .IPacinr V; flordslroiir';' 




: : FEUOWSIIIi' P
baptist C|IU(ICtl
;?>IIII Miili ild, sidnev 
: : Phone B»h.60n; 
Poilor M B, Hmiuoii .:
Alt'l; Paitoi'miiin dgyliii
Two MorninK Services
0;30 (1, m,.. . Family Worshop 
;and Sunday School 
With Nursery Facilltios 
ir:OOa:m:vf;;second Service 
EVENING FELLOWSHIP 
8:30 p m and yduth program 
WEONESDAY^^^:^

























Wayne Fletcher of C.R. Disposal 
now has 300 signatures on his 
petition supporting a call for change 
of heart by Sidney council after 
awarding a five-year garbage 
contract for the town to Harmuss 
Industries.
Fletcher, whose three-year 
contract for garbage disposal in 
Sidney ends Dec. 31, lost out in a 
bid for the next five years when 
council Oct. 24 gave the contract to 
Harmuss Industries, a Victoria 
company whose tender was 
$807,640— some $157,000 less over 
the five-year period than Fletcher’s.
Fletcher claims the decision will 
eventually end up in depriving the 
business sector of some $700,000 
money spent annually by people he 
will have to lay off.
Fletcher met with council again 
Noy. 1 but says members are not 
“swaying.” He has until Nov. 14 — 
when the bylaw for Harmuss 
Industries receives three readings — 
to get council to reverse its decision.
In a letter to council Fletcher 
pointed out that when he purchased 
G.R. Disposal he decided to expand 
and built his head office at 2057 
Mills Rd. He has since acquired 
Cypress Disposal and Jaccwil
as many as 26 employees whose
local spending is estimated at $3 
million over five years. “The 
benefits to Sidney business people is 
enormous,’’
If C.R. Disposal loses the 
contract the money would not be 
spent locally as he would have to sell 
the building on Mills Rd. and move 
the Other two companies “to a more 
economically viable area.’’
Signatures on the petition were 
obtained in a few hours with 95 per 
cent of the people approached 
signing, he says.
He charges Harmuss Industries 
was only formed Sept. 16 to bid for 
the garbage contract and that the 
two people who form the 
partnership have “absolutely no 
past performance record.’’
He questions: “How can you 
issue a contract to a couple of 
people who formed a company six 
weeks ago to handle this contract at 
all, let alone for five years.’’
He wrote council did not allow 
hime the same courtesy three years 
ago and “wanted to see what kind 
of job I did.’’
He also points out to council that 
if Harmuss Industries underbid on 
the residential it will likely 
compensate by charging business 
accounts “because there is no 
control’ ’ over the rate Charged.
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Developers want sewer,^ ^ ^
Paul Rust, vice-president 
planning for Windmill 
Enterprises, appeared 
before Cental Saanich 
council Monday to explain 
his company’s plans for 
water and sewage for the 
1200-acre Partridge Hills 
■ development adjacent to 
, Tod Inlet.
Windmill Enterprises has 
submitted a rezoning 
. application to the Capital 
Regional District to permit 
development of a hotel, 
conference facilities, a golf 
course and condominium 
units.
Rust suggested sewage 
y Tor th
be supplied by connection 
to the Keating trunk sewer 
adjacent to Oldfield Rd.
He believes that from 
studies his company has 
completed Central Saanich 
will be able to supply water 
required for the Partridge 
Hill development, at least in 
'TThaseT. ''.A
■ Meanwhile the Greater
Victoria: Water District 
(GVWD) has written to 
Central Saanich pointing 
out that Windmill 
Enterprises is in an area 
over which the GVWD has 
jurisdiction.
The GVWD requested 
Central Saanich council 
make no commitment to 
Windmill Enterprises which 
would require the supply of' 
water until it has been
established that the GVWD 
will not; be servicing The 
area.
Council was reluctant to 
comment on Rust’s 
proposals until staff has 
submitted an interim report 
but Aid. Earl Tabor said 
the municipality may not be 
able to adequately supply 
its residents with water and 
providing irrigation water 
for farmers is a problem.
tv ■. i
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Home of SUPEH savings! 
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30- 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
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Bob Ward of C.R. Ward : 
Associates Ltd. , would like a seat on 
Sidney council. It’s his first try for 
office but the Sidney man has some 
very definite ideas and policies he’s 
like to put into action. They include;
•Downtown beautification — 
Ward says a plan by Peter Burchet 
should be implemented. Some 
$60,000 was put aside for this 
purpose three years ago, he adds, 
and trees are also in storage. Power 
arid telephone poles should be 
. phased out on Beacon as funding 
permits.
•Pedestrian cross vvalk should be 
painted with durable, long-lasting 
paint and lighted at night for the 
benefit of older people.
•Building aesthetics should be 
monitored closely in the downtown 
core. There are too many
new want m
Members of Sidney council seems 
to be spending more time fighting 
with each other and jockeying for 
position than finding solutions to 
problems, says aldermanic hopeful 
Roy Spooner.
As a consequence, it hasn’t beeri 
looking at opportunities that would 
be beneficial to the community, says 
Spooner. “And I haven’t seen any 
aggressiveness on the part of council 
to shore-up or stimulate our 
economic base;’’
If elected, Spooner promises to 
bring a hew, open-minded approach 
to council rather than “rehashing
When Sidney Aid. Jim Lang ran . 
for office in 1981 his platform was 
based on opposition to the town’s 
proposed one-way couplete and 
expropriation of land at Sanscha.
His position remains the same 
today, he says.
He charges council has refused to 
hold a referendum on the couplet 
despite a i ,606-signature petition 
calling; for a plebiscite and xites a 
ministry of municipal:; affairs 
decision to withhold its 50 per cent ;
positions.’’
He charges council has become 
bogged down in a quagmire of
He
by side, he says.
•Ward favors more off-street 
parking and leasing, long-term, 
town-owned space for carpark 
operators to build and operate 
multi-level carparks as the town 
grows.
•He says his position is already: 
well known on the proposed Sidney 
breakwater-marina arid points put 
the town and goverriirient ^bodies 
have not been able to get it built in 
70 years so why not let private 
enterprise do it. He adds the town — 
with coriditional approval ^ would 
have all the safeguards it needs.
He queries John Galder’S position 
on the breakwater —• Galder has 
proposed instead a Port of Sidney 
run by the town and the fact that 
after council approved the 
breakwater in principal it is now 
having second thoughts;
•Downtown zoning and planning 
—■ he’d like to see more public input 
and consultation.
•In-camerascssionspfcouncil—- 
he suggests all but tltosc containing 
the most sensitive; personnel issues 
should be abolished.
•Sewage treatment plant on 
Lochside —• Ward says he’d like to 
; gcLto the bbttortt pf^^^
' ^shouldn’t smell and; it should be 
adequate to meet the town's needs, 
both present and future.”
•Gapital Regional;; District 
Ward says it should be asked more 
frequently -- what are we getting 
for our money?
he soys, but doesn't think the town 
;shpuld bank on itt makc any spebial
cost expenditure. ^
•Bicycles —- there should be a 
bylaw requiring they carry lights at 
;r'Plight.;''.r: 
•The one-way couplet proposal 
should be“put to rest quickly and 
abandoned for now.” ;
\Vard of 10255 Hcstlmven, is 46. 
i; He attended the Royal Military 
Goilegc of Canada in Kingston, 
Ont., where he took a two-year 
:'^'''':::''8oience;::'-.degreecourse,,.''''Xoti:.
and mechanie.al engineering 
diplomas on / scholarship at the 
Royal Navy Engineering College,
'■ ;Plymbuth,':.England*
In a varied career, Ward has been 
an engineer office in the Canadian
riavy, sales engineer, management 
consultant"';'and"'"",ls^':::p«rre inly
consulting marine engineer and ship 
manager to private ship owners.
has divided the community and 
suggests it should “start over’’ and 
find a solutions that meet 
objectives.
He believes that if a breakwater 
marina and port is a viable idea that 
will benefit Sidney then a well- 
conceived effort can make it 
happen. If not, he suggests a “move 
On to other ways to enhance 
; Sidney’s economy aihd tax base.” v 
And he likes the idea of town 
meetings and a free exchange of 
ideas between council and residents 
providing a forum for good 
Pikussion of local issues ; :
pending a public vote.
And he wants/to know;;— dp the / 
people want the couplet arid arC they ; ; /: 
willing to stand the costs of the 
traffic plan and the $500,000 
expropriation of Sanscha land. So 
far -they’ve had no choice in the 
matter he says.
He states his position on other , 
issue:
-the proposed Sidney — 
breakwaterrmarihe is top sensitive a ; ^ 
subject to permit the release of the '
People should haye a My in this, he ; 
adds.
-before an application goes to the 
provincial government for funds to ,, 
create revitalization downtown the 
program must have the approval of
' residents..;;;/;;/,;
-the coriplet, breakwater and
Sidney incumbent Stan Bamford 
is seeking another two-year term on 
council. The former teacher at 
Stelly’s school has already served 
close to four years as alderman and 
in this last year chaired the public 
works committee, was a member of 
the firewardens and breakwater 
committees and alternate for the 
water commission.
Bamford says he enjoys working; 
bn council ‘‘despite/ the 
frustration. ’ ’ He expects the one­
way couplet traffic plan proposed 
for Sidney will ‘‘rear its head” as an/ 
issue/and points out that the;plan;is ; 
for the future when population 
increases, rather for the present.
He adds council is also waiting for 
the department of highways to 
comment on a compromise plan for 
Beacon which would see two lanes 
of traffice instead of the 
controversial one-way. .
He says he’s enjoyed working on 
the firewarden committee and 
recalls some 20 years ago his family 
had to call on its services “so I really 
appreciate that bunch of guys.”
: He would like to stay with this 
;committee;;if re-elected and says a 
study is currently being carried out 
on future requireriients for the fire 
department. The P'rovinciaf Fire 
Gommission and the Sidney
Sidney businessman Don Phillips 
thinks there whould be some new 
faces on Sidney council, especially 
from the business section which he 
feels should be represented. The 
aldermanic hopeful says council 
would benefit with input from 
merchants."./'.';'//;
town
Phillips makes a point ojf insisting 
that he is running independently and 
is not aligned with any other 
candidate. ‘‘And I’m riot;interested 
in name-calling.”; //^ -
Continued on Page B3
T^^ years / ago John Calder’s ; 
platform ■— when he was running 
for an aldermanic seat on Sidney 
council — included a realistic 
/ approach to the future in the 
He feels a “good, hard look” development and control of 
should be taken at the one-way apartment units. Today, CCalder
couplet proposal and makes the says he has been “a little successful
following points: but unfortunately niore
-costs unsuccessful in that area.”
-do taxpayers want it? “Most people are aware, of
-alternate routes of entry and exit council’s . decision to allow 'yet
-could traffic lights be used another Landmark-type structure
instead of the couplet? on the ocean shoreline — George
-does the traffic flow warrant it? Strieker’s development.”
, Calder says the atmosphere on
First impressions are lasting i council in the last two years has been' 
he were a visitor to the low., Ptalhps acrimonious rather than 
says he would not be ovei y harmonious — and it was not .
impressed if the first thing he saw always due to differences over the
was Bevan Ave. i i, , one-way traffic system. ,
In taking a closer look at the alderman - who is seeking
proposed couplet, the candidate
wants to know,what lawsuits could ^ attempted to take the
be expected If the plan was cancelled
or put on the back , : lose some arguments in debate.
He stresses business ..But losing the argument to
inyolyement in decision-making 
; arid says Sidney rriercbants,should 
Conlinued on Page B3
' J ij// < / “ **
.. .............. .......................
; 'b/■
/Sidney aldermanic hopeful 
Johanna Coward says there are a 
number of Isucs in the town which ir 
should concern,; everyone. Her 
platform calls for:
street br /any ; other imnccessary 
,program,/'' 
•A discussion on titc possibility of 
disposing of propel lies expropriated
— but not yCi paid for; to install 
the one-way couplet./ / 
•Improvements of existing roads, 
boulevards and ditches in all parts 
of Sidney. Neglected upkeep of 
;'//;/taciliiicsdspqor;cconqmy,,shc.says.j„: 
•Open council meetings and no 
closed door decisions involving 
'"/taxpayers’'money."/. :':/■/i^/'.':/
•A referendum concerning any 
rnajor project involving tax dbllafs. 
L':: ;"C«iilinued bn Page.IW
cbuitcil. It’s polarized and not doing 
: its job, ;)>ays newcomer John 
Fedlow. And that's why lie's 
running for alderman.
has to be a change in tlie 
town's traffic; pattern, whether it's 
the oric-wny couplet or another 
//''rproposal.Jie.'says,':"
Fed low is not against a Sidney 
breakwater-marina but points out 
he wants to make sure there would 
be enough money available to 
"finish it” and "not find out the 
developers have run out of money, ”
: citing various projects in Victoria 
where construction has stalled.
particularly like
'/..'ahe'idea of tlic"ib>vu'sigiurigover 
foreshore ; rights to a private 
/./;::;company,/';;:'/:/.:r-./:''';"'.'L.:" /''//;/' .L.-
The 6S-ycar-old candidate was 
born in Belfast, IrcliuuL and livedin 
Sidney'for 27,'ycarL;",
Gy Relph “ who was bbHv d^ 
England but describes himself as a 
"Ganadian by choice” — is making 
his first try for Sidney council. Tire 
/man whose fnyorite expression is; 
"There’s no free lunch’’, says he 
began to take an interest in local 
politics after Sldncj^ council renaged 
on its promise to hold a rererendum 
on the issue of the one-way couplet.
■He presented a T 6()0-signatiirc 
petition to council /and says 
“Council filed it,”
/''thetown;//'";■//"/■:’ '■''■/
•The very best use of tax dollars 
—•r whatever the source of those 
^"dollars.''/^;'
foil a 11 o I" S id nu y .
•Very close examination of any 
private breakwater propo.sal and a 
referendum prior to giving up
Continued bfii l*nge B3
; argurnent
prevent that type of developtnent 
saddened me. I was bitterly 
disappointed and came close to 
resigning my seat.”
Calder says encoufagenrient from ; 
friends prevented him from taking; 
that step.
The alderman feels strongly about / 
the ocean shoreline "which; is 
precious tb me" and says “we 
cannot aridmust not allow our 
ocean front to be developed in a 
piecc-by-piebe fashion and 
especially with structures such as the 
Landmark Strieker;;
developments.
‘‘These siruclurcs would be fine 
in downtown E.squimalt where they 
encourage this type of development 
— but not in the town of Sidney."
He points out developers of 
"these structures" do not even live 
in Sidney and .says of itself that is 
not a concern. "I encourage 
business to the town. Bui when they 
develop in our community they 
should be forced to develop in 
accordance wllh our official 
community plan and bylaws and not 
in the wav they Ibel we should be;;
.'■■■■ U ■ I I ' I I ■ ' 'I I'. i '■;■ i' .'■ ’/ ,-:t'. 1' ti;. i ,> ■;
dcyeloped,"
Maintenance of the existing small 
town character of the communitiit lsO;
There is no need fora refcrcnduni^^^^^i^ Calder adds.
; 10 be iKid on Ihi a.K-vray coupki / .Hc stigSrals^ t Islmpcrntiye votOT 
issue in Sidney, says incinnbenl Alt!. , ® a cptibcll ,1 int epn express n 
Ben Elhier, who is seeking another ‘ Iceltng of sensitivity with present 
iwb-ycar lerm on councll. ,
Mrve /the same piirposc^^^ y
referendum,” said Ethier,; who dchidc yoq uito btlleyi .
pointed but that whoever wins that . O'Ui bhc it* this election^
contest will be given a direct who attempts to indicated
irinndate. is greatly underestimating the;
Mnyor Norrita Sealey supports ^
couplet while majority; seat hopeful ;, Laldcr Js
Aid. Loyd Burdon has panned the Jh^Scpendcnl ^ndidaf^^ and he
As io his own stand on the slate or group ol\aiHlldalcs.
;:::::::cu,u,.bvc'isiid:jssuu:Etf.k.;sutcdic.:'r:^
“supported the coupling but not the they tend to create a tht,m or
eouplet." sltuanon leading to a
:‘.'.!.*We’VC:'gOt':'tO
impedes progies.s on 
.'/'L;'://: Contlniiiecl'oM Page B3 business.”
.jl,.;.,.:.;;,:
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Incumbent Ron Cullis is 
seeking re-election on 
Central Saanich council. 
The 37-year-old Saanich 
firefighter was elected first 
to council in 1972 and has 
served as chairman of parks 
and recreation where he 
advocated support for 
many groups in the 
community to develop their 
own recreational interests.
He has consistently 
supported the community 
plan, due for review in 1984 
and does not forsee any 
major changes in policy 
d i r e c ti o n o f t h e p 1 a n, 
adding the balance of rural, 
commercial and residential 
development detailed in the 
plan is a necessary device to 
Control growth and to 
preserve the unique rural 
and agricultural
components of the area.
A longterm preservation 
of the agricultural heritage 
of Central Saanich, when 
faced with the increasing 
demand^^^^^ f^^^ ^ 
amenities, can occur only 
with an effective 
broadening of the tax base.
Playing for United Way
Ron Cullis
he says. “Council must 
continue to respond to the 
needs of the industrial and 
commercial areas, to 
encourage their promotion 
and vitality, as in the 
Brentwood Bay
beautification project and 
the Keating Cross Road 
reconstruction.”
The reality of the current 
economic recession on 
municipal government has 
givea^caiise to follow a 
coufse* of “restraint”, he 
point out and says a 
decrease in revenue sharing 
grants from the province in 
1984, and the reduction in 
capital funding (provincial) 
for water and sewer 
projects from 75 per cent to 
25 per cent may impact 
severely on provision of 
services, and on capital 
rworks projects.
Ruth Arhaud has 
completed close to two 
terms on Central Saanich 
council and is seeking re- 
election. She thinks she’s 
been “reasonably useful” 
and says there are two thing 
she is proud of — chairing 
the health and welfare 
committee which lobbied to 
retain obstetrics at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital and 
support for council’s 
adoption of shellfish 
standards.
“It’s more costly but it’s 
pretty important for our 
treatment plant,” she says.
She also takes some 
credit for the part she 
played in preventing the 
dumping of storm drainage 
into the McHugh ditch. 
When engineers presented a 
report to council she was 
“appalled” at the 
“dumping” suggestion. 
Farmers already had their 
land flooded, she says. So 
she called farmers, and set 
about obtaining a copy of a 
report by Eric Schulz which 
' helped change council’s 
attitude.
Following a meeting with 
Saanich Peninsula Farmers’ 
Institute, council is now 
getting easements and will 
be responsible for clearing
Ruth Arnaud
the McHugh ditch which 
runs north of Island View 
and dumps into Noble 
Creek.
Arnaud says there are no 
real isues in Central Saanich 
although council and 
highways have to come to a 
decision about plans for a 
road leading from Keating 
Cross Road onto Pat Bay 
Highway.
Arnaud says highways’ 
longrange plans are to close 
off all access roads to the 
highway and have frontage 
roads so that the only roads 
exiting onto the highway 
are where there are lights.
That would mean large, 
heavy duty trucks going 
past Keating school to the 
Island View junction or 
upgrading Central Saanich 
Rd. on the route to the
Say ward Rd. junction, she 
says.
Arnaud thinks there 
should be an overpass at 
Keating and says she “fully 
supports” that plan.
She thinks council Iras 
done quite a lot for 
recreation within the 
municipality and points to 
the new library — no frills 
but all paid for — and the 
new senior citizen’s centre 
on Clarke Rd.
Currently, counciF is 
negotiating with Mount 
Newton middle school to 
share in the use of 
municipal 1 y - o w necl
property across from the 
school and which originally 
belonged to the old 
Brentwood waterworks. 
Students at the school can’t 
use the soccer field in 
Butler’s gravel area.“It’s 
the beginning of sharing,” 
Arnaud says.
Arnaud says she’s very 
strongly in favor of keeping 
agricultural land in the 
ALR.
The Civic Orchestra 
conducted by Charles 
Barber presents its first 
public concert 8-10 p.m. 
Nov. 11 at UVic’s 
University Centre
auditorium. Some 85 
players will perform in a 
concert of romantic, 
popular and fun music. All 
proceeds to United Way.
• CREATIVE VISUALIZATION 
•HEALTH IMAGING 
•GUIDED MEDITATION
INTENDED TO HELP MARSHALL THE INDIVIDUALS LATENT CREATIVE ENERGY IN COMBATING 
AND ULTIMATELY HEALING THE VARIOUS DIS-EASE STATES OF BODY AND MIND. IN HOME 
SESSIONS. DAYS OR EVENINGS. SLIDING SCALE. FOR APPOINTMENT PLEASE TELEPHONE 
DAEL AT 656-3568.
A nurse for many years 
and then a public health 
nurse after graduating with 
honors from the University 
of British Columbia,
'i
■FOOD GIAIMT ■ FOOP GIANT ■ FOOD GIANT . FOOD GIANT- FOOD GIANT FOOD GIAMT^^FQOp,
If re-elected, T^entral 
Saanich incumbent Aid. 
Dick Sharpe is Vcoriirnitted 
: to; hold ing ^ geiieral purpose 
tax levies as low as possible, 
providing only those 
services that are needed.”
He also pledges to 
maintain arable land in the 
Agricultural Land Reserve 
; because he is convinced that
; t r a f f i c dfst r ibu ti O n 
corridor, construction of 
fthe hew Brentwood Bay 
■ library, establishment of a 
’three-year road surfacing 
F program and an oyer al. 
drainage study of the 
municipality.
Sharpe says the proposed 
Tod Inlet development ■ 
an hotel, 400-unit
Prices Effective Novi 9^ 12^1983
mstm. BRENTWOOI^'BAY-
'Sk.
site — poses “a lot of 
problems and a lot of 
questions that have not yet' 
been answered.”
If Central Saanich allows 
1- the developers — Windmill 
Enterprises — to use the 
municipality sewer and 
treatment resources it will 
^overload ■ the system .’And
Dick Sharpe
^ ov ;;
wl dm water is another problem.
The company’' wants; to 
draw water from the 
Saanich Peninsula water
distribution but “we’re 
the next generation will already almost up to 
have great difficulty finding capacity,” Sharpe says, 
eriough ; suitable riand on; Another problem that 
which to raise; foodF n be solved’ ■—
sufficient to their heeds, getting irrigation to farmers 
Sharpe has served three; at rock bottom rates,; All 
two-year ' terms as water in Central Saanich 
alderman; For four years heF comes from the Greateni 
was parks; and recreation; Victoria Water District but;
chairman and says; his; cannot be used for j
principal concerns were to irrigation. And the farmers 
plan and inititate longterni; need water, Sharpe |
improvements in outdoor; explains, 
recreational activities. Expansion of the; water
Bor the last two years he; System itself is going to be a 
chaired; public works, and ; very big concern, he says. - 
was responsible for the Sharpe supports the 
ji c c o m m o d a t i o n and comrhiinity plan and says 
maintenance of public he’s looking forward to 
building.s. His later working with residents 
concerns have been when they meet to rcvifjc the 
reconstruction of Keating plan next year.
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Continued from Page Bl
revitalization plans do not have a 
priority in these dificult economic 
times, he says.
Lang charges council committees 
have not been working well and not 
been used to good effect because 
Mayor. Norma Sealey is an ad hoc 
member of all comrnittees and 
policies are directed from her seat.
“If I’m a committee chairman I 
want to be able to direct that 
committee and make it work 
without interference.”
And he attacks the mayor — who 
is council’s representative on the 
Capital Regional District board — 
for failing to report back to council 
and says there should be better 
representation of council’s opinion 
on the board.
In the next two years money has
to be found for new police facilities, 
fireball upgrading and the town 
must either spend $250,000 on 
pollution control modifications at 
the Lochside treatment plant or 
make the decision whether to plan a 
joint treatment plant at the airport 
with North Saanich at an estimated 
cost of $8 million for Sidney, Lang 
points out.
And he says that if council does 
not have a unamimous opinion on 
mega projects the decision should go 
to the people.
Lang also complains council has 
held too many in-camera sessions 
that were not necessary and says he 
likes the idea of regular open 
meetings with the public.
The alderman has held a seat on 
council for six years and was a 
former school board chairman in 
Prince George.
Continued from Page Bl
with a view to expanding services 
with another fireball.
“We need a bigger hall to 
accommodate more equipment,” he 
explains and adds it’s been 
suggested that now Sidney has some 
tall buildings an additional ladder 
truck is needed.
Bamford says council will have to 
overcome the problem of odor 
coming from the Lochside treatment 
plant and is waiting for a
breakdown of costs from the 
Gapital Regional District. It’s a 
matter of deciding whether lo spend 
money solving the smell or go for 
major reconstruction and a new 
treatment plant at Pat Bay Airport, 
jointly with North Saanich he says.
In previous campaigns Bamford 
says he has never sought or accepted 
financial assistancce from anyone. 
“I try to do the best for everyone as 
a whole, without feeling beholden to 
anyone.”
Jack & Elsie MacAulay
Continued from Page Bl
foreshore rights of our children.
®An extremely cautious approach 
to any future highrise developments 
in Sidney.
“Great care when using the 
“terrible power” of expropriation
•A careful revision of bylaws and 
any amendments prior to making 
hasty decisions.
“Major decisions — such as the 
plan for the one-way couplet — 
should be delayed if possible to 
allow an expression of taxpayers’ 
opinion.
•Major issue in this election is the 
deadlock the current council had 
and lack of leadership to resolve it, 
■; he says':;'
Relph was first in the Royal Air 
Force and later joined the RCAF in 
which he served for 24 years, mostly 
in Ontario and France. As a civilian 
he managed a credit union, spent 
four years in Germany manging 
some 600 houses for the armed 
forces, resigned, tried to retire but 
couldn’t so moved to Calgary to 
manage the Shell Centre for two 
years. ■
Relph and wife Eleanor came to 
Sidney irv 1978 and again, tried to 
retire but just couldn’t, he says. So 
the couple purchased Sidney 
Natural Foods, bought a home on 
Ardwell and became “Sidneyites”: 
We love the place, Relph says.
Continued from Page Bl
•A careful review of every bylaw 
— thus avoiding making hasty 
decisions.
•Any future borowing to be 
restricted only to what is necessary 
and cannot be avoided — sewage 
and sanitation upgrading, for 
example.
Coward, 63, of 2215 James White 
Blvd. says its her first try at office.
A resident of Sidney since 1935, 
Coward says she feels council 
should be following a path of severe 
restraint. And she wants land 
surrounding Sanscha Hall left the 
way it is with no expropriations to 
make way for traffic plans.
Initially her husband, Sandy, 
tried to talk her out of running but 
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be consulted on traffic flow, 
parking, business signage at the 
wharf and highway and consultation 
and input on the town’s policy.
Phillips is in favor of a hovercraft 
service to the islands and thinks the 
town should lobby the provincial 
■government for a permanent 
service, adding the recent trial runs 
brough a lot of business to the 
Sidney downtown core.
Phillips recommends:
-the bicycle bylaw should be
inforced^^ prohibiting ^ cyclist on 
sidewalks and suggests a licencing 5 
system ; for control; Funding;; for 
licences could be used to hire a 
commissioner to enforce the bylaw 
on Saturdays and after .school 
hours.
-renumeration for holding office 
be paid at the level in force at the 
time of election. Once in office some 
people feel it within their power to 
; grant themselves a wage increase, he 
says. “I feel this is wrong. If in 
increase is to be given it should be 
given prior to the next election.”
A new theatre company 
has been born at North 
Saanich School under the 
direction of drama/theatre 
teacher Tom Probst. The 
company^ Dandelion
Theatre — was created to 
promote interest and 
involvement in theatre for 
rhiddle school students and 
their parents. It will also 
complement and support 
both; academic arid personal 
development; of ; students 
who get involved. V 
Sy mb ol fo r t he group is 
; the ;much ; maligned 
dandelion. This
unappreciated plant 
however,; has a iiumber of 
; qualities; that Jgood; theatro 
people should have -r they 
should be. persistent,
I colourful, useful and full of 
life and one -of the main 
goals of the company will
be to instill these qualities in 
all its members.
First production this year 
is a pop/rock musical called 
Teen. Through the action 
on Stage, the audience will 
be able to look in on a 
typical weekend in the lives 
of a group of teenagers as 
they rehearse a school play, 
attend a birthday party and 
go to a school dance.. V ;
At the organizational 
meeting for the productibn, 
more than 100 students 
turned ; 0u t seeking 
in formation ; on; how they 
could be one of the singers, 
dancers or actors in this 
challenging endeavour.
Focus of the next few 
months work at lunchtime, 
after school, and weekends 
will be the performances of 
’ Teen on Feb. 23 and 2.4.
jSINESSMAN:
If your Business Phone Number is hew or has been recently changed, please call us 
and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three months. This service limited to the 
Review;S''Trading area.,-.;;
Company Name ^
(15) All Weather Sprinkler Systems Co. 
(04)Ames Repairsand Rentals . . v., 
(5V)Carol’s Beauty Salon ;
(48)Entire Maintenance & Supplies Ltd 
(04)GoldenSheafBakery 
i52sHai’s Computer Eyes ...:....:. 
(OT)irtTiaIndustries . ... 
(8i)McTaggart, Dr;Sue;,: i. ;.
(i3i Michael Fee Construction Ltd.;
(•iBiPeninsula Signs........................
159) Sidney Feed & Gardeh Supplies ;; 
(47)Three Sixers Convenience Store ; 
(5?) Video Scan ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .









.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....656-9626
....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-9444
............................. 656-6711
...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   .656-1215,
CmrtesyTheRevlew ^
Stolen DISTRiCT OF NORTH SMNICH
'■-''^;;-:';;Contlnued'from Page Bl;;':"';'
traffic off Beacon but one-way 
streets aren’t the answer.”
Ethier says not much has been; 
accomplished by council this year 
because “we have been 
concentrating loo much on the 
, couplet and minor; housekeeping 
.issues;”
“ We need a solution to the traffic 
problem. . .it should have been 
decided by nowi This election of the 
mayor will be taken as the people’s 
consent bh which wayto go.” ; ;
Ethier, who has served seven 
consecutive years on Sidney council.
is a chief engineer on the B.C. 
Ferries and has served on all 
committees . during his; years ;;as 
alderman.
He says there are some hard
and that council should ; get ; the 
couplet issue : resolved and settle 
down to business.
He cited such issues as the fire 
warden committee’s; recent 
r e cb m m e n d a t i o n b f; f i r e hall 
expansion, updating of the Sidney 
sewage, plant and a new police 
building as matters waiting to be 
tackim by a new council; ;
; was stblen from a Sidney / 
woman N o v. 1 at
Panorama Leisure Cehtre. 
Sheryl Kennedyf 19, Of 29- 
10b70-5th St;: says she put 
her purse in a locker along 
with another bag and her 
cpaf; when; sbc wen t 
s wimming bet ween 9:15 and 
.:9:'50;p.m.
When she returned she 
lifted out her coat and bag 
and saw her purse was 
missing. It also contained 
her liouse key, bank book 
and passport ,
If the person who took 
her things wants to return 
them she suggests putting 
them into the nearest post
Public Notice is given to the electors of liie'municipality that a poll is necessary at the election now pending, and that the persons.
■ nominated as candidates at the election, for whom votes will be received, are: ’ ■
TERM OF
SURNAME OTHER NAMES OFFICE OFFICE RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS OCCUPATION
"MBAINBRIDGE Mildred Lorraine Alderman 2 years 8591 Lochside Drive Housewife
I ; cb Alan Bruce Alderman 2 years ■ G55 Bradley Dyne Road Research Manager
I " CUMMING James Braodfoot Alderman 2 years 1780 Lands End Road Reliied
harrop Lloyd Cameron Alderman, 2 years i960 Sandover Crescent Retired
HERLINVEAUX Richard Henry Alderman 2 years 935 Birch Road Consultant
1 HUGHES Murray.Alexander Alderman 2 years 10953 Madrona Drive Advertising
Consultant
VERMEER Rebecca Arriela Alderman 2 years . 8968 Mainwaring Road Economist
I 'Hthe 'Poll will be opened in the Courrcil ChaiTibers, North ,Saanich Municipal;Hall, ;i620,Mills;R(:)ad, North Saanich;:B,Cv on Noverhber.jG;;;'' 
® 1983 betv/een the hours of 8:00;aira.Hind 8:00 ;p;m. An advance poll will be opened in the Council Chambers, North Saanich.Municipal
Half 1620 Mills Road; North Saanich; B.Ci oh Thursday, November ib, 1983 and;Frlday; November 18,1983 between the hbijrs of grOO;
I; a.m, and 4:00 p,m.
" Dated 'al North:Saanich,'B:C,;oh th(;3r8;;day bl:November,;i983.'^^^
E.A. GREEN' 
RETURNlN.GOrFICFR
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Dick Herlinveaux
Dick Herlinveaux served two years on North Saanich 
council as an alderman from 1979 - 1981 and would like to 
be back there. A retired oceanographer and now a 
consultant as well as farmer, Herlinveaux has some special 
interests — he recently visited Denmark where he says 
septic tanks are used extensively..
And that’s the best way to go, he says.
Septic tanks are not only cheaper than sewer systems— 
they make a lot more sense to Herlinveaux who points out 
that sewers take nutrientrs away from the land. But 
acceptance of septic tanks can pose a problem. They’re the 
“booby man in the closet’’, a feeling that likely comes
from childhood, he says.
But the municipality could live “quite nicely’’ with them 
providing limitations are recognized. Septic tanks can only 
take so much and mustn’t be overloaded, he says. They 
must be cleaned out regularly, varying from area to area .
Some have gone “haywire” in North Saanich but that’s 
because they’re not designed or used properly, Herlinveaux 
explains. He advocates a two-tank system where toilet 
matter goes into one and water into the other.
He says there will be some pressure to put sewers into 
North Saanich but there could be a plan to get'septic tanks 
operating.
Another interest of Herlinveaux’s — organizing 
construction of a breakwater at Pay Bay Beach — was 
started and completed this year. Some three to four feet a 
year was being lost on the beach due to wave action and 
storms so Herlinveaux got $4,000 from council and with a
Two concerns he has — keeping agricultural land in the 
ALR, although he says it should only be kept if it can be 
put into production, and irrigation for farmers. To help 
meet the demand for water he suggests it might be possible 
to get Sidney wells back into the system
T&M PAINTING
INTERIOI) EXTERIOR










Alan Cornford says the primary concern of North 
Saanich residents is preservation of agricultural land and 
to this end he has displayed strong resolve in maintaining 
the Agricultural Land Reserve. ; ^
Cornford—- who is seeking another two-year term as 
■ alderman on council — says he has never supported any 
• application for removal of land from the reserve and 
claims he has played a “forceful role” as a member of the 
Peninsula Geen Zone Committee, established by Saanich 
Peninsula Farmers’ Institute, to generate 
recommendations for the preservation of farmland.
As part of the community plan review, Cornford says he 
recommended the use of development permits to ensure 
both farmlands and adjacent residential areas minimize 
effects upon each other and ensure the ongoing viability of
potential and rural character.
He warns the recent change made by the Capital 
Regional District to require more native soil for new septic 
tank systems will put tremendously increased pressure on 
agricultural lands for development since they will be the 
only lands in North Saanich meeting the new sewage health 
:,5'--'requirements.?/
Alan Cornford
continue to direct development away from productive 
agricultural areas.
Other points in Cornford’s plantform include;
•Foreshore and marine areas — he recommends 
continued support to the work of the advisory planning 
commission to review public accesses and to develop 
coastal zone management strategy. Maintainance of the 
municipal foreshore lease area for general public use, and 
recreational enjoyment, in concert with well-planned 
commercial uses should remain a council objective.
“Finances — the full importance of planning and good 
financial management will be a major challenge in the next 
two years, he says, since financial responsibilities will 
increase significantly for police protection and the CRD 
requisition for its share of grants in lieu of taxes to the 
municipality will rise substantially.
Council must set priorities carefully to “even make ends 
meet” while practicing stringent financial trestraint. He 
adds provision for some clean industry directed towards 
the airport lands may become essential to assist the tax
base in order to ensure that residents are not taxed unduly.
“Public information—- if the major problems and 
challenges of council are not well articulated along with 
logical alternatives general understanding will remain 
unclear and constructive input denied. Cornford 
recommends the use of frequent newsletter and 
information bulletins to let residents know what’s going 
on. '■.
“Recreation — despite financial restraint the use of 
peninsula recreation facilities has dramatically risen and 
Cornford urges council must continue to play a major role 
in providing a variety of recreational opportunities.
Cornford holds a PhD degree in physical chemistry and 
says he has extensive government senior management 
training and experience. His career includes teaching at 
UBC, scientific research in chemical oceanography and 
marine pollution and several years in financial | 
management and intergovermental oceanographic affairs | 
in Ottawa and Paris. Recently he assumed several senior j 
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Jim Cumming
I The issue every'one is ducking away from is the “very
I costly” one of sewers, says incumbent Aid. Jim Cumming, 
who is seeking another term on council.
A proposal that Sidney and North Saanich construct a 
j" joint sewage treatment plant at the airport has been 
hanging fire for some time — Sidney is waiting for the 
1 decision and “we’re ducking away,” Cummings says.
He points out residents on Ardmore and Deep Cove 
can’t go on for ever on septic tanks and says the decision 
must be faced. “We’re too close to civilization. It may 
happen 20 years down the road but we’ve got to think and 
plan now.”
On future development in North Saanich, Cumming 
says “we can’t keep people,out, we’ve got to permit them 
to come in” but adds development has to be controlled to 
avoid high concentration that would require more sewers.
He recommends: council maintain “slow, controlled 
growth with which we can cope. ”
, The Scottish-born 75-year-old alderman helped organize 
the municipality in 1965 and served as councillor? He was 
elected reeve and then mayor (1966-1971) and lias held the 
following positions — CRD deputy chairman, and 
chairman, organized the Saanich Peninsula Hospital board 
.in 1971 and was its chairman 1974-1977, \vas on the CRD 
hospital commission 1975-1977 and chairman of the
W*!v, ^ '
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By Marjorie Denroche 
Congratulations to 
Springwood-Sentinel for 
opening a splendid new 
shop at Trafalgar Square in 
Brentwood. Located; 
conveniently next to 
Brownie’s, the shop sells 
handcrafted items, dried 
flowers, and “count-down 
shelves”. If you are in the 
market for easily-assembled 
shelves, then this shop is a 
“must”. Made of clear pine 
wood, the units are most 
attractive and would fit into 
any decor. No wonder 
Sentinel has recently had a 
large order come in from 
Japan! The shop is open 
from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 
to 4 p.m. Monday to 
Friday.
Further great news! The 
Peninsula Old and New 
Shop II will also be opening 
at Trafalgar Square on 
Monday, Nov 14 at 10 a.m. 
Manned entirely by 
volunteers, the shop will 
offer the same high quality 
thrift items offered by the
Though Parkland Parade has been absent in The Review 
for two weeks, the non-stop activity was still evident. An 
excellent band concert was performed, a productive sports 
draw blitz was carried out, and flashes of “greased 
lightening” appeared from Grassroot’s Theatre. Cindy 
Peralta and Alisa Horth also took part in taping. Ricochet, 
CHEK TV’s new student affairs program. This show will 
be aired Nov 13 at 1 p.m. on channel 6.
Several seasons are coming to an end in the sports 
department. Senior boys soccer wrapped, up a season of 
close-scoring games, with great thanks to a superb coach, 
Jaak Magi. Rolling in the mud will continue a little longer 
for the junior soccer team.
At the nets, both junior girls and boys are working with 
gusto and manger Cindy Peralto said that “great 
improvement” has been noted. The female Panthers 
hosted a tournament lastweekend to add to their season’s 
experiences and aid in playoffs.
Senior Panthers have also been blocking and spiking
their opponents. Our girls polished off their volleyball 
season in second place, after a tie with Esquimalt for the 
league’s top spot. They will take part in the Lower Island 
playoffs today and will no doubt qualify for the Vancouver 
Island Championships, which is to be hosted at Parkland 
on Nov 18 and 19. This competiton should be highly 
exciting, plus our cats deserve support and encouragement, 
that Friday and Saturday.
The girls will try to break a record by holding the Island 
title for the third consecutive year and will hopefully travel 
to Port McNeil for the B.C. finals.
Pam Brown, manager of the senior boys volleyball, 
described their season as one of the best ever, finishing 
fourth overall, and that “ a supreme effort has been made 
by all players, including excellent coaching by Mike 
Toakley.” Very best wishes to the Panthers in their battles 
at the playoffs in Comox, tomorrow and Friday.
Parkland’s swim team has gurgled enthusiasm and 
basketball season is bouncing in quickly.
Finally I would like to thank Tony Fisher, Laine 
Bennett, Charlie Wood and all other mechanic students of 
Parkland School, who have worked on my Volkswagen for 
the past weeks. A professional paint job is the final result 
of many hours hard work preparing and painting the body. 
I hope the experience will help them in the future, in return 
for the magnificant “new-look” of my car.
Rap-Up: Parkland Panthers are talking about . . . Open 
House Canada’s trips to the Arctic and Cape Breton . . . 






uiiiii .... This week at Stelly’s was really “buzzy” as it was the last
Peninsula Old and New week before exams. Our quarterly exams start on Nov 7 
Shop at 9781-2nd St. and finish on Nov. 10. Everyone will be thankful for the
Volunteer Frank upcoming long weekend. Congratulations to Armindo 
Wrightson is currently Pedro and Cindy Golin who have been chosen to represent 
using his engineering skills the Boys’ and Girls’ Club at a leadership conference in 
.■■:,to^>:;Setv,mp;::'; the;: physical;;Toronto.,/; ;//::'/■/.
properties of the shop, / Lee Ann Bertrand and Gina O’Neil won the women s 
while a core of salepeopie is novice doubles at the rowing regatta held at the head of the 
now being sought to man qf the Gorge and Elk Lake. The intermural volleyball 
the shop for the next two games got underway this week. It looks like it will be a yery 
months under volunteer co- challenging event.
ordinator Betty Dietiker. ^................ . ........ ...................................... .
/ Anyone wishing to be a part 
: of PON 11 is asked/ to call 
Betty at 656-5440 or PGA at 
656-0134.
Sincere thanks to the 
management of Trafalgar 
Square for their community
The results of last week’s car rally show Leo Golden and 
Dale Bennett placing first, winning $50; Ian Baxter and 
Jamie Sjerven came second with $25; and Cathy Aspol and 
Wendy Jewitt were third with $10.
Junior boys’ soccer has done well this season placing 
first in their league. The Island finals for junior boys 
soccer will be this weekend at Stelly’s school.
Island finals for swimming take place this weekend in 
Victoria. We are sending an enthusiastic team and hope to 
do well. Junior boys’ rugby team won against Parkland 8-4 
and the senior girls’ volleyball team also won their games 
against Edward Milne. Junior boys’ volleyball did not do 
as well against Claremont and Dunsmuir but they did make 
it to the semi-finals next week.
..Thought for the Week: ,
My thought for the week is ‘"respect for other peoples’ 
property”. Everywhere in pur commuriity there are 
problems with vandalism and stealing. There are only a 
few people who wreck it for the others arid this seems so 
unfair. I think everyone should take to heart the saying
C/W cart, bottles 
and rod
#1685 Harris or #1700 Victor
HEAVY DUTY AIR WRENCH
more personal teaching 
relationship. The support 
from parents she 
I commented, has been 
J surprisingly positive.
spirit is rriaking these .............................. a student teacher, who
premises available to both Angela Isaac comes in for a few weeks in
non-profit groups who are wondered the middle of a semester
now able jornuch- leaves. Like the
needed funds m a business- ^ __ 20 intern teachers in
:t"V
wiuim (-hoice. Miss Bains cards’',
new skills for living and preparing for this Supervisors from UVic
fornri new friei^ships. Dee
Bailin of ^oninumity every: tvyo weeks to guide
Gounselling ^extends four years. At the and give suggestions. And
; as well as teaching at
^ ® ; ; will be a certified teacher : Claremont Miss Bains; must
; p.m. Thursdays ’n Room a
^ r n S clol
; , A tabl^, fu l
/ 1 T it! Miss Bains grewup
Sanscha. Will you be there said the /
■ ^00. : atlilude of thc'tcachers has
Test, bazaar really given h
^ , and made her feel wclcbmc.
/ St Stephen's fall tea and .•Terrific”. Miss
;bazaar takes place 2-4 p.m. Bainif feels7 that : since 
Nov, 19 in the churclvhall, (Tlaremont is a small
cooking, variety of stalls, ^ ,.,^i,|gp,jj are able to have a
'""''‘".'plahtS'and'tea,"'
We ' hope this year at 
Claremont is happy and 
successful for Miss Bains. 
Next week we plan to 
profile another of 
Claremont’s intern teachers.
Now to look at some of 
the events that took place 
this past week.
ThelHallowe’en dance on 
Oct '28, was horrific 
success. This year's 
costumes were creative, 
dramatic and, in some cases 
positively horrible! Three 
teachers took the job of 
/;judgihgv:Mrsv Martirii,::Mrsf;
Casey and Mr. Spensly,
/ they had a tough decisibh tip/ 
make.;
First prize,: for a group, 
went to the“Fruit Of The 
Loom/ Underwear”. This 
artiusing; roup 7 included 
Spartans Russel Beazley, 
Leigh Bissenden; . GoHri 
Wheeler and Kirk Denns.
..'■/fKsm ' Bryant,:' Lisa;' Brix,,r 
: Jeff Yada, Janet Lamonte,
:;: Gle n v/Turaerand,. ;:Nalhan /::■ 
: ca.me: dressed as
bubles, after ftho' h^ 
popped. Grad 81 was 
displayed on their behinds! 
A rugby team showed up, 
complete with bandages 
and crutches. Charelene 
•■■‘'Harwood, a fan of the fat.
Y@IIR:/CH@ICE
Catr#1960
PALNi GRIP AIR WRENCH




Lundeen, a teacher at 
Claremont for the past few 
years, gave birth to her first 
child this week on Oct. 31. 
/Mrs/ Lundeen is alsq a 
former student of
7 Clare
presently teaches here. We 
wish all three the best in the 
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ijest w& f&rg&t in M.em&mbrance
A tribute this Remembrance Day in honor of all living 
war veterans, and in memory of those who made the 
supreme sacrifice to preserve our freedom.
Of all we hold, this is most dear, 
yet countless numbers filled with fear, 
this heritage have lost.
Let mem’ry stray
to Flanders’Fields, where poppies sway 
between the whitened crosses;
In honor of our heroes bold, 
and living vet’rans, now grown old, 
the free world in silence pauses!
So could it be,
that those who died for liberty 
their lives have given in vain? 
For o ’er each continent and nation, 
a subtle foe seeks domination, 
and binding is its chain.
forgetful of the price.
May moral courage never lag,
while flies unfurled true freedom’s flag, 
shun not to sacrifice!
Does mind recall
how gallantly youth met the call 
defending freedom’s cause?
Think not, ‘tis just Remembrance Day 
then breathe a prayer, and go your way
The torch passed on 
was symbol of the victory won, 
that millions yet may know - 
While peace and liberty remain, 
unsullied still by sordid stain. 






. ; theft i \
Money is continually 
being stolen from a box at 
the boat ramp adjacent to 
. the Hotel Sidney and a
•There IS a great lack of financial planning. People do woman who prefers to
not plan to fail, but fail to plan. Anticipate the future s remain anonymous says the
town should take over the
CAMAmMi
ASSOCIATiON
Money. It’s the only a word, but with such powerful finances.
~ *The concept of diversification is not used'enough, ramp and finance its
important cycle in life. Many people tend to put all their eggs in one basket instead upkeep
Introduction to Securities and Investing is a leisure arts of dividing the money (ie. portion into bonds, stock etc.) xhe boat ramp works on 
program to be featured^Nov 23 and 30 by Stewart Travis -Liquidity, or the speed at which investments turn into an honor system and users 
who holds a M-A. in social psychology. money, is an important part of any investment portfolio. are supposed to put $1 in
After spending six years as a psychiatric and forensic ®Two hundred years ago Baron Rothchilds said,“Buy the box every time they use 
psycologist, Travis became an economic securities analyist. while there is blood in the streets”. By this he meant the it But the box is always
Now' working in Victoria for Principal Consultants, he best time to buy is when things look their worst; So now is being broken into says the
deals with financial and tax planning. the best time to invest, as it is buyer’s, not a seller’s woman who cLght
of the many people confused with finance market. ’ \ a young boy taking money
or interested to discover new ways to secure and save your -Travis questions the fact that “consumer education out of it recently, 
money, take advanrage of this special event. courses at schools teach students how to spend money and The box is put there by
The course will cover debt securities from term depoists not how to save”. Sidney Anglers ’
to long term bonds, and equity securities such as common •Leading indicators show we are pulling out of the Association who keep
and preferred shares. Other topics to be discussed include recession. Travis explains a good indicator is the . stock putting new locks on the
income, safety, diversification, taxation, appreciation, market which started moving up last year. Increased box, she says,
liquidity, investment funds, and RRSR’s. unemployment is the last to improve as a financial The ramp is used mostly
The two-hour lecture begins at 7 p.m. both Wednesdays indicator. by out-of-town people and
in Panorama’s lounge.-^^^. ^ For more help in the world of finance, join Stuart Travis most fishing is done from
PLANTERS, CANDLESTICKS, BRASS BEDS, BRASS FURNITURE, LAMPS, SHELF UNITS, ADDRESS NUMBERS, BOWLS, 
CANES, PICTURE FRAMES, ELECTRIC HANGING LAMPS, COACH LAMPS, MILK CANS, UMBRELLA STANDS, BRASS 
BASKETS, VASES, BUD VASES, JARS, TEMPLE JARS, PLAQUES, CIGAREHE URNS, ASH TRAYS, PIPE HOLDERS, MUSIC 
STANDS, COAT RACKS, KEY RINGS, ABACUS BOARDS, SAILBOATS, ANCHORS, COASTERS, BRONZE DINING FLATWARE, 
SEAGULLS, TURTLES, ETC., UNIC0RN& ELEPHANTS, LIONS, DEER, DOGS, IMPALA, FISH, SHARKS, GIRAFFE, 





TOILET PAHR HOLDERS, CHi 
POTS. KEHLES. JMES. OUi
MERS, MAIL BOXES, 
BRELLA STA
HERS, GRIB BOARDS, SCUHLES, FIRE 
YINE COOLERS. TABLES, KITCHEN UTEN- 
AMPS, WATER CANS, CANDLE SNUF- 










BUD VASES, STE 
EASELS, HELMET 
KITCHEN RACKS, CA 
PLAnER, MURAL PI 
BRASS HARDWARE,
PROPELLERS, HAND STAIR RAILS,
BEE










S, COAT RACKS, 
|jGS,SAND TIMERS, 
GIFTS, TRAYS AND 
S, COASTERS,
PORI
St. David By The Sea 
Anglican Church, 5182 
Cordova Bay Road, will be 
holding its annual parish 
bazaar Nov. 19 from 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. Cake and 
candy stalls, handicrafts, 
Christmas decorations, , 
■ books,..superfluities, good
y;china, plants.and more. Tea 
.and lunch tickets include a
door prize. For more 








Celebrate Childrens Book Festival
bS
. SPOONS, ICE BUliETSMSi
TINGING PLANTERS, WALL DE^Ir"PLAQUES, ANCHORS, 
LES, ENGRAVING, TEACHER’S BELL, NUMBERS, SIGNS, FURNITURE, 
BIRDS, DESK LAMPS, MILK CANS, RAHAN, CANE, CHAIRS. TABLES, SOFA TABLES, SOFAS, CHAIR, WICKER 
NOVELTIES, HANGING BASKETS, VASES, WICKER BROOMS, FANS, FLOOR MATS, DECORATIVE PIECES, LAMP SHADES, 
OCCASIONAL CARPETS, STOOLS, DECOR CHAINS, CANE TABLES, WINE CABINETS; MAGAZINE RACKSrBASKETS, 
BRIDE’S PRESENTS, SCREENS, DESKS, CDASTERS, PLACE MATS, OAK MARINE ACCESSORIES, LAMPS, THE BRIDE’S 
REGISTRY, KfrCHEN UTENSILS, FRYING PANS, pots; DOUBLE BOILERS. MEASURING CUPS, FISH poacher; CHAFING 
DISH, MOULDS, KITCHEN TOOL SETS, SALT AND PEPPERS, FUNNEL SETS, KEHLES, SAUCEPANS, SKILLETS, CAR­
RIAGE LIGHTS. HORSE BRASSES, ETC., ETC.
m 4® words or loss 
BRING YOUR STORY TO THE 
SIDNEY/NORTH SAANICH BRANCH of the
Vancouver Island Regional library 
by November IS
YES! The brand hewiVICTORIA “ACRES OF BRAsS" LTD.f gives you the finest and most com- 
plete br^i storeln Canada; Simply elegant. Hundreds of great gifts aiid reasonably priced.
fmarine accessories, kitcheii brass and copper uten 
sils, modern Italian brass edged furnishings ail waiting for your inspection. Come in and 
browse! VVe hope you’ll love our store — “Acres of Brass” parking right alongside. And Vic­
toria “Acres of Brass” has a wonderful Bridal Registry.
LUCkYyDRAVViBOOKJRIZES';
ij?
iai424i OR PARKING ALONG SIDE 719 BROOGHTON ST.
'A::;
E-' FAMILYRESTAURANT •• OPEN DAILY 11 AM lor 
Fine Canadian & Cliineae Food 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 
81 in Verdler Avo., Brentwood Bay' 
652-3622
Steak Bl uiiowdoi' House
-iiV - y'Oii Tim Wjiiif BfdiKwaoil.liny'-
Try our Untittk;
40 Item mIjiiI baffm om; 
' Breakfxtt; Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch ll:30-l!30 : 
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Phone 652-2413 or 652-9515
OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
Wflst SariiiiGh H(1, by '







Mon,-Thurs. Bam-7 pm 
Frl,-Sat, Gam-8 pm











Chinnso & Canittlian Food
, Mon. • Ihiirii. 4 3(1 • 11 01)"'.
* sAt _4'3o. i'3o 4'ni;;;;'j;
Delivoiy with'mlri(niimi oidoi.
2493 Boacon Avo. 656-3944
FAMOUS CHARBROILEDl
Enjoy ourj^-ltom SaladJar' 
TAKE-OUT OMDERS
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
2321 Bnaoon Avo. Sidnoy
656-4822-I--S;;;::;
STEAH, Pim a SPftGHETTI HOUSE
EveniiiB Dining In ;
Fine Moilltdrrancan Traditloh;
, ; MOf-htMiir, U,4.ni,lo 1? mj|1ni(|lit,;
fri. »$»«,
Wli;» HOLIDAYS 4 11,m:vl 0 (I.m. :
.r ■ OMMronLUNCH:';'".
TAKE OUTS 65B-559B - 7 
5lh& Beacon SIDNEV
REDDI-CHEF
" CHICKEN nins, nudRtns,. 
WICt.lSHCAM,"";'
WEDNESDAY SPECIKL







' : ' SPECIALIIIHG IN;- V
FISH & CHIPS
(inrAKrAsr-iuNCH niNNCH 




G rea t H a m b u rgo r Sa n d wicli cs
locriUsd ;il
; r Van Isle Marina ' ^
Mon. to Sati 8 ain to 4 pm 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm 656-6521
at FAMILY PRICES
Mon, 10 Fri, 9 am - 9 pm :
Sal. gam-10 pm Sun; Oam-9 pm I
656-4115 2359 Boacon Ave.
HOMESTYLE COOKING ft BAKING Rrcntwood Shopping Conlre
107* S»mlgr CIlLion Discount 2 p.fn,-7 p.m. doily
S'";':LocATmN§;Tn!;KE0 ve"::Yttu-BEf2 tOiCATiONStOiSERVE YOU BETTER .ri.’,'";'A
When it comes to dining out our readers do more 
than anyone! Let us help you plan an appropriate 
advertising menu, call today fdr assislance.
Y DAVSIA WEEK 7 a.m,-7 p.m. uo.n..u 652-1192
MaNMOtonliWiiiiniiaiiiliiiiHl





Derek James hosts Len Mulholland in Close Encounters 
— a phone-in show on Saanich Cablevision, channel 10, 8 
p.m. Nov. 9. Night Drop at Ede by blind author John 
Windsor will be the subject for discussion — a book which 
tells the story of Mulholland, a North Saanich man who as 
■A young marine cadet watched the bombing of 
Alfred and Bertha Amsterdam. Mulholland became a courier for the Dutch
Shiner, 1117 Greig, underground, was parachuted into Holland by the British
Brentwood Bay, celebrated 
their 50th wedding
A If red and Bertha Shiner celebrate 50th wedding anniversary at luncheon and reception. Murray Sharratt Photo
Musician, si
at
anniversary in October with 
a family luncheon and 
reception in Victoria’s 
Nazarene Hall.
Shiner was born in 1909 
in Somerset, England, his 
wife was born in Manitoba, 
1912. Shiner came to 
Brentwood Bay in 1919, 
Bertha in 1922 and the pair 
attended the same school. 
They married Oct. 10, 1933 
in Sluggett Memorial 
Baptist Church.
The couple’s first home 
was in Tod Inlet Village 
near Butchart Gardens 
where Shiner worked all his 
life as a gardener, retiring 
nine years ago. His father 
was head gardener at the 
famous beauty spot.
The couple have three 
children — Claire (Shiner) 
Trowsdale of Delta; Ruth 
(Shiner) Sadler, Tofino; 
and John of Brentwood 
Bay. Their youngest son, 
David, died in 1982. The 
Shiner’s have nine 
grandchildren and two 
great-granchildren.










6761 Kirkpatrick Cres., 





Dave Danielson, com- of sacred music.” 
poser, musical artist and He will be singing some and 
conference speaker will ap- of his most recent close family and relatives
pear with his wife Deloris compositions and playing and many old friends and
, at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 10 and 11 numerous instruments, came from Saskatchewan,
and 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Mrs. D a ni els on Alberta, Washington,
Nov. 12 at The Friendship accompanies him for most Vancouver arid the Island.
Baptist Church; 7820 of the instrumental
CentralSaanich Rd. numbers and jpiris him in
Dr." Donald P. Hustad some of the vocal
speaks of- Danielson’s selections.
; musicianship as “A
; refreshing breathT of There ; w ; be ' no
spririgtime.”Dr;JbhnW. ridfnissionchargeandthe- 
Peterson says; ‘‘Sbirie knciw T public is invited to enjoy 
Dave as pastbrC some ;as ‘ this duo and also to visit
Topics include home inspection, choosing your realtor, 
mortgaging^ government assistance and more.
" T TO'BEFELD
Monday, l^ovember 14th at 7;30 p.m.
V- at.the'-;
Family Restaurant
2500 Beacon Ave., Seaside Sidney.
Limited to 35 people. Register by calling 
J. H. Whittome & Co. Ltd.
479-lSSI
■ , r • evangelist-butT know himT-Friendship’s new facility on I ~Musician and speaker Danielson featured at church meetings. ^ composer Central Saanich Rd. |" ;
cadets
- - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE '
For the second year in a 
row cadets of the 676 
Kittyhawk Squaclron have 
■* been judged top squadrbri T 
by the Department of 
National Defence.
The annual inspectibn in 
I May marked thb i 25th .:
anniversary of the 
> I sq u ad r 0 n; L t. Go ver nb r
! Henry Bell-Irving inspected f 
; I ; the squadron as one of his 
I last official acts of office.
I M ceremonies vyas
R. Hannan, the first C,b.
':;L"of the-squadron
; [
- i awards in several areas; top 
rifle team in Canada, top
flying scholarships and 





A member and Past Director of Central Saanich Ratepayers Assocation. Past 
Secretary, Advisory Committee on Education for Aging.
AS YOUR REPRESENTATEVE ON
To do my best to maintain and jmpr^ the quality bt life in this m 
to suppdrt our
to listen to Individuals and groups in an effort to solve their problems.
FOR INFORMATION AND/OR 
TRANSPORTAHOW PLEASE CALL
mm
This year is a busy brie;
.7'-;;" with';'''''^badcfs;:;:T-'gIidi^gi;'':,:-^
familiarization flying and a
15 ciulcis participated in 
advcnliirc training.
Parents Itave organized a 
new sponsoring committee 
tins year. Anyone interested 
in helping the committee 
please call 656-4744 or 656- 
5477,
Young people aged! 13 
years and older who arc 
interested in air cadeiS may 
T call the Air Cadet Hall at 
t--y': 6 i6 :• 4 4,2 3 T ji u r 5 d a y^
! ^ ■c to 8:30
p.m, or conic and look at 





' f ' ''




and Professional SWomeri’s 
Club will meet 6 p.m. NoVr^^^^ 
■ ib at (Ite Imperial Inn. Josle 
Vyugallo of the Citizcnslrip 
Rcglstratbn Branch^ 1^ 
::kpeal<',-""AH ■' welcome;'-; For'-' 




• OPEN COUNCIL MEETING WITH NO 
CLOSED DOOR DECISIONS INVOLVING i-S-S;
sv
J.. , - ■■
n'P i Tf i;-
A council that works 
together to solve com­
munity problems gives 
■'the ■ beist'returhilbr ^ou'r' 
taxdollars.
, ' I -1 .
WSSM&F ' 'IL' .-
• REFERENDUM concerning ANY MA­
JOR PROJECT INVOLVING TAX 
DOLLARS.
In NORTH SAANICH 
Ploaso Vote for Dick.
--:-!L
ALDERMAN
• BORROWING RESTRICTED TO 
« necessities - SUCH AS SEWAGE 












All classified ads must be submit­
ted to our office before noon on fVlon- 
day prior to publication date. We are 




The Review reserves the right lo classily ads under appropriate headings and to set rates 
Iherelore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves Ihe right lo revise, edit, classily or reject any advertisement and lo 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services, and lo repay Ihe customer the 
sum paid tor Ihe advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on "Hold" insiruclions will be desiroyed unless mailing insiructlons are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requesled not lo send originals ol documenis lo 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days alter. 
Ihe lirsi publication.
It is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space that Ihe liability ol The Review in Ihe event 
ol lailure to publisH an advertisement or in Ihe event ol an error appearing In Ihe advcriiso' 
men! as published shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser lor only one incorrect 
insertion lor Ihe portion ol the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or omitted Item on^ 
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BEST PRICE AROUND!
Specializing in Drywail (all 
phases) and Painting. Nothing is 
too big or small, also will do 
general work, etc. 385-8405 
anytime.  3c46
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER.
Cedar posts and rails. Select tree 
falling.656-4213. 4387-tf




9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
SAWS FILED, tools repaired and
sharpened. Light metal repair 
work. 15 years in S.idney. "Len" 
Cusden, 2440 Malaview. Phone 
656-4068. 8p51
SINGLE PEDESTAL DESK $35. 
21 cu. ft. Deep Freeze $250. 
Craftsman builders level with 
tripod and elevation stick $150. 
656-2283. Ic45
CONMAC AUTOMOTIVE






Cards of Thanks (....,
Notices ...,1.. .1. 
■Xost :v.'




Help Wanted :... :.. 
Work Wanted.......
Miscellaneous For Sale 
Garage Sales ". .
Wanted To Buy ...
; 'Pets .....,;., ■ •
; Livestock^ . r;....
Farm Produce ..,'... 
Gardening .
Boats&Marine ......
.'Motorcycles.; ^. .T... 
:■ Aircraft. I.., 
Recreation Vehicles. .
■ Snowmobiles . T.;.:.' .;. 
T;Cars.^(,.r, .'.".LLLV.:.':', 
T;.Trucks;i-T: .'Iv-.'in
'"ijMachinery : VvLlVv Ti. 
ji; (Farm Machinery V. .". '.
For Rent....................
Wanted lo Rent ........
ij(Real Estate Foir’Sale. 
Mobile Homes "i TvVTT;'
T
OPPORTUNITIES
6 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN 
DRYWALL, Sidney, Brentwood 
Bay area, reasonable rates. 
Excellent work. 656-9919. 4p47
ANTIQUE PINE-OAK HARVEST 
TABLE, 6' long,I 3 drawers, solid 
brass handles. $350.656-5318. 
Ip45 , ' : ■ :
BrMms
WE HAVE ALL TYPES OF FEN­
CING. Residential — Industrial 
— Farm. Pressure treated 
posts & lumber. Supply or in­
stalled, ask about our 
sped a Is i 652-241 2 : — 
652-1121. :
FOR A CAREFUL INVESTMENT in 
computers and software, phoen 
or writeTHE SOFTWARE HOUSE. 
Unique; we teach, we 
manufacture, we supply. 
Guaranteed. Minimum
investment $18,500. to qualified 
individuals. 14 East Broadway, 
Vancouver. V5T lV4i (112) 800- 
972-8689. Ipb45
DAYCARE in my home, lunches, 
playmates, quiet area, serving 
Saanichton and Brentwood Bay 
area, 652-0193. 4nc47
40 GAL. FURNACE OIL, $40. 60 
gal. steel tank, fits pickup, $45. 
Can deliver. 656-2926. 1045
CaH 656-5581
For FREE ESTIMATES
Superior 2104 Malaview 
Sidney
•Certified Body Shop •Radiator Repairs 





finishing, renovations, free 
estimates, reasonable rates. 656- 
1876. 2c45
UP TO $100. PAID for your 
appliance, working or not. Trade 
yours in for newer or better 
appliances. 656-2797. 4p48
RENOVATIONS, NEW
CONSTRUCTION, all types of 
carpentry work. Phone 652-0774 
after6 p.m. 2p46
PADDLE FANS - The original fan 
store. Wholesale and Retail. Free 
catalogues; Ocean- Pacific Fan 
Gallery Inc: 4600 East Hastings 
Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 112-299-0666. na-tf
331!
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection. 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, 
Richmond 112-273-6829, 
Kamloops 1 12-3 74 -35 66 , 
Nanaimo 112-758-7375, Winlaw 
112-226-7343,Lillooetll2-256- 
7501, Whitehorse 112-667-7332. 
na-tf n . T-T ',■ . ■'=;.■
WINTER CLEAN-UP.
Inside/outside, all around, heavy 
- light - garden. Grow boxes 
installed. Reasonable rates. 656- 
27 74 anytime. 3p47
1- 24 VOLT 30 amp battery 
charger$150. Phone477-4892. 





FIREWOOD: alder, $85 per cord, 
split, $75 unsplit. Maple, $95 
split, $80 unsplit. Also logging 







MOBILE AND MARINE DIVISION 
Free Pickup & Delivery
• PRESERV-A-SHINE • UNDERCOATING • SUNROOFS 
• ENGINE SHAMPOO ® TAR REMOVAL 
•COMPLETE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING AND PROTECTION
PUT YOUR Christmas List on 
computer labels. 5 0 c per na me 
and address plus 5c per label. 
ShawComputerServices.‘652- 
;:1353. (/ T ;




maintenance, carpentry, hauling All cords guaranteed! Phone 112- 
away, window cleaning, 653-9240. 20p01
eavestroughs, roofs cleaned, 3/I6 MIRROR, 6’x7- installed, 
chainsaw work, l®ricmg. j225; other sizes on request. 
Reasonable rates ^anyv/here_ on other glass at large discount 








PUZZLED BY YOUR 
COMPUTER? The computer tutor 
' offers : pe rsona lized i nst ru ctio n 
■(from home cbmputors to complex 
business systems, programming 
and system design. 479-2955 .
FREE 120 page Career Guide 
shovifs how to train at home for 
205 top paving full and part time 
jobs. GRANTON INSTITUTE, 
265A Adelaide Street, West, 
Toronto. ( Call ( (416)977-3929 
today. L " Tpb49
, „ , . 500 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS
tke care of all your gardenign and _ $5. Printed in our shop, 
maintenance needs. Call Linda or poppiar Press, 2737 Heald Rd., 
Doug.6756-9570. ^ 6p50 shawnigan Lake, B.C. VOR 2W0.
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER Please send payment with order! 
with $10 ,000 worth of time saving Thankyou. : 6^^^^
GOLOEIi SHEAF iAKEHY
2354 BEACON AVE. 
FRESH, QUALITY BAKERY GOODS 
AND FRIENDLY SERVICE 
Lou & Joan Neudecker 656-3132
tools . Aval latale now, hourly or 
contract rates! 656-765 8. (( 5c50
SITTER NEEDED for 14 month 
old boy: 652-1272:' ! ( 2^
^ Published on Wednesday ol every week •
. . 'CARIBOO PRESS (1969) LTD. ‘ 
'2367 Beacon Aye,. Sidney.l B.C. V8L |
(Iff J§T&r:(|:-:Tr1W9((T«:''S^ '
t)N: CHOOSING BOOKS FORi 
s CHI LDREN. "This ^ sihgle-evening 
( session wi!I be offered evei7 Wed.( 
through Nov. and Dec. Please 
(:^register ( fpr; the(!rVVed.: : of ; ybu^^
SEAMSTRESS, alterations:; and"!
A DAYCARE or babysitter for my 
( three year old ; fu II time in Sidney.; 
652-2476 evenings. ; (^
WILL DO HOUSEKEEPING for 
reasonable rates, reliable, 
mature, excellent worker. 656- 
7908.( 2p46
SULTANAS 99c a lb. Back again at 
Sidney Natural Foods. 656-4634.
:;2wc4 5;('('':; ;■ ■■■:■•;■;(
dressmaking!; Located 5 near 
Dogr Phbne Sandra at
TT'.!'.“;(";':'"(('-.(4p45'(
MATURE : BABYSITTER
REQUIRED at rny home (for 2 Va;: 
year old (boy.; Mom to WEd; and;
■ PIANO;7 ■; LESSONS for"! : Fri.;:'firbm (3-6(;((p.rn.;(Norisrnbker:;; 
BEGINNERS - reasonable fee, my ; 656-1766. 2p46;
J wtaddling C 
652i-0583;
(CLASSIFIED RATES
I s(((j FirsjTns^ion; 20; Wbrds'i; !ess|: $2!00 J 
I'. (prepaymenl ‘ rale only) Consecutive 
I v'f repeal inserlions.-;$t :00 per week: Over “ 
;;v;20 words, (first week): each extra word.'
1A cents; Consecutive. repeat insertions (; 
.<;over-20,words;1Q.cents per each.addi 
(';:lionai;FworO|;;Bcix(:nu(rtlhersl'';$T(pOr?I 
jrjblassifiecLIdispiayXrateijiiponi'retiuest;' 
.'■Charge classilieds are $3.00 for the lirsl 
[.week: VISA rate is also $3,00 lor Ihe hrsi 
i week ' , ■■ ' ■
home, Saturdays, Susan 656- CAPABLE WOMAN: to help;;with ;! :before :(; 6 ;!, p
tJa c o®" ^ 1359 after 6 p.m.. Conservatory occasional dinner; parties.: preferred)y^'^^^ '^
___ ■—_ _____ ----------- qualified. 3p45 References!(f
qUY iN; BULK: Save; up tpl30%(;y^
12 GUAGE WINCHESTER pump 
model 1897, one Peetz rod and 
reel, one air rifle, one rototilier, 
one battery charger, 24 volts, 30 
: amps. New fishing !ures, bne 20 
( guage;(and (222 oyer and ;under( 
Savagej tvyo new snow tjres and
_________________________________  rims: ;6;:95xl4."Send: inquiriestb;
(LOVING ; CARE (given;;to jour :; Bdx:;;‘B'V c/o;Tt(ie;;Revievv, P.O:(f 
((children in my hbme by pre-schbol; Box 2()70 Sidney, B-G: VSL3S5:( 
ihstructors. Call Susan, 656-9245(;; 5 -4 8
EXPERT FINISHING CARPENTRY 
WORK, (backed by years of 
experience ; for(^ ( $8.00/hr!; or 
contract! Please call Frank at652- 
((030 9 a f t e r 5:0 0 p. m. (: ( (; ;;! 3 n c4 7
:0FFiCE"CLEAHEIIS:'
(" ;: B0nded(&.■ Ihsu red ;■;
Wi ndows- F loors-Ca rpets 
((;;; Homes(&(Offices (
I; .((Gutter Cleaning (; :(':
tsSes; (656-1353
(lull
FREE sy PIANOS LESSONS!
ti me : c O N ST R U C TIO N 
3 nc4 7::;; wheelbarrow. $90; waffle
lc45 loving FAMILY DAY CARE inmy '>'on. $12, toaster,; $6; ifi.replace^^^^.;^ 
PERSON;"! Home:;Newborn(to 5 years!; More;:;screeh;'$5; Evenin(gs.656-29l3."' "
-'----""■■"‘"‘"■'’'-C4(5;..............................................Saanicfitpri/Deah;;;H^^^ Alberta A-1 meats, top quality REQUIRED locally for part time than 25 years experience. Full 2(n
Kegisterqaimijsictea^ l^pgpd name freezing products., commission sales and servicing timebhly:656-9998. 8p52
Great West Foods. 384-5488 or call. Knowledge of boats and fire 652-1475. 8c50 extinguishersin asset. Write P.O.
y; IP AN&i vcic.;; box 2308(: Sidney: V8L 3V^6! 2c46;;'
Window





FRIDGE;fi STOVE $200: Washe
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Ag SEASON AL COLOUR AN ALYSIS
" cMd co-ordinate your clothjng and
St. Paul s United Church, 5thand cosmetic colours with youd 
I Malaview, Sidney. Sat., Nov 12 - natural facial tories: Let your self
2 p.m. - 4 p.m. Home baking, gi^^j coIq^ pg^g available. Lois
crafts knitting and sewing, Allen 652-1432;!;; (4^^
ca 1 endars i and;: much;;m0re. ....... .: ■. -
Adrriissibn $ 1.50 (S ('"3c4 5
EXPERIENCED. EFFICIENT & dryer $35p;jFrost-fre(fridge
(db( (hosuework. stove $350. Avocado fridge!; & ;(;LADY ( wil
! Trusfwbrthy & reliable. 656-9462: stove! $550.! Dishwashed:;$ 150.!;
4p48! 656-2797. Ip45^ !I ::
; :$15 per year'in c;anadA,lo(:The;Review, 
$,i 2 pDr(year ,lor(senior clteefis::
CORRECTIONS
: Corfeclions shoulil he mjtle:before iho 
: second Insertion. Allowancf can be niade ; 
for; Pne:; incortccliriserllon; only ywe 
; rcseiM ibe':fighi 10 cia'ssily ads under: 
'(appropriate hearfings.:: :;■;'
SLIMLINE AEROBIC FITNESS 
CLASSES held to music Mon: ( 
Wed( arid Fridayt: 5:30 -6:15 
! p.rn;, moderate td intense. Mon. -( 
' Wed, ( 7.:3 0; ■ (8; 15; begi nne rs; 
( Tuesday and Thursday 7:30-8;15 
( moderate - intense. 10114 
; McDonald Pk. Rd. $2 - drop in and 
( everyone weicbme. For more info 
; 656-9869! (^^ ( :
COMMUNITY EDITOR!; Available 
' ((immediately. Send resume to: VERSATILE HANDYMAN capable ( CHANDELIER,, brassy;l2 bulb; 4:
Elsie Carson, Ashcroft fburnaL^^ ' o^^^^^^^ boat repairs, carpentry, ft.(hang by 28 inches diameter; 
. P,0' Box 190 , Ashcroft,;B.C: VOK; (gardening & house maintenance.! ! bargain; $300 
( lAO or phone (604) 453-2261;: : ! ( anytime. (; ( „:
; .;,l''P b 4 5’(
(firm! 656-2774( 
lp45;
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995.00. Financing available, 
no down payment O.A.C. $29.00 
per( month. Dealer 'inquiries
JUNIOR REPORTER.
Experienced in all areas of the 
nevvspaper. .Willingcto work 
unusual - hours! Send resume to: 
Elsie Carson,; Ashcroft Journal, 
P.O. Box 190, Ashcraft, B.C! VOK 





( TEACHER, on faculty i 
(Conservatory of Music,
( openings ( for ! Sidney,
( students. Lessons/given in your" 
homo!656-93861 ( V
WHY PAY $250-$300 FOR 
• "CANNED MUSIC-'when youcan 
hire "Eric’s Music Machine" (the ; 
boogie-man) for $150? Tm new 
(here, but have a $5000 sound & 
PIANO (light system and have 10 years 
at Victoria experience entertaining at
has a few hundreds of functions across
Saanich ( Canada. 656-27971^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 4p48
EARN EXTRA MONEY part-time 
as a Regal Sales Representative, 
(Our GiftCatalogue isallyou need,(' 
Write REGAL, ( 939 Eglinton 
Avenue E.; Dept. 448, TGoronto, 
M4G2L6. ( ( (! Ipb45:
PYTHIAN SISTERS Of Victory
Temple #36 are holding a Fall TEa
GRF:AT INCOME OPPORTUNITY.
Own your own ice manufacturing 
wholesale and retail trade located 
in Cariboo (resort area. 
$65,000.00. Phone 112-^395- 




NEW UTILITY TRAILER for sale, 
13" wheels, spare,4x6 box, $375, 
Phone656-6653: ; ; ; lc45
ADJUSTABLE DRESS FORM in
new condition. ( Also electric ( 




“Expert Carpet's, Upholstery Cleanincj(The UniqueWay "
FREE ESTIMATES - BONDED & INSURED
656-3730 477-4911
WASHER 8 DRYER >350 pair. 
Good condition, 656-2268.- Ic45
(Bookkeeping;tb! trial biilanee,
, payrolls, ('write-up work, One 
time only or regular basis(My 
officel!or! (yours;!!. Typing,. 
photocopying!also,available.( ■
4x8 POOL TABLE and
accessories. Shuffleboard and 
bumper pool table. 656-7728:
.■■.2!nc4 6!'-!';;';:'.(-'
24 UNIT TRAILER PARK for sale 
Underground wiring, v/ater and
! ; Sat. Nov. 19,-2'4 :p,m.;in Castle " sewer. Asking $70,000.; Phon®
Hall, 9760 • 4th StijSidney, Bake ((604) 842-6054,: New Hazelton;
■ table, nbvoitios. bonnv oficial ft Female, oxtraloes ort front feet in ( B.C. V0J2J0; : lpb45
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general (gardening.
Reasonable rates, Call 65Cv5382 




and radio, top line, all features, 
Dolby, Croz, metal etc. As brand 
new: ebst over $400. For quick 
sale, $250,652-4854 lnc45
BOB’S TIILE HUT UTO.
( CORNER OF nURNSIDE & DOUGLAS
Ceramic Tiles & Accessories
■" (,i
Estimates & Installations 
I 383-3811
26" BLACK AND WHITE TV. 
Stereo! sound, perfect condition. 
Instant picture, $35, OBO.!656" 
3285, Ask for Greg, ( lp45
2c45table, novelties, penny oscial & CKO nn( white elephant stall. Admission EARN HUNDREDS OTdOLUR^
$1.50, (door priio.; Everyone (vSILVER^^BRACELET vyith PER WEEK as an oxcliisivc denier
( welcome,_____ _________lc45 i w*'^’8®|j|’®*8nia.(Sentirnental value,; in yliour area representing unique
fvini.iN LFSSDNS7Fi^vntetuition "^ward,656-3343; ( !! ;lc45 ((preventative (maintenance;
PROFESSIONAL WINDOW 
CLEANING • rf)asnnntilf> rates 
/.Phone 656-3317. (:(;,:: 35t
YOU:DO  NEED HELP(With the 
care!of your homo? Hardworking ;
itVmystudio(2 miiw frorn Sidney V'GREY FEMALEXAT, white flea (:(!prodijct$, proven to (bo a'morierJ!^
( dn(J70 (bus route.! Claro( 'collar, ( Tatlow; Rd,/,Laurel Rd.,!' 'Savcr.(Fbr(gdvornm6nt, industry!! ('‘ofib'^etions),; ;^BardeninB.( 
((Sidobotham; ( Mas. ' Bach.’ DoopCovo, Reward,
" Graduate UVic ScliMlofMusic!'("if A4 ^^^( of (equipment helpful; Not multi- ; available from;
m<m«- Xp>»':missinq 19’'iAPOaO.CAffiL(|«Y0j. SKx »?Sm70 Shi':
(Riverside ( Drive, 1!(North 
■ Vancouver, B.C; V7 H 1 T6( I pb4 5
N6 more layoffs, We got you
/Started; on! simple rsystem.
Everyone;qualilios;(Details! only 
$5,00: ABC-FAX,'3513 Tolbooth,
( Vancouver, B.C, V5S 4J7, STart 
■(today,:,.!. .(:..:(:(..!■.'(!!■. .(■■■■:,.(. .' Ipb-tS
IM^R vTOLE ClSsHtHiio^ (S^
ovonings; $15 (mfllorials oxtrn);" binder,656-5608, Lost seen 










LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT. Saw, 
grinder, antique radios. 656 -7088 
6r384-8076i ! ! '3nc7(
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
lowest prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver! 112-2.66-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985^9714,(Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops. 
ll2:37.4-3566, Nanaimo, , U2r 
758-7375. !27pbt(tv
BART BUITENDYK
Lony-iiino .SKiney.builOui '- 
■ Genovaio'& Savo! F REE! EST1MATE5)
" : Nbw'speciallzing m , '
■( Fjnisliing Carpentry, (( 
CabinclB and Built ins! ' 
Runipi'is roonis, Repairs, 
Additions, Custom-maiie 
’ ' Windnw'Shtjiierd! '' 
-- NO JOB TOO SMALL -
WOODEN SCOW 25'x50'. styro ( 
filled, 2 pairs complete ski, polos, , 
.boois fits children, up to lO yrs,:
■:662-0193',' .:■'■':■.■ ..■':"(::,■■■;■'■'■;!'V:;4C45:(.
SENIORS (60 OR MOREjTTifew to
(SIdhoyT Don't l<noV'«nyor)o?,TliO'. 
(Silver :(’fhroads(( Centre offers 
classes, act ivit ios a nd a warin 
wolcomoi:! Drop in (to 10030 




FAMILY MAN vwth 3/4 . ( MAN;S: PIODAL^DIKE, OXCoNent!
wi l do exfd lobs and clean ups condition,;$60.;Push mowerliJO.(^?.nL^ - 4D6fi PAULINE'S HANDICRAFTS(tor^c lp45
.:. — ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !:pot,tory;:;(carying8,(''cera,(nicsV';;fHE.(''. SECRET'"“"SECTF'^’By’
|cwo|iory( (powtor, !rocl(),(knitted ( '(pouglas/Helon! Parker unveils
I-; t.'s I t;i CH11 * L; Dtsi£:w/p«»,p'Ti Wii 
EE.IS'iPf.XJTl'U-' '.WMKUCTlOW 
.riHtiiHiric, CYkurt.»lTT.Y.
’ ■' • '.'.MMf.ie.re/rur.MiTuE^
NORM PRIEStN : oumNi-R/BtmDtB ;( SIONtV, n.c! GSfi tTOS
.;!
(THE(PENINSULA COMMUNITY
( ASSOCIATION, 9 768 2nd St., Is 
;tho (Information ( lind .Volunteer 
Service for the peninsula: If you 
need assistance or U you wish to 
volunteer a few hniirs a week to 
help otherd in your community
FOUND STARVING at Bazan Bay 
Beach last JuIY' nuotored black 
!cat with oho oar cropped, very 
friendly and homo loving, would 
owner or anyone with Invormation 
ploaso phono 721-3619, lnc45
1463.
TRAVEL BUSINESS, Full or part-( homo (Sidneys area) whilemorn 
time foryour homo, Will train and works. Monday to frlclay,; 656/ 
finance, Join( our! Intornational 




ploaso call 658 0134 (or further WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
mformalionr- ";^!!''(!(/-■''(■■;:/:''■ !'lf.''/CENTRE(Crlsis;Llno,(3B3-3232v.; 
(((TABL^'TlNms (PiriT^onil^^ offer information, support and 
v fl /Brentwood - Elemflhtary School, ;!r»tGfFal8, 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
! Mondays 7i30-9;30 p,m. All ages ( woek, tfn
welcome. Further Info; 652’4580; ! SSuNlElLWcnonamlif^^^
( ! 692-1531, tfn individuals of all ages s-;serving
!::.( (Peoinsula,,'(' ComiTwdty( 
group meets regtilarly, Tojoln us, Cpun^lInK ; Service, . 9788- 
(.(;;-::‘;;:.holp’US; or. just';forHnformatlon;.;.;;'j-ig;^bd.St.»Si(fnp)if.656-1247, .
’■''/'i:call656-4842after! p,m.'(('" t1n^('..fc5^llY 
;!';;((if :”rovfRlAfiliS'^*croHiri!(:,R^^ magajine; will.;;
,, probloms in your.iile? Qvoioators iwuide you wiRi riariips and 
Anonymous caiv help youl No ' J^tessos of .ptoentlaL friends.
( (( duM; no welgh-ln«, Meetings are
Mondaysy 6 p.m;4t;9788 r 2nd:( WRrNbRS, 7117 ^
'■■■■‘■’■'"i»i . . ,,:...,■.■■ Vnn'i'.oiiver.'-'0 C(“V40''“!*l fl"117-
684t9642. Ipb45■::■.'ol^ot'neW' 
(fiend by: inalK Penpal Club for
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY, 
UNIQUE JEWEI.LRY (- GIFT 
STORE, Downtown NoW:^ 
Westminster, 8,C. PRIME AREA. 
Specializing in diamonds and 
gold,! Other commitment forces 
quick sale, ($60,000. (Includes 
approximately $50,000. stock, 
fixtures, safes, etc.) Phono (604) 
526-99U,(604)937 076f)..)ack,
^ !1 pb4 S;"'''; ^ •'-'■'■ ('! '■
ondoysy 6 . ( t  r 2  (
!Gf.;, Sid(^cy.C5C'2334.("((.,(' '! tfn ':'
If t~sOTX'C(!
, ,.('ASSAULT-!Drop‘in.!group''moets 
' every Wednesday, 7-9 p.m; at 
12 ( 1045 Linden Ave. 383>5545( 10-5
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES (
Tax ( Pro pa rat ion/Tax 
Discounting," Complete training/ 
and supervision provided,
Required Investment -16,000 -
$100,000, Contact U A R Tax 
. Services, 1345 Pembina Hwy., =
^ Winning, Man. R3T2B6. : 2pb4S '■!
'WILL'!DO typing in lay (home
490JS'! toy*;. 2424;Beacon; .((!0rig^a;apd(history Of! namelcss(( 
miT'Y-TjTyp-i^^ 1 JLL*?' (chut'ch Io homo (tho truth two by;;
Il— icM „u, -- - - - - - - - - - - - ' 6693.___ 26p04 p.O, Box 1612, Richland, WA,
SANDAK SHOES • great for’trdvei 99352. $8.95 U.S, funds, lpb45 
£!Si( (and holic^^v/oar,:ori;iust around AnEfjxlON AlX^RISTIANSI 
' homo.' Childrens shoos also |i|.oo catalogues of Christian 
nvailablo. Individual sales or shoo - tioogs(^s,jjcand Chrsitmas gifts,
parties, 652-3036. ;;;;(.;..10.c48 t,|ao fiand made plaques, Write to ' 
REFRIGERATOR, $200, used LAINQ’S LIGHTHOUSE, 343 East 
appliances bought; for cash, and 8th Street, North Vancouver, : 
,(othorssold(656-2797, 4c45 B,C,V7LIZ2. Ipb45
FENIWULA FIGURE “SKATING HONDA""US|d“ COMPONENTS 
PRE-NOVICE PRECISION TEAM priced: Engines 1483.;
IS selling aldot: firewood cut and (Transmissions $65.; Drivoshafts 
( split: Sat,, Nov, 19v $60 ' $90.; Starters Altornalor8($30.T 
dolivorod. Level pickup! load, Rcbuiltr Carburators ( $85. ! 
. $50/U-Haul level pickup load. Datsun. Toyota, Mazda engines 
AUvanceef order.s now .being . available, • SUMO, New 
taken! Call 6S?-Sefta or 656- Westminsterdl7-520-3033!
" '1288,'!..'■"(('" '"!:;!! -.'MS!■'( 1 pb4.5..-',(,-.(!''■'(■"'
Ye.W
fn:m, Moripay, to:f.i;idoy,tor rnore
Adulfs. For free informaiion, send 
.stamp fo; EXCHANGE, Box 1577,
Business on ( the (highway ( In 
Duncan, Established, good 
return, Health reason (or sale. 
(Rick :: Ooonell,. ( ll2-74a-6{)73. 
!(CcrTtury (21, ' .Sutherland ' (5:
u: ( Qualicum! O.C.VOR2T0. lDb45 ( Assoclatei.U2-748-4656.1pb4«






ADS to tho00 persbns 
who:"._ rt.,r.o,'!.!',.;(Oo'rrhoI (y
ompibv'od; bul'-'«'r«"c'uiL' 
r on ti y out of w orit. You 
mny ndvortioe terp Job 
o'r for" tho'.(shlo .'qf,your, 
oWh'''' 'moVchnndisw' tn 
Bonornto funds. Thnno 
Ads must bo plnoed in 
■.P«r.son:(,nt (lho';f|«iv.loW: 
'fithop. No,..«d»'|pr,!Uij.s- 
pInasifIdMtIon will bo 
o CO op tod b y phono. 
Ufilltj -;;:■ 3/;, oonsflcutlvo 
.lnsortiono-:.only..^
FRANK JAKOBSEN
FINISH CARPENTRY • 'CUMOM Jf^tW





EIWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRRCTORiTO;
;(;" ',(;■.;' ;::,!(;„'.( !.■;,'( ^ ("■:;Ct;iir!:rOtl(.W,!|m(|()rofllin()'';' ■ ,( 
Goncioli'nnviways Ouanv liim. .Sidcw-ilKs
Fi5h.Ponds'■;(:((( (, ■(!''("'( ,ii.(".;(',((;(':(((■■; ■''(;!'(llom(),,Rr!nov!ilion'B'
A!'! !('Phonc(,656*3881 for:Brofi'Es!lnTntc''(':''^^
QUARTZ CLOCKWORKS,
four at ($6,50( each, 10 /$5 95 
each. ;28/$5.50 each. Request 
(inlDrm.iliori, .THE ROCKHOUND 
SHOP. (77 7 (Clovardrtlo Ave,: - 
Victoria, BC VaX 2S6, 388
POORMANS (TRANSIT change 
your garden (lose into a SO/ft. 
level for; eavestroughs, cement 
i-iiid brick work. $9,95 plus $2,50 
(or handling. ! Blacksand 
Industrtas, 648 Pine; St,,
5341, Tuesday • Saturday. 2 pb45 Kamloops, B.C. V2C 2Z.5. ipb45
(lTGT'WrNcrnxWRtfr;?/l:smriA!(('!?b~f^
Canada’s largest display, SQUARE BALES alfalla, grass 
d retail ' Free ( green high quality A 1000 fobs 
small . square ( bales: excellent
ancWtiolesalo
/ Catalogues ( available, ; Norburn
Lighitng Centre Inc,, 4600 East
'!''Ha4ting$'$t!. Oumbby/B.C! V5C.'.
A^:2K5! phone 112-25|l9-06C6r( !: ' If 
■«»'**»»»*«* .....................
quality second cut irrigated alfalfa 







JOHN BABH £SnM/lTIS 666*9669





of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
MAGHiNERY
EXCELLENT CHRISTMAS GIFT. 
Ladies green Apollo 10-speed. 
Excellent condition, only ridden 
occasionally. Built for smaller size 
person, but may be raised. $100. 
721-0198 or 477-4892. 2nc45
PACIFIC FORKLIFTS SALES. We
have the largest stock good used 
forklifts in Western Canada. 
Pneumatics, solid tire, electric 
and 4 W.D. $2500 up. Terry 
Siompson, 112-533-5331. Ipb5
2 BDRM., all appliances & drapes, 
w/w carpet, parking. Avajiable 
Dec. 1. Approx. 1150 sq. ft. $435 
per mth. 656-6511. 3p45
UNFURNISHED 3 BDRM. 
HOUSE, Brentwood, 1 full, 2 half 
baths, 2 FP, rec plus family room. 
$700 mth. 656-9116. Ip45
IF YOU ARE SELLING your home, 
and you want the least problems, 
quickest sale and most money, 
then call Keith Martin 656-4761 
for professional service. Block 
Bros. Realty Ltd. 656-5584. 43rts
SANSCHA HALL FLEA MARKET
every Sunday. 8:30 - 2:30 p.m. 
lnfo656-4523. rts
GARAGE SALE 658 Bradley-Dine 
Rd. on Nov. 11 & 12 betw3een 10 
am & 3 pm. Baby buggy, weight 
set, tools & toys & misc. Ic45
SWAP N SHOP, Pauquachin Hall, 
9050 W. Saanich Rd. (off 
McTavish Rd.) Sat. Nov. 19/83, 9 
AM - 3 PM. Table reservations call 
656-0191 orat thedoor. 2c46
SUNDAY NOV. 13 9 AM - 1 PM. 
Many household items & clothing. 




FOR RENT: 3 bedroom duplex 
on McDonald Park Rd., Fenced 
back yard. Newly painted. 




DELUXE CONDO, two bedrooms, 
two bathrooms, w/w carpets. 
Range, fridge, dishwasher. $600 
including heat and hot water. 
Available Dec. 1. Phone 652-1819 
or656-9181. 2p46
HOUSE, IN BRENTWOOD






GENTLEMAN seeks small private 
rural house or cottage for 
December 1.385-7307 evenings.
3 p4 7
LADIES WEAR serving Peninsula 
for 5 yrs. has excellent 
reputation. Operating from 
Leased premises, the 
improvements, fixtures and on 
going business are yours for 
$12,000, plus inventory which 
can be adjusted by sales. 
Sparkling premises in terrific 
location fronting on main road in 
shopping centre, and across the 
road from new plaza to be built. 
Call Frank Csinos of Century 21 




WANTED; #265 Safeway Bingo. 
Willpay $50. 656-2062. 3c45
TIRES WANTED. 2














WANTED: garage to store 20' 
wooden boat and some household 
items. Call Lyn after 6 p.m. 656- 
6646. 2c45
DEAN PARK ESTATES, 1 year 
new, 1600 sq. ft., $124,000. 
Large, easy care secluded Ito, 2 
car garage, 3 bdrm., dining room, 
family room, wood stove with 6 
cords of firewood. 6 56-183 3. 
Ip45
WORKING MALE looking for small 
house or cabin. Willing to do work 
for rent reduction. Stan 652- 
9468. ' 4p47
2 YOUNG BUNNIES, ,1 silver 
angora, registered; 2 Californian
I
with or without hutch. Must sell. 
$35.00:656-2283. Ic45 j
R BEAUTIFUL 10 WK. OLD black & 
/ white puppy. Part Lab & Husky. 





.3 Room groups.:. Bachelor 
suites, individual pieces, 
hide-a-beds, rollaways. 
month to,month.
388 Yates 383 3655
231
MIDDLE AGED, childless
Saskatchewan couple, non- 
smokers, non-drinkers would like 
to rent and/or housesit a house in 
Greater Victoria, Saanich
Peninsula, Colwood or Langford 
area from January to March, 1984 
inclusive. Prefer house with
carport or garage. Would care for 
grounds or animals. For
references please call Mrs. 
Campbell 479-4902 in mornings. 
2p45
VANCOUVER ISLAND MOBILE 
HOME PARKS, PARKSVILLE. 42 
bays on 4.77 acres. Offers to 
$450,000. QUALICUM BEACH, 
33 bays on 5.7 5 acres. Asking 
$325,000. Don Richardson (604) 
752-9055. Pearson Realty The 
Permanent (604) 752-6964, (604) 
248-3216. Ipb45
REPOSSESSION 40 ACRES
OKANOGAN VALLEY. Water, 
hydro, telephone, view, good 
access. $3,200.00 back 
payments, balance $12,800.00 at 
$150.00 monthly 11% interest. 
Bank wires accepted. (509) 486- 
:4768.: /; _ / / Tpb45
Classic
Uti M' fs vii!\ nin'.np.’.s ;n,t! fjvf'"-; .hI’v ti'i'-fv,!
ms (.'I!'.,. So,; . .‘.n.inr (!!!(•(', A'):.
Il'.t- •.sV''f.f!)l'' ;'tu 0”-V i sn I'rOviC-':
si.^-stn S (S'l-Vt: Iff ;, uiitnivn': 10 n.'v
p:!.,V!:r 'iq .‘live:liSittf;,if;!.i:‘!s
Nothing naiis down the Peninsula like m do.
Iha R£VI£UI
FREE TO A GOOD HOME, an 
‘ affectionate yhoung neutered 
/ ’ male Tabby cat, has. had all his 
: / shots. 656-9170.
I FREE TO GOOD HOME, spayed 
// -female Husky/Collie cross; had 
/// shots. 65 6774 0. / . / / ; ■.2c46
WILL GIVE excellent care to your 
estate, ’ house, " apartment in 





FURNISHED SIDNEY, Jan , Feb., 
'possibly/ March, ./house or 
//apartment.^ //Two /bedrooms,;
/ground; floor/ or elevator. /Three 
/ adults.656-4285v /;/ / . 2c46
I
// 15/ V HtH//^
IjQUARTERHORSE MARE, 6 yrs., 
well schooled English and 
Western, Dressage and Jumping, :, 
traffic and trails. Successfully 
i shown. Sound with no vices. 
Willing to keep/till .Xmas.: 388-
::.://../;: SIDNEY B.C.
; // 9805 SECOND AVENUE // 
AT BEACON
: Beautitul watertront location in, Sidney. Water- 
. views Irorn: every suite,: iargeVunils:. Fridge,;/
. stove,'..dishwasher,/vyasher/dryer/: in/most.:; 
:■ suites. Convenient ground iloor mini, shop’pirig;/ 
in reintorced concrete building, ‘ ,
Est. 1912
A Community Newspaper 
^eiying^^^
Saanich Peninsula, Royal Oak 
and Cordova Bay.
2367 Beacon Ave , Sidney
4 311 / local 414 work,;: 656-2581, 
i home. 3c45 /
I
/'REGISTER NOW tor Fall/Winter; 
/lessons, indoor ring, quality 
: horses a nd ■ i nstruction:. Mist / 
/ Haven Riding Academy: 656-
:/3l67. ■///,:::/;/:/,/ /4wc46
RENT INCLUDES SATELITE 
TV












over: 1 p,6od;®q: '/ftTdn /Reay/ 
Creek and Pond, Water, 
Sewers, $38,000.
CALL: Bob and Pat Richardson 
/ /: B5G-5251 , ,
DUPLEX — SIDNEY. 3 bdrm. 
fireplace, fenced yard, no pets. 
References, $550 per mo. 656- 
4066or656-4003. /23t







Landscaping. New lawns, 
; retai ni ng rock '' wa II, fact ngs, 
fireplaces and garden clean, up. 
595-5439 or477-0227.; , 2c45
'SANDOWN MOTEL & ECHO INN.
Winter weekly and monthly rates 
with kitchenettes now available; 




LARGE WELL MAINTAINED 4
bdrm home on quiet cul-de-sac; 
furnished with good quality 
antique furniture and paintings or , 
unfurnished, good references 
required. 656-0449: 2c45
AVAILABLE JAN. 1, 1984,
approx. 1,000/ sq. ft,; with 
excellent frontage ion East 
Saanich Rd, Across the street 
from proposed major 
development in Saanichton. 
Lease available starting $600 per 
month, Triple net. Century 21 
Arbutus : Realty Inc.; 652-4488 
ta nk Csinos65?.-3202. 4v/c47
;N^"SMALL: furnished; cottage/;; 
: private/entranco; ownthreo'pioce ;
bathroom in country sotting, close
NEED ELBOWROOM? Well; 
maintained/ /lownhouse/;/ with 
almost;;3dOO/sq./it;:/living, 
splace,/ plus /separate 
g a r a g e,/w 0 r k s h o p.: /Vaulted 
ceilings, fireplace, appliances, 
etc,’ Walk / to school- and. 
rriarinas, Barik;says / 'Sell' 
Asking $99,500. /: /
KAREL OROST 




/This;3; bedroom split level 
/Home///in //are^p^ good; 
homes//'in//J^m^^ /; has 
been n./im- : 
rnedi^ m^Tne "house 
was %B^®f979 and inay 
need/':Vue ;;TLC://Larrv 
Olson, 656-1050 or 
656-0747. "
/ $106'900
VENDOR WILL FINANCE 
AT 8% 5 YEAR TERM
Almost/:/iy? acres/ level 
;garden/;/soil./ /;2; /bedriTi; 
bungatoW/ completely 
renovated/: Workshop /in 
part/.basement. For;/ more 
info/; call Freddy Starke 
652-9602 or 656-0747;
Due to increased 
business CASTLE 
PROPERTIES (1982) 
LTD. requires one 
more Realtor. Pro­
gressive'




AHENTION BOATERS, Avoid the 
rush in spring. Take advantaged 
lov/er winter rates on repairs. 
Free estimates. Traditional Boat 
Repairs. 2268 Harbour Rd„ 
Sidney. 656-0223. / / 2c45
1976 18 FT, SANGSTER. F V/ C:
120 Merc, 15 h.p, O.B/ and: 
Irailor, $4,995. 656-0223 or 656-
21. /regreaTion:
VEHICLES
private phone and T/V. $100 per, 
// week,;656-7784: / :■ ■' • 2c4 5',
17^ TRAVEL TRAILER; stOVO,
//; Irldgo, sink; potti, hook-up/sleeps:
/4y$l,950,479-2955,598-5511,,
.•/4'C4 6 " /:/"/,,::';'
SIDNEY // AVAILABLE 
: IMMEDIATELY, Ideal for Winter; 
tourists. 1 bedroom, living room, 
dining area, kitchen, Complolely: 
furnished; Apt. /Utilities paid./ 
Excellent water-view;;; Sorry no. 
children dr 'pets./;$600 month,; 
•6567117.'"-"'- /'-'fc-'-''"' / 2P45-'-''
23
1976 GRAND LEMANS. very 
reliable tamily car, Good' 
condition. $4,000 obo/656-9606, 
„4'p46 ■ ' '/■".
25
inr
RENT FURNISHED Doc, 10 to
March 10 for a couple on holiday,/ 
Fully furnished modern home on 
Curidis// Point, /hot: wafer / Oil 
furriace, $350/ per mtti,; 
Rolerencos required, Reply Box A 
'of The Review, / . . .45
SIDE by”SIDEirupicx,T”Bdrm, 
with :3rd bdrm, or in-law suite 
down, Available Dec. 1. 2155 




; Lovely :;::3 bedrrn; ,:jamily
' h'nme; i ergo living-
: diningrriv,; , witt;i;' airtiglil;;
/heniqi, tlay; :,vvindo;ws/,/
;,'/spacii)us/ ' kitchen? /with'
: eating:: are 
/v/ith: patio;;






'/streot//in/""p qpular, area: All,
/iHls/for qnly $T19,r3()0>/For
"/moro:/ihfo; Oh/lhis .llnd pro-..;
: pbr1y/;;pl(3a LG' call Freddy'








il SURPLUS MOTORS / Controls • 
j Electronics ‘ Fans - Blowers * 
Weldors - Generators: • Reducer/ 
/ Gears/- Diosol/Gns Engines •
/ PumpS; - Tools - Hardware - 
Compressors; O.E.M, quantities 
:/ and pricing / available, Huge 
:; inventory at prices that; may save; 
;/ /: ; you a bundle. Now ttorns afTiyIng; 
/ every week. Toll free 8M-66V- 
4349 r-RIESFN FLFCTRIC LTD.,
: 32032 South Fraser Wavr 
Abbotslord, B C, V?.T IV8. 112; 
"8597101,'-'/•;■"//'i- / / /lpb45
COUNTRY HOME to share. North 
Saanich. Quiet, responsible 
working person only. $235 
monthly, includes utilities. Roialy 
c/o Box Olfice "C", Review, Box 















/ RANCHER NEAR 
BUTCHART GARDENS 
REDUCED TO $129,000 ; 
MAY CONSIDER TRADES 
;This;^l450/square loot, 3 
.bedroom rancher, is finish- 
ed;;;witti:; fop . quality/ 
/materials ;,and //workman-: 
ship; Wood panelling in liie: 
livingroom, ;;4 ; piece en- 
suite, shake rnol and cedar 
/ siding/are-somool'll'ie/ex-; 
mas;' For,' appointment To; 
view " please 'call Larry" 






' ’/ templaiing ;: soiling/ youi 
£ home ; ' vou / own/ it to.... . . . . ./y u/,,,
youtsoll lp.givt/iis a call,;
or drop/py; our office al 
' ■ 2388 Beacon Avo,, to (|Gl | /
alltho tacts/656-0747/
'15 miri/dfive from Woolen,
Freddy Starke 652-9602, 




TOWNHOUSE, ivy baths, stoye, 
fridge, dishwasher,? drapes, 
availabel now, $550,656'4779, 
H_p46 ::v ,
MS BEDRS&M, w/w carpet.
1 .'-J;11#?© S B * 0 9 T‘T'‘'/SI':'?
stove. Iridge, cable jry.jirapes,
C € 5 C
'.on
,/«//://;/PI
1979 IMko 460 on bhaptrack 
excellent: condition,
$130,000.; 1980 0ARKO 350 
; Brand now truck mount,or wn be ; 
' mounted on ;Chnn ' 'Track 
$110.000;: 1979 FMC 2lOCA, 
driver owner low hours, 160,000,
"" • t;-:;n.2*7-24p373i,-"
No pots, no children. Phone
1673 3c4/
tridge, dishwasher, (iroplaco, no/ 
BCtS, " noferonenn." $450 per- 
month. 65fim066or656‘4003/
rts






nights U 2-7 2 4 1489,
ROBERTS BAY, SIDNEY. 2 bdrm. 
water view cottage suitable single 
person or: couple wilting to 
maintain; :Rarden//Sprfy/no 
children,.1400.'592'2395'. lp4S
1973 FIBE BEDROOM htulti level 
home with sundock, Two acres 
wooded wonderland, over looking : 
' .stream,golf,,■ .course, , -nearby,,,. 
' woiksiiop 35x45'. Vi Lvam, Realty; 







cliatol on 'lnm^l/only ,7/
double;
gara^^ostrooin, / and 
whan/'/ A rnust/z/soU'/For/ 
appt; please call Froddy 
Slarkfi 652-9602 or Castio 




/ 4 YEARS OLD ;/
//'.:■',/,-$77,900//-//-/:;//-// 
//This /family homo;'liat!,;;,3/ 
bodroomG up; an(li2 down, - 
,':i;tio,',ba&enief)T/ha,s..,a';',liy*' 
/.ingroom, jull,ba|h/ and,kit-;/ 
:: chonntie/ The main floor 
;,lias///3:' .bedrooms,' liy-; 
,in()roDi;n, diningroom.,/and 
bph(:ic,!,ic.',ntDdcrn', kitchen,. 
At the chd :'df a cul-d'e-sad 
/ttoar/Sidndylin an/area ol 
near/,new/hDmoS:,/Marltal 
: sep.irfltioft torces a/, quick 
/:Sfill:' 'sd/ act :now; : Larry 
Olson. 056-1050 or 
:656-0747.''//'".-/":




/home; Kitctieh with/‘eating; 
area. In line living- 
/diningrrn,: wilh'/'/he 




oiitrance door tor 
wheelchair, ;access,; / For 
/more inlo/.loo? Starko at 
381 •1578, Froddy Starko 
at 652-9602 or 656-0747,
$69,500?/;




more info, call / froddy 
Starko 052-9602 or 
; 656-0747'," /■'
Noslopbunoalowsro" 
qulred in;: lhe ;1ow0f/:Ohca/ 
/riirigo,;/,withlri;::/walking/ 
distance‘/to / Beacon/ Ave, 
/Cai.igc cr ca/port, net 
cssoniial. doo or Froddy 
Starko. / 3BT1S78, 
G52-9DD26f 056 0747,






















“No Job Too Smatr 656-5604
Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST.. SIDNEY, B'.C. V8L 3A6




7^ Backhoe f^ Excavating 7^ Trucking
SEPTtC
FiELDS
........... ":go!ii>/^;pii ah™ AH;
Excavating. Ltd.'
Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe Work.



















backhoe SEWER STORM DRAINS
TRACTOR SERVICE
Prompt, Courteous Service
Ploughing, Leveling/; Fenclr Posi;Digging;&; Punching:
656-1748
AMES REPAIHS A RENTALS
7115 West Saanich Rd., Bronwtood Bay, B.C.
Ph. 652-2512 VOS 1A0
-Small Engine Repairs , owner
Lawnmowers, Chain Saws, Small outboards, RENTALS










2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 




10134 McDonald Park Road
i












Marino/Auto A,Saloty Glass; insurance Claims Pfdrnptly liandled
/■'Window.. Blass ■•-•■,;Mirrors;;;/.:./';'''-"/;/;;';-'g50^





./ btone, Maifilfl,; Masonry,,::^;.Landscaping
'/./;,Supplies/;:’'MaSon'S.//Tools//‘;Cernfiht/;,0'T'.;C;:/
/ DoMf Stone; & Interlocking; PfoductSv/B.C// 
Distributor tor/Tweed: Stool /Fireplace:
:;sysiM,«'.:.M«„. 652-0522
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PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
• • •
L fl ft Cf S C Cff |9 f fl ^
Green'Scene Landscaping
652-3089 ‘Ideas Through Planting’ COMPLETE SERVICE
•Interlocking Stones for 
Patrios, Walks, 
Driveways
•Lawns (Seed or Sod)
•Lawn & Garden 
Maintenance 










CUSTOM BOAT UPHOLSTERY & BOAT TOPS 
NOW AVAILABLE IN STOCK - UPHOLSTERY FABRIC AND




REYNOLD’S PKIHTfUG & DECORATING
★ Fully Insured A- Restdential/Commercial 
-A Quality Workmanship * Free Estimates 
★ Interior/Exterior






























Licensed Plumber New Construction and Repairs:
; Specializihg;in Hot Water Heating:
ip4l() All Bay Rd., Si(lherPhone 656-1580
"irl I'V 4 '
Arbutus Realty Inc.




,,,, ... , ...... ■!
'f n '"-'VyA'
.\\ \ I / / // Graham’s Roofing
S56-0626 noshinglliig
Repairs lo Vonls, 
Eavos & Chintney




(For all:your Robiing Needs,: 
: ShaHesFsitinglesi'Tar, ':' 
& Gravel & Ropaiis
658-8130
HERBERT BROTHERS TREE SERVICE
1, SERViNB THE PENINSULA 
JUALIFIEO STAFF FREE ESTIMATES
■ ?!|hv?:v)S5y:.' ‘mppirtg »>iii.rtiifflg ojiiQtiiont i(«(u
Wil'--:- ^
CERTIFIED SPRAYERS •BOOK NOW FOR SPRING 





656*2015 fBSE estimates: : :
Time to ehaiige NDP’s image
One of the recurring Socred themes in the last election 
campaign was the assertion that while Dave Barrett and 
his NDP might be clad in three-piece pinstripes, 
underneath they were still wearing the same old red 
underwear.
Strip that statement of its obvious political rhetoric 
and you’ll still find enough subslancce that should give 
the NDP food for thought. In fact, the biggest challenge 
facing Barrett’s successor is to drag the party — kicking 
and screaming if necessary — into the modern world.
Like it or not, the NDP’s policies do not reflect the 
realities of the 80s. They’re stuck somewhere in the 50s 
and that’s not good enough for a genuine alternative to 
the current government.
The Socreds have made the transition from the 50s to 
the 80s very successfully. For the first lime, the Socreds 
behave the way their supporters have always wanted 
them to.
Until the last election, the Socreds were virtually 
indistinguishable from any other party, including the 
NDP. Aside from the brave right-wing rhetoric, the 
Socreds had been operating from a base that was smack 
in the centre of the political spectrum, a base they 
shared with the Liberals, the Tories and the NDP, 
•althought he latter was perhaps a little bit further to the 
left, but not much.
The big transition came with the last election and any 
doubts in the public mind were removed when the 
government introduced its budget on July 7.
For the first time in recent memory, British Columbia 
had a truly right wing government, and I’m not using 
that term in a derogatory way. The government simply 
lived up to its own promises and the expectations of its 
supporters.
The Socreds had interpreted the public mood 
correctly and they were determined to implement the
MELODY and MINISTRY
^ will be held at the "
: NEW Friendship Baptist Church 
7280 Central Saanich Rd., Saanichton.
Hovember 10 & 11, 7:30 p.m. 
November 13, (Sunday) 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
lYeryoiielWelcoiRel:
For information Call 652’2723 (9 a.m. -
policies that would reflect that mood. Frustrated by the 
recession and the havoc it was creating, the public 
wanted less government, less bureaucracy. On July 7, 
they got just that.
The entire strategy is based on the hopes that less 
government will create better opportunities for the 
private sector, eventually resulting in jobs and 
prosperity. We’ll find out whether or not it works.
Meanwhile, the NDP is still stuck with its antiquated 
policies. In most countries which have had, or still have 
social democratic governments, the equivalent to our 
NDP has realized that socialist policies of the 40s and 
50s are not only out of date blit actually destructive.
Canada is one of the few countries in which social 
democrats are still talking about mationalization, 
despite the fact that history has proven state-run 
companies the most ineffective. There are still 
Neanderthals in the NDP in British Columbia who 
would nationalize B.C. Tel at the drop of a hat.
And it doesn’t slop there. Social services, for 
instance, must be based to some extent on the public’s 
ability to pay. The Socreds have realized that. Hence 
their restraint program, although they could have 
implemented it a little less crudely and done a better job 
of selling it to the public.
The answer for the NDP is obvious. The party must 
first of all rid itself of any notions that state-ownership 
is desirable. Instead, the party must devise policies that 
will impose controls on the private sector, controls with 
which the private sector can live and which will bring the 
maximum benefits for the public.
And the NDP must also realize that in tough 
economic times, certain programs can no longer be 
offered and others must be scaled down.
It might also be a good idea for the NDP to stay out 
of certain issues, such as abortion.
And last but not least, the NDP should stop believing 
in its dusty rhetoric. Collectively, the NDP comes across 
as a parly \vhich believes that it has God on its side. It’s 
always the others who blunder, never the NDP. '
Whoever succeeds Barrett, he won’t have an easy time 
reshaping the party. There will be a lot of resistance 
from the grass roots; but if the party ever wants to get to 
power again and, more important, if it wants to use that 
power for the benefit of British Columbia, the changes 
will have to come.
The NDP has accused Premier Bennett of not telling 
the public during the election campaign what would 
come down the pike if the government was re-elected. 
There is some justification for that charge. But that 
same obligation: now rests with the candidates for the 
NDRleadership. ;
If a candidate believes the party’s fortunes lie in a 
more radiccal left-wing policy, the convention should 
know. If a candidate favors a more centrist postion, 
that, too, should be spelled out.
And if a candidate is willing to take on the task of 
revamping the NDP to give it some relevance in the 
remaining 16 years of this millenium and prepare the 
party of the 21st century; he should say so and take his 
jchances.
Aglow Christmas banquet Dec. 6 in the Travelodge at 
6:30 p.m. Tickets available at the Wednesday meeting or 
phone 652-4636 or Speaker is Dr. Doug Roberts.
All women and men welcome. 2-45
The Prospect Lake Community Association, a nonprofit 
organization, will be holding its annual Christmas Flea 
Market Nov. 19, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Community 
Hall at 5358 Sparton Rd. Admission free, refreshments 
available. The 30 stalls will feature a wide variety of 
merchandise including i^baking, toys, crafts, children’s 
clothing, unique gifts, artwork and collectibles. There will 
be plant stalls for your garden. 2-46
* ^
Garth Homer Centre for the handicapped, 813 Darwin 
Ave., Victoria, B.C. presents a Christmas sale of Arbutus 
crafts in the centre auditorium Nov. 17 and 18, noon to 8 
p.m. each day. Many Christmas gift ideas. Tea served for a 
small fee. Everyone welcome. 2-46
i
The next public meeting of Citizens United for Safely 
and Justice will be held on Nov. 16 - 7:30 p.m. at the 
University of Victoria, Clearihue Building, Room Cl 12. 
Guest speaker will be Chief Peterson, now retired from the 
Saanich police department. For information call 478-0426. 
All members and concerned citizens are urged to attend. 2- 
46',
Christmas craft fair! The Vic West Community “Y” 
(521 Graigflower Rd.) plans its third annual Christmas 
craft fair noon to 9 p.m. Nov. 25, and 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Nov. 26. The fair features 46 craft booths, music and 
refreshments. Free admission. For more information, 
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: that IYou are invited to attend an open meeting of the 
Association for Children and Adults with Learning ( 50 if 
Disabilities Nov. 15, at 8 p.m. in the Ryan St. Annex of ( Dc 
Oaklands school. What Went on at the National them 
Conference? Gome and find out. For more information ’ barel 
:'caU:595-56ll. 1-45 'more
Panorama Leisure Centre Has over 20 workouts to W 
choose from this summer. We’ll help get the body fit and pnlti 
firm with classes geared to a variety of exercise levels. The fill« 
music is motivating and the exercises safe and effective.V
* * ever;
Sidney Activity Program requires volunteer: helpers with ; towE
knowledge of basic crafts an asset but not essential. The : 11
program runs Mondays 9:30 a.m.Tl:30 p.m. at Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall on 4th St., Sidney .For more j that: 
information call Markeia at 652-1483. proc
Shady Creek UGW fall bazaar and tea, 2-4 p.m. Nov. time 
19, 7184 East Saanich Rd. BAking, cards, plants, holly, , Y
'-thev 
'.imp.
Annual herring sale, Nov. 12-13 at 8 a.m.-5 p.m. daily, i com 
; TH^ will be a charge per bucket (bring your own 
Ship’s Point warf, Victoria. Proceeds to '
c a n KG Km j C rq ; n ii






Brentwood United Church Ladies group are holding k, 
their fallbazaar at the church hall, 7162 West Saanich Rd. e
/A\7 1 O ' f kTl /I T\ • « y-1 nrs »o r« J . F t ' B .. vNov;12 from 2-4 pln,:Free admissiori: kT-45':
Peninsula Players will present themselves as a group of 
strolling players in their January production, Edwardian 
Pub Night, with a rnini-melodrama. Auditions for actors, 
singers, dancers, specialty acts, etc.! will take place NovF 
15 at 7:30 p.m. and Sun. Nov. 20 at 2 p.m. in the Lions 
Hall, 6994 East Saanich Rd. 2-46
cv'-v''::. 'k-'jk-,',:- :■'(
Third annual Crystal Garden Christmas craft fair, 713 
Douglas St., Nov; 22-25 features an extravaganza of 
quality handcrafts by (50 B.C.’s finest artisans. Live 
continuous musical entertainment. Light lunches and 
refreshements served on the promenade overlooking 
garden and crafts. A fee will be charged for admission. 
Hours 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily, For more information call 
:658-8333'or 658-8825.: ('"::':-,k 'F':':';.'::;,: 3.47,"
Sanscha Hall Association; spiccial meeting adopt 
Constitutional changes will be held Nov, 16 at 7:30 p.m, in 
Sanscha Hall. Members, please attend. 246
Ps;
A melody and ministry crusade will be held 7:30 p.m.
10 and 11 and 11 a.m. and ? p,m. Nov. 13 at the new 
Friendship Baptist Ghurch, 7820 Central Saanich Rd. No 
acUnission charge, all wclcbme.;:F‘or inore )nf6rmqtion tall
652-2723.:
YOU CAN EARN EXTRA MONEY AS 
COURIER NEWSPAPER DELfVERY PERSON!
Be your owri boss ant:! en|oy the rewards and 
hol,ding down a job. Convince yoiir parents th^^^
- • , tben give our carrier recruitment center a call at t 
:-number;;below.,:Po,i>H''Wait,'-joos,it,ions;rnayJilj:e
All coming events items must be submitted before 5 p.m.
( Friday to be published in tlie next is^ic oFThe Revieiv! All 
itcins may run fbr a maximurii of; iwa insertions. Non­




Dally carils, billiards, 
library, morning coffee, 
lunch, afternoon tea. ft 
;■ 'Monday; :;,,-9,k:;a.m.''V'' 
ceramics: 9:30 a.m.
begin ne r’s Frcnch; 10 a. m, 
quilling; 11:45 lunchl 12:30 
p.rn, ceramics; 1:30 p.m, 
swim club; 7 p.m. games 
night and duplicate bridge.
''' Tu'esday9'''"a.m'.:': 
Spanisli, painting; 10 a.rn. 
'k,,Serenaders; 'l"l :45''',': '''a.m.:;'
dunch; 1 p.m, lapidaryi 
,lr:whist,/,;:begirincr’s";ftbridgbL::'
7:30 p.m, bingo.
,,,, Wednestiay - . 9:30,,a. m, -,
;;kndvanced,.French,novcIt,ies;,k'
11:45 a.m. hot lunch; 1
;■ ''|v:nr;';;,"’cll,*;cbi:nlotv':'':'':.grbup,,',:'
si IVersm i I hi ng; 2 p, m. 
canccit, lulm I p.m, last 
\yedncf»day of cacli nioiuli;
7 p.ni. duplicate bridge, r}
■ ■ "Thursday:'';—^ ■ 9;30:4,im,-"- 
lapidary, weaving; 10 a.iti.
carpet bowling; l l:45 a.m. 
lunch; I p.m. bridge, tai 
chi, 1:30 p, m. dressmaking; 
7-9 p.m, crib.
Friday --9 a.m. Spanish; 
9:30 a.m, quilting, keep fit; 
Jo a.m. ceramics; 11:45 
a; m, 1 u ncli; 1:30 p. m, bells, 
chess, jack0; ; 6:45 ;p,mv 
contract bridge and whist.
'V Snlnrday' ond' Sunday'' —
I p.m. 1(^4 p.m. open for 
drop-ins. (Stamp Club first 
and third Saturday.
: . k V y--k ...k:' ... k
■',^Spccl«l,I5yen(S!' ':,,,:,„.:.;:,:.,,..:;.: 
'„/N,ov., ,,9 .k—-2.... p.iii.,, 
■‘•Woody'Woodland’:^', 
:;::'::Nov. :::I6,2,:p,in. :kcn^
■ arid ,Daphnc EdwarcL',' 
k ,N oyk232'; .ft'p. m'ft' 
Saanich Songmen,
,Nt»v, ,..25,,::-".. 1p.m.-ia;,4 „ 
,p,m,,:,Uazaar,v,,,;,,
,'k,'V N'ov'.:; 30 -''pim.''^ Film:
;'“'Charade”. ■""""■
mmA wammam mammamsmKsmmm
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Central Saanich
every bit as productive.
Our fuchsias are blooming most beautifully right now, 
but before we have a frost we will have to get them inside.
Do, for Heaven’s sake, spread newspaper under them or
you will have fallen leaves everywhere, and there is nothing chTldren's“Hallmren party 
more trmattng to a tidy mate than a messy gardener. Costume contest winners 
Believe me I know! include-
: “Himself” considers the garage his territory, and my Age three and under —
plants are introduced into that area with many groans and Pliilys Hallman- 2nd
heavy sighs on his part, and considerable embarrassment Alexis Huene- 3rd Brent
u u j Poison; honourable
No matter how hard 1 try, somehow things get spread mention, April Dunabeitia; 
around and soil arrives in little heaps and leaves blow into j<;^atie Boal 
corners and piles of pots tip over until the whole place Age four — 1st Ryan 
' looks like the city dump, and 1 am in the glue up to my poole; 2nd Jennifer
Whitmore; 3id Brent
; 1 don t like to prune the fuchsias until spring since there Carberrv honourable
always seem to be a lot of dead branches anyway, and at rnention Rvan Yark- David 
I that time you can see where the new growth is coming and pajie 




Age nine — 1st, Dawn 
Saville; 2nd, Jennifer 
Jones; 3rd Dominique 
Goodwyn; honourable 
mention, Michelle White.
Age 10 and over — 1st, 
Paul Fitzzaland, 2nd, 
Shelley Galloway; 3rd, 
Melissa Bosdet; honourable 
mention, Blair Fisher; John 
Hiighesman.
Got a news tip?
Call i;lie Meview
NEED AN ELECTRICIAN?
To replace a faulty switch, add another wall plug, con- 
nect an appliance or add another light in one of the 
rooms or basement.
Qualified Journeyman Electrician. Licensed and living 
in your area can provide an efficient service. :
No Job Too Small is
Free Estimates on Electric Heating, a re-wire or new construction.
Jim Lefl/iarquand 652-4501
Let s go on to-day with things to do before the snow Treat your tree fuchsias as you do the others, remembering Belffe; Ind, Sarah ^Dunn';
, to water them several time over the winter so that they iVd ' Pmnup-
If you have followed the same path as we have your don’t completely dry out. LtouraW^ion, Rus^i
If it gets really cold it is a good idea to throw an old Robson; Ryan Robson.
Age six — 1st, Mathew
For North Saanich Alderman Please
geraniums are still out in the garden, a lot of them still in
flower. Everything looks so bare after things like that are blanket over the fuchsias, or even cover them with layers of ^ iviaun;\v
pulled out, but it is getting late in the season now so it is rumpled newspapers to protect them. You will have to lay Cottier- 2nd Meredith
i' i time to stiffen your uppei lip, get out the gardening gloves, your tree fuchsias down to do this, but it would be a Walker- 3r(l Scott
; I the wheelbarrow, your trowel, the secatuers and some one- disaster to haye them freeze! Harrison; ' honourable
• I gallon (or larger) pots. ^ ^ ^ Sean Lansdell-
fall by digging up the cut back quite severely before bringing them into a pober Gaunt.
• ! geraniums, cutting the roots back a bit, pruning off a lot of sheltered spot. If you have a greenhouse, put them in it of Age seven 1st Dennis
• { the top growth and planting the geraniums three to a pot. course. . .1 hesitate to mention the garage again, but there McDonald; 2nd Jonathon
j These plants should be kept watered (once a month should we are! It’s a possibility (if there is room) but pelargoniums Edgell; 3rd Brandie
^ I be enough) and in as much light as you can manage. shouldn’t be allowed to break up your marriage! Herrick; honourable
I If you have a basement that isn’t too warm, then put My friendly neighbour has a lovely Martha Washington mention, ' Allison Morill; 
s I them in a basement window. The garage would be fine in a box right by her south facing steps and it lives there all Andrea Somers.
f unless we have a really cold winter, and some geraniums winter covered with an old folded-up bedspread tied over Age eight — 1st Heidi 
d I have been known to survive if they are put right up against the top. I am not suggesting that these beauties will live Puts; 2nd, Shelley 
h j the house where they don’t get a lot of wind. outside all winter without cover (they definitely won’t) but Harrison; 3rd Rebecca
> j You might want to try some cuttings taken from the they are hardier than one is led to believe.
7 I prunings cut off the original plants. . .these may not
Re-Elect
A Professional Enwironmentalist 





succeed since it is pretty late in the season, but every one 
e that does would cost you over a dollar to buy next spring, 
g iso if you have the time it might be worth a try.
'f * Do dip the cuttings in rooting hormone before standing 
; them in sand up to a leaf node and keep the sand just 
n ; barely moist until they root. This may take a month or 
5 ; more and a few leaves may drop off during this time, but 
i as long as the stems don’t rot, you are likely to succeed.
cuttings are rooted, and you can tell this by YWCA, together with the 
d ; pulling hghtly on the stems, move them into small pots Vancouver Island Fitness 
le filled with potting soil, and set them on a window sill where Association, is presenting a 
lots of lighE Its a good idea to turn these pots workshop featuring Bob 
I evefyTweek or so to prevent your plantiS from leaning Anderson who taught 
b ; towards the sunshine. tstretching to the New York
le ^ 1 hope some of you remembered to bring in your pepper Jets, California Angels, Los 
et I plants for the winter. 1 tried it last fall with the three plants Angeles Dodgers and 
re { that: looked mosit vigorous. Two of them survived, and Denver Broncos. It runs 10 ^ 
; produced peppers in the greenhouse about July 1, much to a.m. - 3 p.m. Nov. 12 at the 
my delight, as peppers were well over $1 a pound at that Marigold centre, 757 Wek 
v- itime inthle stores. Burnside. Also in the same
Government & Business 
Experience
-Federal management, policy .planning and 
budgeting.:
-Direction of marine environmental 
assessmenttor Western Canada & Arctic 
-Canadian international marine pollution 
representative
-Director international commodity firm. :
y, ; You may remember my mentioning that scarlet runner program is Don Buskirk,
^ ^ -i ■ • n’ Amov. 1 M A . ^ 1 M 1 #<•' M J - 1 A ' m ir4 v r a 1 A O <4 A ** > : P ■ ’ O n r\
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IUNCHE6NS Tuesday to Friday 





a e i SilOMiRaiSH-
-Big Brothers. United Way 
-Director Rate Payers Associatiorf J:' 
-MunicipaLCounciLexperience: V 
•Chairman Policy & Planning Committee 
•ChairnTan Utilities:Committee - V ^^'' ' rt 
{ •Peninsula Water Commission ; ; T L 
•Fire; Committee 
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The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each 
month, 11 a.m^to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more 
information call co­
ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
c 1 o t hin g, household 
articles, appliances and 
furniture for its 
rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Gan we help you? Call 
t h e Community
Counselling Centre, 9813- 
5th St., Sidney, 24-hour 
answering service. Call 656- 
1247.
Women’s Support 
Group. A discussion group 
ifor women dealing w
traditional songs are sung. 
Men and women of all 
voices are welcome — if 
you like to sing please join 
the group. For more 
information call 656-5301.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13-18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7-9:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and 
7-11 p.m. Saturdays.
STAG floor hockey 
nights at Sidney elementary 
school gym are held every 
Monday, 7-9 p.m.
STAG also offers pool, 
foosball and ping-pong, as 
well as many other special 
events and community 
projects. All activities are 
free and no registration is 
required. Parent and teen 
inquiries welcome. For 
more information call the 
PCA office at 656-0134 or 
drop by and pick up a 
program at 9788-2nd St.
Ability Personnel 
Association is a project 
created to promote 
employment opportunities 
for men arid women aged 
over 45 years; The office 
will assist people in finding 
job opportunities, working 
; with 0 them to determine 
their skills and capabilities
PRICES IN EFFECT 
NOV. 9 - 10 • 12, 1983
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
Wednesday, November 9, 1983
OUR FOOD DOlinR HERE


























their current needs, and helping them to present 
Newcomers welcome themselves in saleable 
Wednesday afternoons at terms. For more 
1:30 p.m. in the information : phone 385- 
Community Counselling 5000. tfn
Centre, 9813-5th Street, Sidney 676 Kittyhawk 
Sidney. For more Squadron meets every 
information call 656-1247. Thursday at 6:30 p.m. to 
Grandparents — are your 8:30 p.m. at the Air Cadet
Canora Rd; Come ‘
young mothers non-profit and see what we have to 
support group (Capital offer for those aged 13 
Families) needs help with years and older or phone 
child care I Vi hours'each the hall at 656-4423.
f'ctW Patti ot Pr,>onflnf nnil wniiHprino!: ^
350g.
CANADA FAHCY CRANNY SMITH
m




reg a t a d onderi g! 
what the future holds for 
Housing you? Sidney Community 
Fernwood Health Service offices of
I
Sidney T wirlers and 
Drum Corps take lessons at 
Sidney elementary school 
from 6 p.m.Thursdays. For 
more information call 656- 
:.6098.
'..'!',The.;l;'/'!"''"Pen'insula.\'
Disarmament Group meets 
regularly. To help us, join 
us or just for information 
call65M842,
Sidney Activity Centre, 
spon.sorcd by CMHA and 
the community, meets 
Monday.s 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
in Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall, Handicrafts, games, 
f il ms, recreai ion, li ght 
lunch and an opportunity to 
meet; others; For more 
in formation call 652-1483 
afteri 6 p.m; oK 658-5414
Road. Free matching rental the Capital Regional 
services. Landlords 381- District can help you. Join 
.1335, tenants 381-1205, us and other couples in a 
Monday to Friday 11 a.m. - comfortable atmosphere of 
5 p.m. Help with housing learning through films,
slides, discussions and 
Attention ladies: all voice exercises. Register now. In 
ranges - we want you to sing Sidney call 656-1188 
barbershop-style. It’s a fun 
time! Most Monday nights 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion 
Hall, Mills Rd. For more 
information call 652-3030 
or 656-1906.
Central Saanich senior 
citizens havemoved to tlieir 
? new centre at 1229 Clark 
Rd., Brentwood Bay. (652- 
4611). TNew members 
welcoriie. A calendar of 
activities is available at the 
; centre, vvhich is open daily 
10 a.m. - noon and 2 - 4 
p.m.
Snanicli and the Islands 
Indies (SAILS) for Social 
Credit meet the third 
Wedne.sday of each month;
For further information 
please call 656-6232.
Save The Children Inind^ vycek 
Christmas cards arc on sale Tl«c Saanich Pcnlrisiila 
now at Jumping Mouse Toastmasters; Club rtow 
Book Store on Beacon Ave. meets at 7:30 p.in, Tuesday 
All proceeds from the sale evenings at CcntrarSaanich 
of cards go to the children’s municipal hall, 1903 Mount 
fund. 8-51 Newton.
Speak French and want Volunteers are needed to 
to keep conversational staff thC Tuck ^Shop at 
skills? Toastmasters En TiUicum Lodge, 4481 
' Francais meets Thursday 1 ntcrurban. For more 
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. information call MargCaux 
For more information call; Finlayson at 479*7101, local 
-598.3729 or 598-13
All ages welcome to table Alcoholics Anonymous 
tennis at Brentwood 10 groups meet every 
elcmcMilary school, 7:30 - week on the Saanich 
9:3() p.in, Mondays; More Peninsula, For more 
infojmation 652-4580 or infoririatlori or help call 
652-1531.--;-,:--":-";383-04l5:: r,
j';/-'--Js''Overeating'■ ;;;;cr«atlng''
V prpblcms'^ypur;:;- li fc? =
Ovcreateis Anonymous can 
help, No dues, no weighing,
Mondays, 9788 - 2nd Street ,
Sidney. Call 652-9931,
I»enlii*iilo'":“SinBcr8'-;'mect'':rf;^'';;'The;:;;'■'Grcatcr-;'^":^Vicioria"'' 
every Tuesday 7:30 * 9:30 Gcranittm and Fuchsia 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian Society plan a meeting 7:30 
!,cglon Hall on Mills Rd, p.m,> Nov. ?.4 at Garth 
Mew members and visitors Fhunrrlvr<mire: Sid^Ject 
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COCHTAi L 1.36litre.. . . . .
MAXWELL HOUSE
!NSBIiI£0FFEE 283g



































$E93 $^69W kgorlb. as
i': '■ --'"-' 'fiJifJSSMMC
PRIDE OF CAIiADA 
BACON
1 $199
j BOOgpkg. JL ea
LUNCHMIATS^fftniniEs ^




' ; kgorlb."" ■
MAPLE LEAF
SLICED BOLOGNA SLICED COOKED REGULAR WIENERS
lit ea. 175g pkg. iHli ea.
$1294S4g pkg. d ea.
1 SWOF mMMmPLELEAF MAPLE LEAF
NEWIEALAND HAM STEAKS SWEETPlCKLtD
EDAM ' 1 ' CORNED BEEF
1 $1:93 $^691 'yP kg or lb. mm
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